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Ab t ract  
udan gra ( . orghllll1 x drllllllllon£iii ) i s  c I11monl) grO\\ll for the production of animal 
fodder in  the E. C)perus conglomera/lis ( local ly termed 'Thenda' ) i s  a sedge native 
to the U E. and one of th \ er) � \\ plant that colonize o i ls  of h ifting de ert dune . 
The nat ive p lant i grazed by camels .  and may thus have a potential for animal D ed 
production. Whi le  udan gra s i s  a mycotrophic plant that normal! l ives in  symbio is  
\ \  i th arbuscular mJ corrhizal fungi for fa i l i tation of nutrient uptake. C. conglomerafll 
i a non-ho t to these root "mbionts. In the desert sedges rhizosheaths comprising of 
den e coat of root hair and entangled oil part ic les eem to constitute an al ternati e 
strate g) to upport nutrient acqui i t ion. One objective of tlllS study wa to compare 
nutrient uptake from o i l  of the UAE between Sudan gras and C. congIOlJ7erafus. 
Another a im \Ya to i nvest igate how removal of biomass and presence of so i l  sal inity. 
alone or in combination. would affect the development and functioning of arbuscular 
mycorrh izal  symbio e in udan gra s grov.n on a sandy soi l  of the UAE.  In a field 
experiment. udan gra and C. conglol71erarus were either sole cropped or 
i ntercropped under two d ifferent in' igation regime . After 7 months of cult 1vat ion. C. 
congiomerafll plant had produced more biomass. and had taken up larger quanti t ie 
of nutri t ional element compared with Sudan grass. even though these p lants had 
received smal ler amounts of fert i l i zers. either udan grass nor C. conglomerafu 
grov.1h d iffered depend ing on whether plants were ole- or intercropped . Thi may 
suggest that the t \ ',:o plant species under invest igation ut i l ized d ifferent pools of 
nutritional elements. and thu competed only l it t le for nutrient uptake. There wa no 
effect of the \vater supply leve l  on the growth of i ntercropped or sole cropped plants. 
possibly becau e the water upply level was in a sufficient range even for the plots of 
the lov,:er water supply treatment. Results of a pot experiment where Sudan grass and 
C. conglomeratus were grovm with approximately half of their  root ystems sharing 
the same soi l  volume. confirm the hypothe is that the two plant spec ies under 
i nvestigation do not compete for the same pools  of phosphate ( P) .  However. C. 
conglomera/us growth and nutrient uptake was negatively affected by the presence of 
a mycorrhiza fungal colonized root ystem. This COn fil111 the results of the previous 
pot experiments that reported a d irect negative effect of mycorrhizal root system on 
the growth of the neighboring non-hosts. The majority of agri cultural soi l s  in the AE 
viii 
are prone to a l in ization. I t  wa h) pothe ized that on al ine o iL  arbu cular mycorrh iza 
fungal root colonizati n and p lant mechani m of adaptation to a al ine em ironment 
\\ ould com pet [or ph toa s imi late . uch competit ive effects would aggravate upon 
rc.:mo\ al f photo )- nthdic t i  ues. and lead to a dec l ine in the development and 
functioning of 11l) corrhizae . The nul l  or alternat i \'e hypothesis. results indicated that 
neither al in it) nor e\ re leaf pruning. alone or in combi nation. had an effect on the 
relat i\  contribution o[ arbu cular mycorrhiza fungal symbiosis to plant gro\vth and 
nutrient uptake. There \ Va a lso no effect of leaf remo al or al in i ty on the extent by 
\\ hich root \\ ' re colonized by endom)- corrhiza l  fungi at the t ime of harvest . These 
re ults sugg t that contributions of arbu cular mycorrhiza fungal root colonization to 
p lant perfom1ance are relatively robust and may persist under a wide range of 
em ironmental condit ion and agricul tural practices. Future tudies should further shed 
l ight into mechani ms by which C. conglomera/lis mobi l izes nutritional elements. As 
the p lant eem to have a great potent ia l  to increa e nutrient uti l i zation efficiency in 
agricul tural systems of the UAE, i ts value for animal feed production should be further 
asse ed. Given the superiority of C. conglomerafll 0 er Sudan grass in terms of 
growth and nutrient uptake. i t  seems unl ikely that introduced mycotrophic grasses have 
the potent ial to outcompete nat ive dune sedge when released into UAE p lant 
ecosystems. 
Keywords: utrient acquisit ion. Rhizosphere. I nterspec ific competition. 
Rhizosheaths. Arbuscu lar mycorrh izal . 
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(1]) 'rl(. conglolJlera/lls i native to the E. and occurs in de ert dune 
�co ) tem , \\adi and along roadsides across a l l  parts of the countr . The Arabic 
nam ' i · thenda' . C )pel'lls conglol7leru/u i grazed b camel , and thus ha a potential 
to be u ed in  10\\ - input forage production ystem . Ho\-vever, so far there are no reports 
on C. conglomera//{. performanc 1 11 agro-e osystem . From observat ions on the 
natural di tribution of the p lant acros d ifferent habitats. it was concluded that C. 
cong!olJleratlls prefer o i l s  with a 10\\ sal i nity leve l .  h igh sand content. and sl ightl 
a lkal ine pH (E I -Kebla\'vy et a1 . .  20 1 5 ) .  Different from many other plants. C. 
congiomeratlls am10t only colonize inter-dune plains and wadi , but a lso slopes and 
top of moving sand dunes ( Ksiksi  et al . .  2007 ;  E I -Kebla\V)' et a1 . .  2009 ) .  Such desert 
dune habitats are not only subject to cont inuou oil erosion and deposition. but are 
al 0 characterized by a very low plant avai labi l i t  of nutritional elements. The natural 
habitat of C. congiomerafll further characterized by: extreme heat ( top o i l  
temperatures > 70 DC ) dur ing summer. and extreme drought ( ammal prec ipitation < 
1 00 mm). with no acces to subsurface water pools .  The C. conglomera/us roots are 
de cribed as shal lo\\' and surrounded b sandy sheaths that comprise of dense root 
hairs and entangled oil part ic les. These so-cal led ' rhizosheaths' might p lay a role  in 
p lant \',;ater and nutrient uptake ( EI -Keblawy et a I . ,  20 1 5 ) .  but the prec ise mechanism 
of thei r  funct ioning has not et been studied. 
The majority of the species within the Cyperaceae tested so far ha e been found 
non-hosts to mycorrhizal fungi . Several members of the genus Cyperll , however. were 
de cr ibed as facu l tat ive ly mycotrophic ( Muthukumar et a1 . .  2004) .  Pre l iminary 
m icroscopic obser at ions of C. conglonzera/lis root sampled from plants growing in  
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the l '  E f und that the e \\ ere not colonized b) mycoIThizal fungi C eumaIU1 E .  
per onal communication ) .  The grand majorit) of (eITe trial plant pecies l ive in  
) mbio i with myc ITh izal fungi. and uch as ociation between plant roots and soi l 
fungi are found in  almost a l l  teITe tria l  ecos)' tems ( Smith and Read. 2008 ) .  
\ 1 )  cOIThizal ymbio e are evol utionar) among the oldest symbiotic as ociations in 
nature. and there i evidence that e\'en the earl iest landplants fonned mutual ist ic 
a sociations \\ i th oi l  fungi ( Humphreys et a1 . .  20 1 0: COITadi and Bonfante. 20 1 2 ) .  
Ba ed on morphological characteristics of the symbiosis. seven d ifferent 
categorie of m) corrhizal symbiosis are d ist inguished ( Finlay. 2008 ) .  The most 
\\ide pread among c ul t ivated p lants is the endomycoIThizal ymbio is .  which involves 
arbu cular mycorrhizal fungi . The endomycorrhizal symbiosis i s  the most ancient type 
of mutal i tic p lant-fungal association. 
The extraradical myce l iw11 of the arbuscular mycoIThizal fungi great ly extends 
the nutrient absorbing uface of the p lant roots. Phosphate and other nutri t ional 
element taken up by the hyphae are part ial l y  tran ported to the intraradical mycel ium. 
\\'here they are transferred to the p lant cytop lasm ( Richardson et a1 . .  20 1 1 ) . An 
i mpro\"ed water status of mycoIThizal p lants compared with nonmycoIThizal contro ls  
has al 0 been observed in  some experiments. The mechanisms behind th i s  appear to 
be d iverse. Some authors could show that arbuscular mycoIThizal mycel ia take up 
water and transport i t  to the root C A uge et al . .  2007 ) .  An improved nutri t ional status of 
arbuscu lar mycoIThizal compared with non arbuscular mycoIThizal plants may also 
contribute to a better abi l ity of arbuscular mycoIThizal p lants to grow in dry oi l .  The 
presence of the arbuscular mycorrhi zal fungal intra- and extraradical hyphal network 
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might al 0 impr \ e the h) draul ic  condu t iv it) of the root and the rhizo phere o i l .  
impro\ ed  nutrient uptake and h) draul ic  conductance ( Barzana e t  al . .  20 1 4 ) .  
on-110 ts are evolutionary younger than the mycotrophic plant . The evolution 
of non-ho ts  im oh d the 10 of genes relevant for the establ islmlent of the ymbio i s  
( Oelaux t a l . .  20 1 4 ) .  L than 20 0 0 of a l l  land plants are non-hosts to mycorrhizal 
fungi ( Brundrett. 2009) .  on-hosts are prominent among the Amaranthaceae. 
Bra icaceae. Caryophy l laceae. Chenopodiaceae. Cyperaceae and Proteaceae. Often 
non-host ha\e evolved alternative strategies to acquire nutrients from sparingly 
avai lable resource in the soi l .  such as c luster roots or rhizosheaths. P lant specie that 
do not normal l y  foml mycorrh iza l  associations are often found in habitats that are 
ubject to frequent di turbance ( Wang and Qiu.  2006 : Lambers et al . .  2008 ) .  C) peru 
conglomeratu is known to form rhizosheaths. which appear as several 11U11 thick coats 
of o i l  around the roots. The e Vv ater-stable formations are most l ikely the resul t  of 
root exudat ion. root ha ir  pro l i feration, and microbial act iv ities (Chaboud, 1 983 :  Watt 
et a l . .  1 993 :  Read and Gregory. 1 997 ) .  The muc i l age excreted by plants and 
microorganism can apparent ly contribute to the formation of a coherent soi l  sheath 
around the roots of some p lant spec ies ( Chaboud. 1 983 : Watt et aI . ,  1 993 ;  Read and 
Gregory. 1 997 ) .  Rhizosheaths can be beneficial in terms of plant performance and 
ecosystem functioning.  For example. they have been shown to stabi l ize shifting sand. 
improve soi l structure, retain soi l  moisture, and encourage plant nutrient uptake ( Watt 
et al . .  1 994: Wei et al . .  20 1 1 ) . The mechani sms by which rhizosheaths fac i l i tate plant 
nutrient acquis i t ion are sti l l  not completely understood.  I t  is  pos ible that they 
contribute to chemical mobi l ization of sparingly soluble nutrit ional elements uch as 
p,  e .g .  through support ing the maintenance of a reduced pH around the plant root .  The 
large amounts of dense root hairs that contribute to rh izo heath format ion may provide 
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additional urfac ar a r r nutrient uptake. I t  i al 0 as umed that rhizosheath nurture 
bacterial p pulat ion impr \e plant nutrient avai labi l i ty . 
1 an) p lant' that are native to the U E and thrive in de ert eco ystem belona .. � b 
to the CaryophyJ laceae. Chenopodiaceae or ) peraceae. and may thus fol low a non-
ll1 ) cotrophic trateg, for nutrient acqui i tion.  I t  i possible that heat. drought. carTi ty 
of \ egetat ion. and u cept ibi l ity of the desert o i l s  for wind and water erosion do not 
a l lo\\" m) corrh iza fungal networks to per i st and to ustain suffic ient infective 
potent ial . Thu . p lant not re lying on fungal pal1ners for nutrient acquisit ion may be 
more ucce sful in such habitat compared \/·;ith mycotrophs. 
\Vhen d i  turbance is  Ie frequent . either due to progressing natural succession 
or human i ntervention, mycotrophic plants may have a compet it ive ad antage over 
non-ho ts. A l -Yahyaei et a1. ( 2 0 1 1 )  found that the abundance, diversi ty and species 
richne of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi was much greater in  the rooting zone of adult  
date palms  p lantat ion compared with mycotrophic p lants grov,ing in a natural 
ecosystem in the same area. 
Most crops and ornamental p lants cult ivated in the UAE are mycotrophs that 
are not nat ive to the Gu lf  Region. Whether these p lants v,ould fi nd appropriate 
)'m biotic partners in de ert soi l s  of the U AE, has not yet been tudied in much detai I .  
The o i l s  of the UAE are s l ightly alkal ine and often rich in  calciumcarbonate. 
Phosphorus and micronutrient deficiencies are commonly observed in culti ated 
p lants. but only rarely in the native vegetat ion. The abi l ity of non-native mycotrophs 
and nat ive non-ho ts  to acquire nutri t ional elements from agricultural soi l s  of the UAE, 
and to grow under reduced supply of irrigation water. has never been comparat ively 
analyzed. I t  is a lso not known whether arbuscular mycorrhizal plants and nati e non-
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ho t, \\ ould make u e of the ame r di iTerent our e of water and nutri t ional 
element in the oi l .  In ca e both trategi would exploit d ifferent nutrient and water 
pool . in lu ion f 11 n-h ts into the cult ivation ystem could lead to a part icularly 
effic ient uti l i zation of oil nutrient resource . t i l i zation of the ame pools of 
nutri t ional element and \\ ater b} both strategies ''' ould re ult in interspecific  
competit ion. 
In  the AE and other countries of the Gulf Region. increasing depletion and 
pol l ut ion of ground",. ater resources is a major concern. Governmental plans aim at 
reducing the water expendi ture for inigat ion. and suppOli water saving production 
practice . Recent ly .  the cul t i yation of Rhode gra s for the product ion of animal fodder 
wa banned in the U E.  as this \Va known to consume particularly large amounts of 
i lTigation ,vater. Ho\" ever, animal husbandry has a long tradit ion in the country, and 
animal fodder is needed to ustain herds of goats. sheep and camels .  Whether native 
plant uch as C congiomeratll could be used alone or in  combinat ion with non-native 
gra se to produce animal fodder under a lower input of inigation v,'ater and fert i l izers. 
has not yet been studied .  
Part icular ly in  the orthem Emirates, cul t ivation of Sudan grass for animal 
fodder production is very common. Sudan grass is a C4 plant native to the Sudan and 
Egypt. It is a very common forage plant in subtropical areas. and known to tolerate 
water and nutrient deficiency. as wel l  as moderate sal in ity. Sudan grass is a 
mycotropruc p lant. and mo t successfu l  in  establ i shed ecosystems and agricultural 
y tems where inigation V\ ater and fert i l izer are appl ied ( Subramanian et al . .  2006: 
Habibzadeh et aL 20 1 3 ) . 
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P lant nat i \ e to the de ert of the Gulf Region often how remarkable 
adaptat ion t heat. drought al in ity and 10\\ o i l  nutrient a\ ai labi l i t ) . Ho\\ ever, so far 
the e nat i \  e plant are not used much in agricultural production ystems. 1 1  could be 
c.'.pected that uch p lant \\- ould require Ie nutrients and water for growth compared 
\\ ith e.'.otic plant spec ie from more humid or temperate regions. On the other hand, 
deert p lants ar o ften expected to produce only l i tt le biomass. and to hav e a poor 
gro\\1h potentia l .  
Exotic ( on nat ive) plants were introduced to  the region del iberately or  by 
acc ident. There are concern related to the introduction of exotic plant species.  as these 
may impact the nat i \  e plant vegetat ion. and outcompete nat ive plants \vi thout 
provid ing adequate ecosystem serv ices (e .g .  feeding native fauna; Jauni and Ramula . 
20 1 5 ) .  Invasion of exotic plant pecies can change the habitat and ecosystem 
functioning ( Levine et aL 2003 : E hrenfeld, 20 1 0: Gaertner et aL 20 1 4) .  
Ho\\·ever. though introduced cul t ivated p lants often show a better perf0ll11anCe 
compared with native p lants in agroecosystems. i t  is not kI10vvn whether they could 
i ndeed e tab l i sh and outcompete native species when no water or nutrient are 
provided. Daehler. ( 2003 ) .  Denoth and Myers, ( 2007) ,  Domenech and Vi la. ( 2008 ) and 
Morales and Traveset. ( 2009 ) reported that there are no d ifferences betv;een exotic and 
native p lant  species in competit ive effect on the nat ive plants. but Di l lenburg et a l .  
( 1 993 ) and I ponga et aL( 2008 )  found that the exotic plant species are better than native 
p lants in competi t ion and that may influence on coexist ing native species ( Jauni and 
Ramula . 20 1 5 ). 
ot only resource competit ion, but also aUelopath ic  effects may play a role in 
the interaction between nati e and exotic plant species. Al lelopathy is a mechanism in  
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plant that cau e depre i Ye effect on the a ociated flora. Thi is  through chemical 
rclca °c from root that affect n ighb ring plant ( Brew r. 2002 : Bais et al . ,  2003 : 
al lawa) and Riden UI', _004 ) .  Inderj i t  et a l .  ( 2008 ) and t in  on et a l .  ( 2006 ) reported 
that the cxot ic pe ie ma) become ucce ful invaders by using this mechanism. For 
example. Prosopis jlll�flora is an exotic im a ive pec ies in the AE. \\"h ich j 
c 11 idered a weed because i t  ha come to dominate many plant communit ies ( EI ­
Kebla\\) and Abdel fattah. _0 1 4) .  I t  im ades both, natural and managed habitats and 
cr wd out nat ive vegetation ( Tiwari ,  1 999: E I -Keblawy and AI-Rawai. 2005,  2007) .  
E l -Keblaw) and Abdel fattah. ( 20 1 4 ) found that the P.  jll/iflora inh ibited the seed 
gemlination of five native plants i n  the UAE.  Prosopis julif70ra is using al le lopathic 
mechani ms again t nat i ve pec ies (Goel and Beh l .  1 998:  Inderj it et al . . 2008:  Kaur et 
a l . .  20 1 2) .  Another rea on that faci l i tated its rapid invasion into new areas is  biological 
characteristics of P. jllliflora ( h iferaw et aI . ,  2004 ) .  I n  general .  ph sical factors, 
compet i t ion for scarce resources. a l le lochemical re lease into the envi ronment. 
shading and relative usceptib i l i ty to herbivory are deteml inants of competit ive 
strength in  p lant pecies (Ca l laway et aL 1 99 1 ) .  
Arbuscu lar mycorrhizal fungi  belong to the phylum of the Glomeromycota 
( Redecker et aL 2000),  and form symbioses with roots of members of the 
Angiospemls. Gymnospeml . Pteridophytes and some Bryophytes plants ( Smith and 
Read, 1 997 ) .  Part icularly on soi l s  with a low nutrient avai lab i l i ty. the arbuscular 
mycorrhizal symbiosis improves plant micronutrient and macronutrient uptake ( Barea 
et al . .  2005 ) .  A contribution of the arbuscular m cOlThizal symbiosis to plant 
phosphorus acqu isit ion has been obser ed most frequently ( Berta et a i . ,  1 995 ) .  ome 
studies demonstrated that mycolThizal plants had h igher photosynthet ic rates and 
biomass compared with nonmycorrhizal contro ls  ( van der Heijden et a l . .  1 998, 2006: 
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�l arulanda et a 1 . ,  2006: Hu and Rufty. 2007) .  In exchange for their contribution to 
plant nutri t ion.  ho t plant prm ide the y mbiot ic fungi with carbon ( Koide. 1 99 1 :  
c\\ ham t a 1 . ,  1 995 ) .  nder certain condi tions. the arbuscular myconhizal 
) mbio i ha al 0 been ShOVvl1 to fac i l i tate plant ,vater uptake ( \'an der Heijden et a 1 . .  
1 998 .  2006: 1arulanda et aL 2006; Hu and Rufty. 2007) ,  and to improve the soi l  
aggregate stab i l ity ( Ri l l ig .  200-l ) .  O\'er t ime. the presence of mycorrhizal plant can 
improve the o i l  qual i t} in terms of organic matter content. aggregate stabi l i ty and 
water i nfi l trat ion ( Ri l l i g, 2004 ; Schmid et a I . ,  2008 ) .  
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi are obl igate ymbionts ( Helgason and Fitter. 
2005 : l11 i th and Read. 2008 : Pringle et al . .  2009 ) .  The fungi are named after the hyphal 
tructure ( " arbu cule  
.
) that they fOlm \vithin the cortical cel ls  of roots ( Helgason and 
F i tter. 200 � ). Arbu cular mycorrhizal colonization is st311 ing with format ion of hyphae 
which gro\'-' from large re t ing spores or mycorrhizal root fragments or from the 
neighbor arbu cular myconhizal plant ( Azcon-Agui lar and Barea. 1 997 ) .  Once init ia l  
root colonization i s  e tabl i shed. the fungal mycel i um further spread within the root 
cortex .  and around the root. The fungal myce l ium can also interconnect mycotrophic 
plant species v ia producing extensive underground networks. Mycorrhiza root 
colonization has been shown to impact the functioning and biodiversity of ecosystems 
( mi th  et a 1 . .  1 997 :  Bonfante and Genre, 20 1 0 ) .  The intraradical myce l ium of these 
obl i gate biotrophic soi l  fungi pro l iferates in the cortex of the host plant root. whereas 
the extraradical part spreads in the soi l  around the root . The latter provides the surface 
area by w hich the fungus fac i l i tates host plant uptake of nutritional elements from the 
oi l  ( Ri l l ig .  2004) .  Furthermore, the arbu cular myconhiza fungal mycel ium 
ph, sical l y  entangles soi l  part ic les, and thus contributes to soi l  aggregation and stabi l ity 
( Ri l l ig et a1 . .  2002: R i l l i g  and Mummey, 2006) .  The hyphae of some mycorrhiza fungal 
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'pec Ic e\en e:\ rete a hydrophobic. glue-l ike protein CGlornal in' ) .  'Wh ich is very stable 
in  the o i l  and probabl) i 11 \ o 1 \  d in  the formation of microaggregates ( Wright and 
l)adh) aha. 1 998 ) .  The h igh l}  branched fungal tructures and arbuscules are grown 
intracel l ularl} \\ ithout penetrating the host p ia  rnalemma and thi is the rno t 
important point to characterize the symbio is ( Finlay. 2008 ) .  Arbu cules are the 
s)'mbi tic tructur s i nside plant rool cel l  and it is the place where the nutrient 
ex hange bet\\ een the fungus and its ho t ( Pami ke. 2008 ) .  
1 0  
C h a pt e r  1 :  Corn pa ri o n  of  n u t ri e n t  u ptake between ole- o r  i n te rcro pped 
Cyperu cOllg!omerntu a n d  u d a n  g ras in t h e  fie ld 
1 . 1  I n t rod uct ion 
I n  the E. all open field plant cult i vation system require i ITigat ion . Grasses 
i n  fe1111 of tuft are mainl) grov-n for land caping purposes, to stabi l ize sand dunes 
al ng road , and for the production of animal feed. Most grass pec ies cult i vated in the 
country are member of the Poaceae, not nat ive to the desel1 envirOIIDlents of the Gulf 
region. Tuft of Rhode - or udan gras cul t ivated under drip irrigat ion const i tute one 
of the mo t common animal fodder production ystems in the AE.  Despite a 
gO\'ernmental ban on commerc ia l  Rhode grass cult ivation, many farmers are st i l l  
growing fodder grasse for their private use. 
The cul t ivation of nat ive plants for fodder production might help farmer in 
de ert regions to reduce the water expendi ture for animal husbandry. However. h ighly 
drought and heat tolerant plant species l i ke C.  conglomera/lis have not yet been tested 
for their y ie ld potent ial in agricul tural production systems. The abi l i ty of plant spec ies 
to thrive under adver e c l imatic or soi l  condit ions i often associated with lower 
maximal photosynthetic capacity. and a relati ely h igh port ion of photoassimi late 
a l located to stress adaptat ion mechanisms. For example, to reduce tran pirat ion. 
drought tolerant p lant  genotypes often have a lower photosynthetica l ly  act ive surface 
area per uni t  dry weight compared with les tolerant ones ( Fischer et aI . ,  20 1 4 ) .  P lants 
l i ke C. conglomera/lis, which is adapted to soi l s  with an extremely low nutrient and 
water a\ ai l ab i l i ty.  might a l locate photoas imi late rather to belowground water and 
nutrient acquisi t ion strategies than aboveground biomass product ion.  Thu . perennial 
plant nat ive to desert ecosystems may how greater urv ival and better perfol111ance 
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compared \\ ith plant tre s-prone area paliicularly \\ hen expo ed to 
drought. heat and lo\', il nutrient a\'ai labi l it) . Th ugh phy iological J )  act ive native 
plant pecie are found in de eli e 0 ystem e\ en during the hot sunU11er months. their 
gro\\1h rate ar 10\\ . and onl)  10\\ planting densities are maintained. The feasibi l ity 
of de Ii plant for agricul tural production v,ould depend on their abi l ity to respond to 
addit ional input of \vater and nutrients with increa ed gro\\1h and maintenance of 
planting densi t ies common to agricultural ystem . It is a frequent observation that 
\\ hen gro\ving condit ion are improved. the less stress tolerant plant genotypes 
outperfoTI11 th  tress tolerant one ( Maestre e t  al . .  2009 ) .  One a im of the present 
experiment \\'as to study the grO\\1h of C C0l1g101l7eraflls in an agricul tural field that 
recei\ e moderate level of fert i l i zer and i ITigat ion water input. It was hypothesized 
that with increa ing water upply. C conglomera/lis would form 10\ er amounts of 
aboveground bioma compared with Sudan gras grovm under the same condit ions. 
Fodder grasse i n  the UAE are 1110 t frequently gro\\TI in  sole cropping systems .  
I ntercropping is  so far rarely used . I ntercropping systems of agricultural crops have 
often been sbovm to achieve h igher cumulative yields per area of land compared with 
sole cropping systems. The success of an intercropping system. however. mainly 
depends on tv,o d ifferent plant pecies exploiting d ifferent pools of scarce re ources. 
or exploit ing the same pools  at d ifferent t ime . In successful intercropping systems. 
such complementary resource uti l ization leads to a greater resource ut i l ization 
effic iency of the overal l production system. 
C)perus conglol71erafus and udan grass appear to fol low dist inct trategies for 
nutrient and possibly water acquisi t ion.  Often non-hosts have evolved trategies such 
as c luster roots or rhizosheaths. However. Sudan grass have used mycorrhiza l .  
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l ntercr ppmg } tem are 1110 t ucce fu l  \\ hen intercropped plant fo1 1o\\ different 
trategie [or r our e acqui i t ion. and the tv. o plant species u ed in the current 
e. perimcnt are expe ted to xploit d ifferent pool of nutritional elements in the oi l .  
l ntercropping i t\\ 0 plant spec ie or more grO\ving s imultaneously in  the same 
field ( Yan t aJ . .  20 1 4 ) .  I ntercropping sy tem reduces the use of chemical fert i l izers 
and herbicide ( Dhima et aJ . .  2007) .  the ferti l izers are effectively ut i l ized (Javanmard 
et a J . .  2009) and yie ld i s  increa ed ( Dhima et al . .  2007 ) ,  improves the qual i ty of the 
forage ( Bingol et aL 2007: Li thourgidis et aL 2007 ) .  The resources efficiency is  
i ncrea ed b) intercropping sy tem ( Knudsen et  al . .  2004 ) .  Wei  any et  a l .  ( 20 1 6) 
reported that. under intercropping system. there are competit ions for soi l  resources. 
\\'hich is p ia) ing a key role  in the y ie ld .  Ho\v ever. sole cropping is growing one plant 
specie alone in the same field .  
The i ntercropping system was more beneficial in  increasing the yields 
compared \\ith  ole cropping sy tem. The reason for the last sentence i s  the ad antages 
of i ntercropping system such a uti l i zation of resources ( water. fert i l i zation and 
l ight )  ( Hamzei and Seyyedi .  20 1 6 ) as wel l as the nutrient concentrat ions l ike P and K 
were i ncreased under intercropp ing compared with the sole cropping ( Weisany et al . .  
20 1 6 ) .  Ho\,,:eyer. L iebman and Dyck .  ( 1 993 ) found that the weed biomass were 
decreased i n  i ntercropping compared with the o le cropping. Weisany et a l .  ( 20 1 6) 
reported that the weed competit ion may be reduced by intercropping and that wi l l  
i ncrease the p lan t  production and showed that. under sole and intercropping systems 
the arbu cu1ar mycorrhizal had abi l ity to increase compet it ion. 
The second hypothesis was that intercropped plot would achie e higher total 
biomass compared \ ith the sole cropped plots. and that this effect would be more 
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pronounced with reduc d i lTigation \\ at r uppl ) . The experiment wa done in the field 
to te t performance of the t\\ O plant under condition of the 
cu l t i \  ati 11 in  the Call11. 
E and to repre ent the 
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1 .2 1 a ter ia l  and l et h od 
1 .2 . 1 P lant  m a teria l  a n d  eed i n g  p reparat ion 
(\peru. conglol7leraflls rhizome cutt ing were planted in cel l trays on day ] 3tJl. 
1 7th . 1 9th and 20th of No\'ember-20 I 4  and l "t of December-20 1 4 . CJperus 
conglomeraru plants \\ ere col lected from their natural habitat. along a roadside in A l  
Foah. On _ 7th of January-20 1 5  and 22nd of March-20 1 S . udan grass seeds were placed 
in moist fi l ter paper and cO\'ered with black polythene sheet under room temperature 
for germination. and that germination occurred between day 28th of January-20 1 5  and 
da) _9th of January-20 1 5  and on day 23rd of March-20 I S . The Sudan grass seedl ings 
were tran ferred to the ce l l  trays on day 29th of January-20 l S  and 23rd of March-20 1 5 . 
The plants were p lanted in  ce l 1  trays fi l led with sieved ( 1  mm)  topsoi l  from a 
and dune near to \",here the experiment \>,'as conducted . Each cel l  had a volume of 1 50 
cm3 . The soi l had not been llsed for agricultural act i \' i t ies. and p lants were absent from 
the dune. Each udan gras plant was fert i l ized with 200 mg N (NH4 103 ) ,  SO  mg P 
( KH2PO-l) .  1 00 mg K ( K2 04 ) .  1 00 mg Mg ( MgSO.J . 7Hl0) .  20 mg Fe ( Fe EDDHA).  
1 5  mg Mn ( 1nCb AH20 ) per kg dry soi l  in l iqu id fonn after plant ing.  Cj1Jeru 
conglomeratu plants v;ere ferti l i zed with 20 % the amount of nutri tional elements 
provided to udan grass plants. For both plants. the ubstrate in each cell was watered 
to approximately  field capac ity once per day using deioruzed water. 
1 . 2 .2  Set up of the  fie ld  e x per iment  
On the 1 0th. 1 1  th and 1 2th of March-20 1 5  udan grass and C. conglomeraflls 
plantlets v,,'ere transferred to the field.  
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The experimental field trial compri ed of 20 plot . each measuring 1 . 75 x 1 A  
t11 ( Fig .  1 ) . The plot w re arranged in four ro\\ f eqal dimen ion . The distance 
bet\\ een the fi \ e plot \\ i th in the ame rov" \\ as 1 111 . and betv,een the rows 3 111 . Each 
plot \\ a equipped with six inigation l ine spaced 35 cm apart . Four p lants were groVrl1 
along each i rr igati n l i ne at a di tance of. again. 3 5  cm.  Within each plot. five i rrigation 
dripper were in  taI led in  each i rrigation l i ne .  These were centered between the plants 
in a way that each plant had one i rr igation dripper 1 7 . 5  cm to its left. and another at 
the ame distance to i ts right . The plots \vere either planted only with Sudan grass SS .  
anI)  \\ith C. conglomera/II Cc. or al ternat ing ro\\. of both p lants SC.  Of each plant 
pec ie . :2  �O ind iy idual of equal ize were selected. Out of these. 240 were transferred 
to the experiment. \yh i le  the remaining were kept in the cel l trays. For transplanting. 
root bales were removed from the ce l l  trays. and the plants were transferred to the field 
oi l  together with al l  gro\\.th  substrate from the cel l i n  which they had been 
precul t ivated. The ten remaining plants e lected for the experiment were used to 
replace individual  that died within three weeks after transplanting into the field. 
A l l  plots were equipped with drippers releasing 8L of water per hour throughout 
the entire gro\\th period . The intercropped plots were either also suppl ied exclusively 
y ia 8 L per hour drippers (+) Water. or had the 8 L per hour drippers replaced by 4 L 
per hour drippers later i n  the growth period ( - )  Water. Each plot const ituted one 
experimental uni t .  There were fi e repl icates of each of the four treatments. The 
treatments were distributed over the plots completely randomized. 
C y p e r u s  co n g l o rn e ra t u s  
S u d a n  g ra s s  
D ri p p e r  
I rr i g a t i o n  l i n e s  
Acry l ic g l a s s  p l a te ( 5 0  x 5 0  c rn )  
F igure 1 :  The di stribution of the plants and drippers in  
one intercropped p lot of the fie ld experiment 
1 .2 .3 I nsta l la t ion  of a root  m o n i tor ing w i ndow 
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Two weeks after planting, a windovv' that would allow for the monitoring afro at 
grov,1h in the soi l  was i nstal led at the nan-ow side of each plot. A hole of approximately 
50 cm depth. 70 cm \vidth, and 1 00 m length wa dug i nto the ground at the p lace 
\vhere the window was to be i nstal led. A 1 cm thick acry l ic glass plate ( 5 0  x 50 cm)  
was i nstal led vert ical ly  against the side of the bole that was fac ing the planting rows 
( Fig.  2 ) .  The d istance between the plants and the glass plate was ben¥een 1 0  and 1 5  
cm.  The g lass p late was i nstal led at a depth of 45 cm, so that i t  extended above the soi l  
surface b around 5 cm .  Two wooden bars were beaten i nto the ground to  keep the 
root window in place. To keep the roots in the dark. and pre ent the soi l  behind the 
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\\  indo\\ from heating up.  f am b ard wrapped in aluminou foi l  were us d to cover 
the g Ja p late. a \\ e l l  a the hole .  The root \,·indo\\" was d i\  ided into four 25  x 25 cm 
ect ion . labeled ( top le ft ) .  B ( top right ) .  C (bottom left ) and D (bottom right ) .  
F igure 2 :  root window made out  of an acry l ic  glass 
P late in taI led in the plot planted \vith C conglomera/lis 
1 .2A M a inten a n ce of the  experiment in the field 
The experiment was conducted at A l  Foah Experimental Fam1 from March 
unti l October 20 1 5 . Apri l to August ,,-ith an average dail h igh temperature above 40 
0c . Ho\vever. the temperature in October is decreasing ( Fig. 3 ) . 
F igure 3 :  The experiment ite in  the field at Al Foah Experimental Farm 
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T\\.'enty-one days after transplanting. each Sudan grass plant of the field trial 
wa uppl ied with 200 mg (Ca 03 )2*4H20).  1 00 mg P ( KH2P04 ) .  200 mg K 
( K2 04) .  1 00 mg Mg ( MgSO-l . 7H20) .  1 0  mg Fe. 1 0  mg Zn. 7 .5  mg Mn. l .25 mg Cu. 
3 .75  mg B .  0 . 1 25 mg Mo ( Mult i -Micronutrient Fert i l izer ) .  Sudan grass plants of the 
C and SS plots \vere ferti l i zed with . P .  K. Mg. Fe. Zn. Mn. Cu. B and Mo at a rate 
of 1 9 .05 .  9 . 52 .  1 9 .05 .  9 . 52 .  0 .95 .  0 .95 .  0 . 7 1 .  0 . 1 2 . 0 .36 and 0.0 1 kg per ha. 
respectively .  C) peru conglol17erafus plants were suppl ied with half the amounts of 
nutrients provided to udan gra s plants. 
Thirty-six days after transplanting, each Sudan grass plant of the field trial wa 
suppl ied with 200 mg ( Ca(N03)r 4H20) .  20mg P ( KH2PO-l ) .  200 mg K ( K2 0-1 ) .  
1 00 mg Mg ( MgSO-l . 7H20 ). 25  mg Fe. 25 mg Zn. 1 8 . 75 mg Mn. 3 . 1 25 mg Cu. 9 . 375 
mg B .  0 .3 1 25 mg Mo ( Mult i -Micronutrient Fert i l izer) .  Sudan grass plant of the SC 
and 
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PIOl were ft rt i l ized \\ ith P K M o  Fe Zn 1n  C B d M t t f , . . e' , . . u. an 0 a a ra e 0 
1 9 .05.  1 0 .4 , 1 9 .0 � .  9 .52 .  2 . 38 . 2 .38 .  1 . 79. 0 .30. 0 .89 and 0.02 kg per ha, re pect i \  e ly . 
B) 1 05 day a fter transplanting. each udan gra s and C congloll1eralliS of the 
fie ld trial wa uppl ied \\ ith 400 mg ( Ca( 03h AH20). 20 mg P ( KH2P04 ) , 300 mg 
K ( K2 04 ) .  1 00 mg Mg ( 19 0-l . 7 H20), 1 5  mg Fe. 1 5  mg Zn. 1 1 .2 �  m g  M n .  1 . 875 mg 
Cu. 5 . 625 mg B. 0. 1 875 mg 'Mo ( M ult i -Micronutrient Fert i l izer) in  mg bet\\ een plants. 
udan gra and C conglomera/lis plants of the C, SS and CC plots were ferti l i zed 
with . p, K, Mg, Fe, Zn, Mn,  Cu, B and Mo at a rate of 38 . 1 0 . 1 .90. 30 .25. 28 .57 ,  
9 .:2 .  1 ,43 .  I .·+] .  1 .07. 0. 1 8 , 0 . 54 and 0 .02 kg per ha. respective ly .  
The fert i l i zer appl ication wa done in  l iquid fom1. nutrient o lution v,a poured 
oyer the soi l at a di tance of 1 . 5 cm from the base of the plant. 
The young leaves and inflorescences of C. conglo771eratus were occa ional ly 
colonized by aphids. Once this was ob erved. affected p lant parts were c leaned \',-ith a 
waslllng powder solut ion ( 2  teaspoons per L of water) .  Sudan grass and C. 
conglol17eratll were grown for seven months ( Fig .  4 ). and were cut four t imes during 
the grov.ih period to a height of 30 cm. 42. 70, 99 and 1 48 days after transplanting. 
respectiyely.  A l l  p lant materials obtained by cutt ing were dried in paper bags in a 
drying oven at 65 °C for 48  h. then their dry weight were estimated. 
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Figure -l :  F ie ld experiment sho11ly  before the final harvest 
B) 83 and _24 days after transplanting. the root amples were taken behind the 
root windmv. One ample was obtained from each of the four sections. A. B. C. D .  
After the  acry l ic  g lass plate had been carefu l ly  removed, a cork borer was horizontal ly  
driven i nto the ground in  the middle of each sect ion.  The soi l  core obtained \vas 20 
cm long and 2 . 5  cm i n  diameter ( Fig.  5 ) . At  the same t ime the samples were taken. the 
o i l  beh ind the root windo\vs was photographed. in order to perfoml root length 
measurements later on.  The hole which was caused by the sampl i ng was fi l led by wet 
field soi l .  The acry l i c  glass was c leand. fixed and covered again .  The soi l  sample \\"ere 
dried i n  a drying oven at 40 °C for four days. 
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F igure 5 :  o i l  sample with roots by Cork borer (20 c m  depth and 2 . 5  cm diameter) 
The i rrigation ystem was s,\" i tched on twice per day, once in  the morning and 
once in  the afternoon, each t ime for 20 minutes. By 1 1 3 days after transplanting, the 8 
L drippers of the ( - )  WaterlSC plots were replaced by 4 L drippers. By 207 days after 
transplanting, the i rrigat in  t ime \vas decrea ed to 1 0  minutes at each interva l .  The 
amount of water was appl ied in (+ )  Water/plot per m::! of plot area in 206 days ( 50 . 76 
L per m::! per day) ,  in  28  days ( 2 5 .43 L per m
2 per day) and for a l l  gro\vth period ( 1 1 . 1 7  
m3 per m::! growth period) .  The amount of water was applied in ( - )  Water/SC plot per 
m::! of plot area in 1 1 2 days ( 50 .76 L per m
2 per day) ,  in 94 days ( 2 5 .43 L per m::! per 
day) ,  in 2 8  days ( 1 2 .66 L per m::! per day ) ,  for a l l  growth period ( 8 .43 m
3 per m2 growth 
period) .  
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1 . 2 .5  H a n'e t a n d  d ry  'Hight 
B) 227 day a fter tran plant ing. the plant were harvested from the field ,  For 
the final han e t. aboveground biomass f each plant \vas cut to the ground level . Each 
pi  t \\ a di\ ided into r ur ctions ( Fig .  6 ) .  The tv\'o plants that had their root obsen'ed 
tlu'ough the \vindo\\,' were con idered ection ' R W · .  ection ' 
. 
compri ed o f  i x  
plant neighboring the section ' R W · .  The eight plants that had grov.TI along the middle 
i rrigation l i ne were con idered section ' M '  . and section F compri sed of the remaining 
eight plant that were grO\\TI along the two iITigation l i nes on the opposite side of the 
root window. For each p lot p lants of the same species and from the same ection were 
pooled together. The p lant material wa cut into small pieces. and the total fresh v,'eight 
M 
F igure 6 :  At the final harvest. plot was divided into four sections 
( RW, N .  M. F )  
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wa taken d irect l)  a fter the han e t .  representative ubsample of t h  fr sh  material 
\\ a then taken ( around 1 00 g) .  and dried in paper bag in a dry ing oven at 6 - °C for 
48 h. then the dr) \\ eight f the sub ample v, a e t imated. the water content of the 
fresh bioma wa calculated , 
fter dr) ing the ample \\ a obtained fro111 each of the four section . A, B .  C .  
D. the rhizo heath and root wer eparated and the rhizosheath weight was taken. 
then th rhizo heath and root V\ ere washed and dried in a drying oven at 65 °C for 24 
hour . their dr. weight of them \"" a taken. the weight of rhizaosheath in percentage 
total root \\'as calculated , The extent of 111) conhizal root colonization for udan grass 
root wa a ses ed by the procedure of V ierhei l i g  et a l .  ( 1 998 ) .  washed the root . put 
the root i n  KOH or aOH ( 1 0  % weight) for 25 minutes at 65 °C. washed with tap 
water. put it in v inegar for 2 to 3 m inutes. then in hot Ink ( 50 1111 i nk + 1 L Vinegar) 
for 5 to 7 m inutes and the last step \",'a putting it in tap water with a few drops of 
nnegar, 
1 .2.6 A n a lys is  of t h e  p l a n t  m ateria l fo r e le m e n t  concentrat ions and content  
For m i neral element analysis .  the dry plant material was ground into powder 
using a hammer m i l l .  The CEM Mars 5 microwave digestion system wa used to 
extract the e lements from the p lants' samples ( Brand name CEM.  Model Mars5 .  
Origin U A) ,  The digestion procedure was accord ing to the USEPA method 30 1 5A 
guide l i nes (US EPA. 1 998 ) ,  This  microwave d igest ion method wa designed to mimic  
extract ion us ing conventional heating wi th  concentrated n itric acid  ( HN03 ) and 
hydrochloric acid ( HC l ) ,  
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The plant ' ampl were prepared b) weighing 0.25 to 0.30 g of ampl into 
each micr \\ a\ e d ige t ion \ e e l .  and adding 1 0  ml  of concentrated ni tric ac id ( H  03 )  
and _ 1111 hydrochloric acid ( H  I ) . The \ e  sels were capped and placed into the 
micr \\ ave d igestion ) tem . fier heat ing the amples at 1 600 W for 20 min ( final 
temperature 220 °C) .  the) \\ ere transferred into graduated containers and brought to a 
\ o lume of -0 ml  \\ ith deionized water. 
Concentrations of macro- and microelements ( P. K. Mg. Ca. Na. Fe. Cu. Zn and 
M n )  in the l iqu id ample were mea ured u ing Inductively coupled plasma optical 
emi ion pectro copy ( IC P  _OE ) Model 7 1 0-ES. Varian. Uni ted tates. The element 
concentration in the plant material \vere calculated by refening the measured 
concentration to the amount of the plant materia l  that was digested . Shoot element 
contents (g per plant) at the t ime of harvest were calculated by mult ip lying the element 
concentrations ( g  per kg plant material ) by the amount of dry weight ( i n  Kg) obtained 
from the cone ponding p lants .  
1 .2 .7  Stat is t ica l  a n a ly is 
Data obtained for treatment rep l icates was averaged, and the standard deviation 
was calculated. Data obtained for (+) Water p lants was analyzed by a Two Way 
ANOYA. with the fi rst factor being the ident ity of the plant species for \\ hich the data 
was obtained. and the econd factor being the identity of the respective neighboring 
plant species. Another Two Way A OYA was perfoemed on data obtained for the SC 
treatments under ( + )  or ( - )  Water supply. test ing whether the identity of the plant 
species or the v ..·ater supply level had a ign i ficant ( P  < 0 .05 ) effect on the mean values. 
To test whether individual mean values d iffered significantly  ( P  < 0.05 ) from each 
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other. Tuke) ' mUlt ip le opari on \\ a performed . tati t ical analy es  were perfonned 
u ing the 19ma tat 2 .03 programme. 
1 .3 Rc. u lt 
1 .3 . 1 Root ing  den i t) '  beneath C. conglomera/LIs and udan gra p lant  
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t 8 3  da) after transplanti ng soi l  ample taken from ections A and B 
( top i l )  d id not di ffer in th root dry weight obtained per olume of o i l  depending 
on the tr atment ( Fig .  7) .  The ubsoi l  ( section C and D )  beneath C. congl0177eralll, 
plant appear d to be l ight ly better rooted compared with o i l  sampled belov,; udan 
gra . Intercropping of both plant pecies had a negative effect on the root ing density 
in the sub o iL  ine pect i \'e of \\'hether sample were taken from beneath C .  
conglOl17eralll.· or udan gra . 
The rooting den ity i n  the topsoi l  approximately doubled between 83  and 224 
days after transplant ing in  all treatments. Root ing densit ies in  the subso i l  also 
i ncrea ed with t ime.  In  the ole cropped plot there was no d ifference in  rooting densi ty 
i n  the topsoi l  and the subsoi l  depending on the plant pecies at 224 days after 
transplanting ( Fig . 8 ) . When the plants were intercropped. the root ing density in topsoi l  
ampled beneath C. conglomerafll plant was s l ightly higher compared with topsoi l  
ampled from CC plots .  Beneath udan grass plants there was no difference in rooting 
density depending on whether plant were sole cropped or intercropped . The water 
suppl y  level had no effect on the rooting density in the topsoi l  or subsoi l beneath 
i ntercropped p lant . 
The rooting densit ies in  the topsoi l  were genera l ly  at least two t imes higher 
compared with those in the subso i l .  Neither at 83 nor at 224 days after transplant ing 
did treatments d iffer in  the relative di tribution of roots between topsoi l  and subso i l  
( data not hO\-\-1 ) .  
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ub o i l  
Factor P-Value 
P l ant  spec ie ( p)  0.009 
eighboring  specie ( N )  0.0 1 5  
I nteract ion ( p x < 0.00 1 
Figure 7 :  Rooti ng densit ie measured 83 DAP ( in mg root dry \i eight per cm3 soi l ) . 
The \'al ues are the means ± standard deviation for soil samples obtained from beneath 
udan grass ( S )  or C. conglomeratus ( C )  plants. e ither sale cropped ( SS I CC) ,  or 
intercropped ( C ) .  The water supply  treatments were not yet establ i shed at 83 DAP. 
and thus values obtained for all ten ( SC )  plots were a eraged. The table below the 
figure shows the results of the Two Way A OVA. P- alues indicating a significant ( P  
< 0.05 ) effect o f  the plant species ( p ) ,  identity o f  the neighboring spec ie (N ) ,  o r  a 
ign ificant interaction between both factor are printed in bold .  Mean values obtained 
were compared by Tukey ' s mult iple compari on for the udan grass ( capi tal letters ) 
and the C. cong!ol71erafll.· ( mal l letters) separate ly .  Mean alues fol l owed by the same 
Jetter are not significant! ( P  < O,05 �  Tukey"s multiple comparison )  different. 
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Re u l t  of the Two Way A OVA performed on data obtained for C plots of the ( + )  
Water and ( - )  Water treatment : 
Topsoi l  
Factor P-Value 
P lant pecies ( p )  0 .505 
Water ( W )  0.493 
I nteraction ( Sp x W )  0 .252 
ubso i l  
Factor P-Value 
P lant species ( Sp )  0 . 1 60 
Water ( W )  0 . 764 
I nteraction ( Sp x W )  0.026 
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Figure 8 :  Rooting den i t ies measured 224 DAP ( i n  mg root dry \ eight per cm3 soi l ) . 
The values are the means ± tandard deviation . For treatment abbreviations see Fig. 7 .  
The table below the figure shov·,r the results of the T\vo Way ANOVAS perfOlmed on 
the data obtained for the SC plots under d i fferent i rrigation water supply levels ( top), 
or on al l (+) Water treatments (bottom) .  P-values indicat ing a significant (P < 0.05 ) 
effect of the p lant species ( Sp ) .  identity of the neighboring species (N), Water ( W )  are 
printed i n  bold .  ign ificant ( P  < 0 .05)  i nteractions are given i n  the last l i ne .  Mean 
values obtained were compared by Tukey " s mult iple comparison for the Sudan gras 
( capital l etters ) and the C. conglomerafu ( smal l  letters) eparately. Mean values 
fol lowed by the ame letter are not s ign i ficantly ( P  < 0.05 ;  Tukey ' s  mult iple 
comparison )  d i fferent .  
White roots with dense coats of root hairs were occasional ly  observed beneath 
al l C. conglomera/lis plants through the root windows ( Fig .  9 ) .  uch rhizsosheaths 
were a lso formed in the subso i l  ( sections C and D) .  Most C. conglomera/us root . 
however. appeared to be of brown coloration and without root hair ( Fig. 1 0) .  Visual 
apprai sal did not reveal di fferences in rhizosheath formation beneath C conglol17erafll 
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bct\\ t:cn the treatment o rhizo heaths \\ ere ob erved beneath ole cropped udan 
gra . p lant . 
t 83  day after tran planting o i l  samples taken from sections A and B 
( top oi l )  d id not di fler in the average of rhizosheath in  percentage of the total root 
depcnding on the tr atment (Table 1 ) . I ntercropping had a negat ive effect in the 
awrage of rhizo heath in percentage of the total root in the subso i l  for the sample 
were taken from beneath C. conglomera/lis. The average of rhizosheath in percentage 
of the total root in the topso i l  and subsoi l  at 224 days after transplant ing was lower 
than the average at 83 day after transplanting and did not differ depending on the 
treatment. 
F igure 9 :  White roots with den e coats of root hairs were observed beneath C. 
conglomeratus plants through the root windows 
3 1  
F igure 1 0 : Typical brov,:nish C. conglomera!u root 
3 2  
Table 1 :  The weight of  rhizo heath in percentage of the total root mea ured 83  0 P 
and _24 day after planti ng ( 0  P) .  
S c 
ss sc sc (- ) Water CC SC sc (- ) Water 
Topsoil 83 DAP 0.00 1 3 . 5 1  8.70 1445 
±O.OO ±22.43 ±9.09 ± 19.87 
224 DAP 0.00 2 36 5.42 0.03 4.86 6.00 
±O OO ±5.28 ±8 59 ±0.07 ±747 ±8.52 
Subsoil 83 DAP 0 54 16.60 * 2 1 .52 5.44 
± l  2 1  ±25.95 ± 2 1 . 14 ± l l .79 
224 DAP 0.49 0.00 25 .17  0,00 236 8 . 1 3  
± 1 09 ±O,OO ±34.47 ±O,OO ±5,28 ± 1 L l 5  
Top oi l 
Factor P-Value 
0.495 
eighboring spec ie ( N )  0 . 5 82 
I nteract ion ( p ) 0. 1 79 
ub o i l  
Factor P-Value 
P lant species ( p )  0 ,64 1 
eighboring species ( N )  0.0 1 6  
I nteract ion ( Sp x ) 0 . 8 1 1 
The values are the means ± standard deviation. For treatment abbreviations see F ig ,  7. 
The water supply  treatments were not yet establ ished at 83  OAP ( * ). and thus value 
obtained for a l l  ten C plots were averaged. The table below the Table 1 shows the 
results of the Tv\to Way A OVA at 83 OAP,  P-values indicat ing a s ignificant ( P  < 
0.05 ) effect  of the p lant species ( p) .  identity of the neighbor ing pec ies ( N ). or a 
s ign i ficant interact ion between both factors are printed in bold ,  
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1 .3 .2  FOt'm a tion of a bovegro u n d  bioma 
The umulati, e total h ot dry weight obtai ned by cutting the plant hoot back 
to a height of " 0  em done G ur t ime throughout the growth period : '+2, 70,  99.  and 
1 .+8 day after tran plant ing)  d id not d i ffer depending on whether the plots were 
or C ( Fig .  1 1 ) . The hoot dry weight obtained at 42 days after tran planting was 
b 10\\ 1 - g in mo t plot . t the fi nal haryest 
compared to CC plot .  
plot had lower shoot dry weight 
Vv 11en the ab veground dry weight product ion of the individual plant species 
\\ a ob erved. neither the v,:at r uppl y  level. nor the identity of the neighboring plant 
had an effect ( Fig .  1 2 ) .  t the t ime of  the final harvest. the total dry weight produced 
by C. cong/o711eratZl plants appeared to be s l ightly more than that of the Sudan gras . 
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F igure 1 1 : Total aboveground dlY weight formed tlu'oughout the whole growth period 
in kg per plot .  The upper graph hows the cumulat ive dry weights obtained by mowing 
shoot to a height of 30 cm for each mowing interval . The lower graph shows the total 
dIJ \veight of a l l  abo\ eground material obtained throughout the grov.1h p riod. 0 
ignificant  d ifference was found between the mean values ( P  < 0 .05.  Tukey's mult iple 
comparison) .  
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Fa tor P-Yalue 
Plant species ( p )  0.039 
Water ( \\')  0 .674 
I nteract ion ( p x W )  0. 746 
Factor P-Yalue 
P lant pecies ( Sp )  0 .090 
eighboring species ( ) 0.88 1 
I nteraction (Sp  x 0 . 800 
Figure 1 2 : Total aboveground dry weight fonned throughout the whole growth period 
in g per p lant . The upper fi rst graph shows the cumulative dry weights obtained by 
mowing udan grass shoots to a height of 30 cm for each mowing interval and the 
second graph for C conglomeratus. The lower graph shows the total dry weight of al l  
aboveground material obtained throughout the growth period.  The table below the 
figure shows the results of the Two Way A OV AS performed on the data obtained 
for the C plots under different i rrigation water upply levels ( top) ,  or on a l l  (+ )  Water 
treatments ( bottom ) .  P- alues indicat ing a significant ( P  < 0 .05 )  effect of the plant 
species ( p ) .  i dentity of the neighboring species ( ). Water ( W )  are printed in bold .  
igni ficant ( P  < 0.05 ) interactions are given in the last l ine. The mean values did not 
sign ificant ly  differ ( P  < 0 .05 :  Tukey ' s  mult ip le comparison ) .  
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Both. C conglomera/lis and udan gras entered the generative tage between 
ne and three month after tran planting. Plant of al l  treatment had fom1ed flo\\-er 
and eeds by the t ime of th final harve t. Both plant pec ie were continuousl 
[omling ne\\ t i l ler . 0 that both. vegetat ive and generat ive gro\\!th took place 
imultan ou I)  ( Fig .  1 3 ) . 
F igure 1 3 :  Plant in  the field short ly before the final harvest 
1 .3.3 Arbu c u l a r  mycorrh iza fu ngal  root colon izat ion 
The extent of mycorrhiza fungal root colon ization did not differ depending on 
the soi l depth ( Fig.  1 4 ) .  Decreased water supply towards the end of the growth period 
had a negat ive effect on the extent of endomycorrhiza root colonization in SC 
treatments. i rrespect ive of whether roots were sampled beneath Sudan grass or C 
conglomera/lis. I n  C treatments. roots sampled beneath C conglol17eratus showed a 
higher extent of arbuscular mycorrhiza fungal root colon ization compared with roots 
amp led beneath udan grass. 
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Re uIts of the Three .v., ay A OVA performed on data obtained for C plots of the ( + )  
Water and ( - )  Water treatment : 
Factor P-Value 
o i l  depth 0 .603 
Water ( W) <0.00 1 
Plant species (Sp )  0.026 
Results of the Two Way A OVA performed on data obtained for the (+ )  Water plots: 
Topsoi l  
Factor P-Value 
P lant  abo\"e sampl ing point 0.968 
eighboring spec ies ( ) 0. 340 
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ub oi l  
Factor P-Value 
Plant ab Ye ampling point 0 . 373  
eighboring p c ie ( ) 0.03 1 
Figur 1 4 : The arbu cular m) c rrh iza fungal colonized root length in percent of the 
t tal root length. For treatment abbreviations see Figs. 7 and 8. The values are the 
mean :t: standard de\ iut ion.  The tables below the fiaure show the re ult of the Three I:> 
Way 0 performed on the data obtained for the C plots under d ifferent 
inigat ion water uppI )' le\'e ls  ( top) .  or Two way ANOVA on a l l  ( + )  Water treatments 
( bottom ) .  P-value indicating a s ignificant  ( P  < 0 .05 ) effect of the soi l  depth. plant 
p c ie ( p) .  \vater ( W).  Plant above ampl ing point. identity of the neighboring 
pecie ( ) are printed in bold .  ign ificant ( P  < 0 .05 ) interactions are given in  the last 
l i ne .  � fean value obtained \"ere compared by Tuke{s mult iple compari son for the 
top oil and the ubso i l  separately .  Mean \'al ues fol lowed by the same letter are not 
ignificant ly  ( P  < O.O � :  Tuke) ' s  mult ip le comparison ) d ifferent. For the topsoiL  the 
mean value did not sign i fi cant ly  d iffer. 
1 .3 A  E le m e n t  a n a lysis 
The hoot concentrations of P .  K. Ca and a were considerably higher for C. 
cOl1g/ol71erafliS compared with udan grass ( Tables 2.  3 and 4 ) .  Concentrations of Mg 
were a lso l ightly h igher in  hoots of C. cong/omera/lis . The Two Way ANOVA did 
not reveal an effect of the identity of the neighboring plant species or the water supply 
level  on macronutrient concentrations in  plant shoots. Patterns of micronutrient 
concentrat ion i n  shoots d iffered considerably between the two plant species tested in 
this experiment. While shoot Fe concentrations were nearly twice as high in  C. 
conglomera/us compared with those i n  udall grass. the latter had much higher Zn  and 
M n  concentrations. Cu concentrations were also s l ightly higher in shoots of udan 
gra s .  
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fabl 2: EI ment concentration in  hoot material obtained from udan gra and C. 
conglomera/II.' plant at the t ime of the final han e 1 .  
5 C 
SS SC sc (-) Water CC SC SC (-) Water 
P (mg per g OW) 1 63 1 .68 1 -77 2.47 2.28 1 .90 
±0.18 ±0.14 ±0.27 to.48 ±0.78 ±0.48 
K (mg per g OW) 6.76 6.72 7 02 1 1 .87 10.61 10.60 
±0.S2 ±0.62 ±O. S l  ±0.77 ±1 .24 ±0.93 b b b a a a 
Mg (mg per g OW) 3.37 3 .41 3.74 3.61 3.84 3.71 
±0.32 ±0. 12 ±0.60 ±0.34 ±0.30 ±0.42 
Ca (mg per g OW) 6.92 5.89 7 23 8.61 8.24 8.56 
±0.90 ±0.53 ±2 10 ±1.27 ±1 .62 ±0.88 
Na (mg per g OW) 0.20 0.15 0.19 2.65 2 .04 2.62 
±0 08 to.OS ±O.OS ±0.60 ±0.79 ±0.41 
b b b a a a 
Fe (Ilg per g OW) 252 .17  2 15.45 283.18 450.58 470.87 490.84 
±62.77 ±28.86 ± 162.33 ±100.29 ± 145.60 ± 1 14.S6 be e ae ae  a b  a 
Cu (Ilg per g OW) 2.56 2.80 2.44 2.10 2.24 2 .19  
±O 25 ±0.36 ±0. 3 1  ±0.31  ±0.28 ±0.30 
a b  a b  a b a b  a b  
Z n  (Ilg per g OW) 45 33 45.25 54 16 7.78 9.33 8.00 
±J06 ± 1 1 .80 ± 1 1 9S ±1.47 ±2.92 ±0.70 a a a b b b 
Mn (Ilg per g OW) 49.02 5 1.58 65.54 38.42 45.29 45.42 
± 15.78 ±13.  73 ±17 24 ±S.l1 ±L86 ±2.03 
a b  a b  a b a b  a b  
The \"a lues are the mean ± standard deviations in mg per g dry weight C DW) for 
macronutrients. and i n  I-lg per g D W  for micronutrients. For treatment abbreviations 
see Fig .  7. Mean alues fol lowed by the same letter are not significant ly ( P  < 0.05 ; 
Tukey' s mult ip le compari son )  d ifferent. The mean values ( P. Mg and ea)  did not 
sign ificant l y  differ ( P  < 0.05 ;  Tukey " s  mult iple compaIison ) .  
4 1  
Table 3 :  Re u l t  o� the 
.
T\\ o Wa) A 0 perfonlled on  data obtained for a\ erage 
element concentrat lOl1 In the hoot of plant of th plots under ( + )  Water or ( _ ) 
\\'at r uppl) .  
AN OVA 
Sp W 
P-Va l u e  F-Val u e  P-Value F-Va l u e  
P 0 . 1 2 4  2 676 0 . 5 1 8  0.440 
K <0.001 84.592 0.729 0 . 1 24 
Mg 0.327 1 .0 3 1  0.605 0.2 80 
Ca 0.018 7 . 1 7 0  0. 246 1 .469 
N a  <0.001 1 13 . 588 0. 146 2 . 3 7 2  
F e  0 . 002 14.892 0.477 0.534 
Cu 0.015 7 .625 0. 183 1 .962 
Zn <0.001 103. 143 0.365 0.878 
Mn 0.027 6.090 0. 209 1 .  7 3 1  
For treatment abbreviations see Fig.  7 .  P val ues indicative of a significant (P < 0 .05 )  
influence of the  p lant species ( p ) , or  the water supply level ( W )  are printed in  bold.  
There were no ignificant i nteractions between the two factors (data not shown) .  
Table 4 :  Re ult  of the Two W3\ 
clement concentrat ion in th h�Ol  
Wat r uppl ) . 
ANOVA 
Sp N 
P-Value F-Va lue P-Va lue 
P 0.005 10.946 0 582 
K <0.001 136 070 0.137 
Mg 0.030 5.834 0.52 1 
Ca 0.002 13 .855 0 . 545 
Na <0.001 88.092 0.248 
Fe <0.00 1  26.241 0. 530 
Cu 0.003 12 801 0.732 
Zn <0.001 1 7 1 . 604 0. 776 
Mn 0.126 2 .647 0.685 
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o performed on data obtained for average 










0 . 1 72 
For treatment abbre\' iations see Fig.  7 .  P values indicat ive of a significant ( P  < 0.05 ) 
influence of the plant species ( Sp ). or the neighboring species ( N )  are printed in  bold .  
There \\'ere no s igni ficant i nteract ions between the two factors (data not shown) .  
CJperus conglomeraflls plants had h igher amounts of  P .  K ,  Mg. Ca, a and Fe 
in their shoots compared with those in Sudan grass by the t ime of the final harvest 
( Tables 5 .  6 and 7 ) .  The shoot Zn content, however, was higher for Sudan grass 
compared to C. conglomeratus. Both plant species had equal amounts of Cu and Mn 
in their shoots by the t ime of the final harvest . I ntercropped plants did not differ from 
corresponding sole  cropped treatments in their shoot element content. The latter also 
remained unaffected by the water supply regime. 
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Table - E lement c ntent I l1 hoot bioma obtained from udan gras and C. COI7KiomerarlfS plant at the t im of th final han e t .  
ss 
P (mg per plant) 251 62 
K (g per plant) 
Mg (g per plant) 
Ca (g per plant) 
Na (mg per plant) 
Fe (mg per plant) 
Cu (mg per plant) 
































































































a b  
2.47 
±0,70 
a b  
0.89 
±0.22 
a b  
1 .93 
±0.66 














SC (-) Water 
471 .89 
::108.46 





















1 1 .65 
±3,22 
The values are the means ± standard deviations in mg per plant  or in g per plant for 
macronutrients, and micronutrients. For treatment abbreviations ee Fig.  7 .  Mean 
values fol lowed by the same letter are not s ign ificantly ( P  < 0 .05 :  Tukey' s  mult iple 
comparison )  d ifferent .  The mean values ( Cu and Mn)  did not significantly d iffer ( P  < 
0.05:  Tukey -s  mult ip le compari son) .  
Table 6 :  R ult or  the Two Wa) 
dement content in th hoot of plant 
uppl) . 
A N OVA 
Sp W 
P-Valu e  F-Value P-Va l u e  
P 0.007 1 0  108 0.442 
K <0.00 1  3 2 . 9 1 8  0.970 
M g  0.002 14. 1 6 6  0 . 8 1 5  
C a  <0.001 2 4 . 587 0 . 7 1 3  
N a  <0.001 9 3 . 1 9 1  0 . 1 06 
Fe <0.00 1 2 6 .350 0.728 
Cu 0.079 3 . 58 7  0 . 3 2 7  
Z n  <0.001 3 5 . 2 8 5  0.780 
M n  0. 107 2 .975 0.905 
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o perfonned on data obtained for t tal 
of the C plot under (+ )  Water or (- )  Water 
F-Value 
0.626 
0.00 1 5 1  
0.0569 
0 . 1 4 1  
2 .983 




For treatment abbreviat ions see Fig. 7 .  P a lues indicat ive of a significant ( P  < 0.05 ) 
influence of the p lant species ( Sp) .  or the water supply level ( W )  are printed in  bold.  
There were no significant interactions between the two factors (data not shown) .  
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Table 7: Re ul t  r the Tv. Wn)' OV performed on data obtained for total 




P·Va lue F·Value P·Value F·Value 
P 0.002 1 3 . 776 0.673 0. 186 
K <0.001 2 2 . 2 1 5  0.429 0.662 
Mg 0.010 8 796 0.744 0 . 1 1 1  
Ca 0.001 15.857 0.977 0.001 
Na <0.00 1 46.646 0.304 1 . 141 
Fe <0.001 2 3 . 197 0 . 7 1 5  0 . 1 3 9  
C u  0.441 0.628 0.520 0.435 
Zn <0.001 57.067 0.688 0. 168 
M n  0. 259 1 . 382 0.751 0. 105 
For treatment abbreviations see Fig.  7. P values indicative of a signi ficant ( P  < 0.05 ) 
influence of the p lant species ( Sp) ,  or the neighboring pec ies ( ) are printed in  bold. 
There \\'ere no ignifican t  interactions between the two factors (data not shown) .  
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l A  Di  cu  ion 
l A. l  G row th and d ry m a t te r  y ie ld of i n tercrop ped ver u ole c rop ped udan 
gra o r  C. cOllg/omeratli 
Due to their high drought tolerance, as wel l  as water and nutrient use 
eHiciencie , pec ie of the genu or hum are often grown for biomas production on 
o i l  that are not ideal l)  suitable [or the cult ivation of more demanding crop uch as 
com or rape eed (Gardner et al . .  1 994 ) .  Maximum yields of Sorghum bie% r and 
udan gra have been reported to require fert i l ization level of 200 kg per ha, or 
more ( Col lett, 2004 : A lmodares et aL 2007:  Propheter et al . .  20 1 0 ) . However. 
economical l y  fea ible production of S bie% r bioma s has al a been achieved at 
fert i l izat ion levels between 60 and 1 80 kg per ha in some studies ( Hal lam et a! . .  200 1 ; 
Houx and Fritschi .  20 1 3 ) . Compared with these resul ts, amounts ofN appl ied to Sudan 
gra plants of th i  stud, ( 74 kg per ha ) were in a rather low supply  range. App l ication 
rate of phosphate ( 1 3 . 7  kg per ha) and pota ium (69 kg per ha) \\:ere 1 11 an 
i ntennediate to lo\\! range compared with val ues conm10nly recommended for 
orgbum or udan grass ( Pal et aL 1 982 ' Col lett .  2004 ).  
Fert i l i zation requirements for C. eong/0177erafll are not known. Some wild 
plants adapted to \'ery low soi l nutrient avai labi l i t ies have been shown to respond with 
grow1h depression or death to levels of mineral fel1 i l i zers normal ly suppl ied to crops 
( Lambers et a l . .  20 1 3 ) . Thus, relat ively low amounts of ( 38 . 1 0  kg per ha),  P ( 1 .90 
kg per ha) and K ( 30 .25 kg per ha) were uppl ied to C. conglomerafus in the present 
experiment. 
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cc rding to the C � P ( 1 992) .  the potential e\ apotran pirat ion in the area of 
the l AE lie bet" een 2000 to 2400 mm per year. nnual pan e\ aporation wa 
e t l lnated t be 3 "22 mm per year in  the area of I Dhayd in 1 993/94 (J lCA, 1 996).  
ompared " i th the e \ al ues. I rr igation water upplied to the field plots in the present 
c:-..periment \\ a i n  a high range. e\ '  n for the ( - )  Water treatments. However. it needs 
to be con idered that the plants of the pre ent tudy were not cut a frequent ly as 
commercial  pasture . Thu , the plants had a relat ively high standing bioma s 
throughout the gro\'v1h period. which may have required large quanti ties of water during 
the hot ea on.  orghul71 hieolor L .  oench can tolerate moderate o r  e\'en se\"ere "" ater 
defic i t  . Compared with other fodder gra e .  i t  ha been shown to produce h igher 
abo\ e-ground bioma . and exhibit h igher water u e efficiency under water deficit in 
pre\' lOU tudies ( Farre and Fac i .  2006; utka et a l . .  20 1 6) .  
According t o  per onal observation . farmers in  the U A E  commonly grow 
udan grass at planting den i t ie of 2 - -+ plants per m2 . This i lower than the planting 
density of 9.8 plants per m2 e tabl ished in  the pre ent study . Under favorable soi l  
condi tions. maximum . hieolor yields have been achieved at planti ng densit ies more 
than two t imes h igher than the ones establ ished in the present study ( May et al . .  20 1 6 ) .  
God ey  e t  a l .  ( 20 1 2 )  came to the conclusion that a wide range of planting densities 
\\'ou ld be acceptab le  for S. hieD/or, gi\'en the abi l i ty of the plants to t i l ler. A planting 
density of 8 . 5  per m2 has been proposed as optimal by Thomas et al. ( 1 980 ). 
I n  the present study sole cropped Sudan grass plots produced on an average 
23 .02 ton dry matter per ha throughout the growth period . A maximum S. hieD/or yield 
was 1 4.250 kg dry matt r per ha per year at the high planting density 836 p lant per ha 
( Fi scher and Wi l son.  1 975 ). This i s  lower than the yield in  the present tudy. Berenguer 
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and Faci ( 200 I )  concluded that high planting den i t ie do not al\'I a\s re ul t  i n  hioher . e 
) ields of ,  . hicolor. 
[ rr spect iye of v, hether plants were olecropped or intercropped. C 
conglomera/II. produced h igher biomass compared with udan grass in the pre ent 
tud;, . e' en though it receiyed much low'er amounts of ferti l izer. This suggests that C. 
conglomera/II had a higher ferti l izer exploi tation effic iency compared with Sudan 
gra . 
At 83 day after transplanti ng the rooting density in  the subsoi l  v, a lower 
b neath both. udan grass and C. conglomera/u when the p lants were intercropped. 
compared with corre ponding sole cropped treatments. At 224 days after transplant ing. 
this d i fference was no longer apparent . I nstead. a l ight ly higher rooting density was 
observed beneath intercropped compared with sole cropped C. conglomera/lis of the 
(-r) Water treatments. The abo\'eground plant biomass obtained t lTIoughout tIle groVvth 
period \va not affected b) the identity of the neighboring plant. There was also no 
effect of the neighboring plant pecies on total element contents . It seems that from 
the e results. the plants were largely unaffected in  their  growth and nutrient uptake by 
the identity of the neighboring species. 
I ntercropp ing syst ms often achieve higher overal l  yields compared with sole 
cropping. because interspec ific  i s  often smal ler than intraspecific  compet it ion.  as 
d ifferent species have d ifferent resource requirements ( Ti lman. 1 982 :  Aarssen. 1 983 ;  
pi tters. 1 983 :  Fowler. 1 986: Goldberg and Barton. 1 992 ) .  I n  the present experiment 
aboveground yields of neither p lant species were d ifferent depending on whether the 
p lants were sole cropped or intercropped. 
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Th interer pped pi t recel\' d more fert i l izer in total compared with the ole 
cropped C conglomerafu,\ pi t .  udan gras took up smal ler quanti tie of nutritional 
e lement compared \\ ith C conglol17erofus. Why did the C. conglomera/us plant that 
gre\\ \\ ith udan gra not benefit from this in terms of better gro\\lh and nutrient 
uptake c mpared \\ ith plant that grew with another C. conglOl17eraflls'? It i s  possible 
that in the pr ent experiment aboveground growth of plant was l im ited b) factors 
that th p lant did not compete for. Eventual ly .  C. conglomeratus and Sudan grass did 
not compete for nutri t ional elements. because they exploited d ifferent nutrient pools.  
The re ul t  of the rooting density measurements do not uggest major d ifferences in 
gro\\1h pattern between the tv;o species. Rooting densit ie seem to be s imi lar b neath 
the two plant species.  whether they are intercropped or sole cropped . Even the 
reduction in  root gro'vvth observed in  intercropped compared with sole cropped plants 
at 83  day after transplanting is observed in  both. udan grass as wel l  as C 
conglomera/II . 
Results of the pre ent experiment suggest that p lant dry weight production 
depended on the eason and related c l imatic condit ions. Between 42 unti l  1 48 days 
after transp lanting approximately there were no d ifferences between treatment in 
plant biomass production. and this period ranged from Apri l  to August with an average 
dai ly maxim um temperature above 40 °C. Compared with this.  the plant biomass 
production increased between 1 48 and 227 days after transplanting. This might have 
been because the temperature in October is decreasing. T i lman (1 988 ) and Brooker. 
( 2006 ) reported that the nutrient avai labi l i ty and c l imate can also affect competi t ive 
interactions between p lants. The strong growth increase to\ ard the end of the gro\\th 
period could also be the resul t  of the third fert i l ization. Compared with \ hat was 
SO 
pr \ id d earl i r. the third application \\ a at a pretty high leveL part icularly for C 
conglomera/u.s . 
1 A.2 Po i b l e  rea on fo r d i ffe ren ces in n u trient  acq u i  i t ion  betw een Sudan  gra 
a n d  C. cOllg/omeratli 
I n  thi  tud) . C. cong/omer 1IU. had high r contents of P .  K .  Mg. Ca. and Fe in 
the hoot compared to udan gra . even though the nat ive plants were fert i l i zed with 
smal ler amounts of nutrit ional e lements. This ugge ts that C cong/omeru/us had 
acce to nutrient po Is not acces ible to udan gra s.  The results of the root dry \ eight 
d i  tribution analysi do not indicate major d ifD rences in rooting pattern between the 
two p lant pecie  . Though d i fference in  horizontal root expansion or root length per 
g root dr) weight can not be excluded. i t  i l ikely that the plants d iffered in  thei r abi l i ty 
to mobi l ize nutritional elements in the rhizosphere . 
There are several mechani m used b) plants to adapt under l imited P 
avai l abi l ity and to enhance P acquisi t ion such as: architecture modi fication of root 
gro\\1h ( Barber. 1 995 :  Lynch. 1 995 :  Lynch and Brow11. 200 1 ) so. the root can explore 
more oi l volume for P acquisi tion ( Yu et al . .  20 1 2 ) .  ac id ification of rhizosphere 
eumann and R"omheld. 1 999: Hins inger et a \ . ,  2003 ) .  exudation of carboxylates 
( Jones. 1 998 :  eumann and Romheld. 1 999) and phosphatases ( Helal . 1 990) .  
I n  s l i ght ly  sodic  soi l s. such as those of the UAE. a relatively high proportion of 
P i n  the soi l  can be unavai lable to plants. as i t  i s  bound into water in o luble 
calciumphosphates. Thu . even on soi l s  ferti l i zed with P.  p lants may not have acces 
to adequate amounts of this element ( Hinsinger. 200 1 ; Richard on. 200 1 ) . The abi l i ty 
of the roots to mobi l ize and take up P from sparingly soluble sources d iffers depending 
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on  the plant pec ic . o i l  moi ture al o ha an important impact on  P a \  ai labi l i ty to 
p lant . Al  . p lant supply \ \  i th other nutri t ional elements can affl ct the P a\ ai labi l i ty 
t p lant . 
1 orphological and ph) iol  gical characteri t ic  of roots are often related to the 
p lant P mobi l izat ion trateg) . In th pre ent study. shoots of udan grass and C 
congloll1c!rofll had P concentrations indicative of P defic iency . Concentrations were 
lower � r udan gra compared with those for C conglomeratlls . It i s  possible that 
rhizo heath helped C cong/ol17eratus plants to mobi l ize P [rom the soi l .  In the pre ent 
xp riment. the C conglo771eraflls plants a lso had higher P contents in their hoot 
compared with udan grass. 
It can not be excluded that rhizosphere acid i fication played a role in C 
conglomeratlls nutrient uptake. Abraho et al . ( 20 1 4 ) provide evidence [or considerable 
release of carboxyl i c  acid from roots of non mycotrophic rhizosheath fom1ing cactu . 
hane et aL (2006) even propo e that rhizosheath fanning root of sedges are 
functional l y  equivalent to c luster roots of the Proteaceae. which exploit soi l P 
resources through release of large amounts of c itrate. Rhizosheath forming plants 
might e ither release proton or organic  acids themselves. or they host P mobi l izing 
rhizobacteria  around the ir  roots. I ron concentrat ions in the t issues of both, Sudan grass 
and C conglomerafll point to a rather high avai labi l i ty of th is  element . I ron 
concentration and contents are much higher in C cong/o711eratu compared with 
udan grass. whi le Zn concentrations are much lower and ind icate deficiency .  uch 
imbalances in the micronutrient suppl observed in C conglomeratus might also be 
the re ult of rhizosphere ac id ification. which mobi l i zes not only P, but also metal 
cat ions ( RengeL 20 1 5 ) .  Previous studies have also shown that rhizosheath support Mn 
S2 
111 bi l izati n and uptak.e in neutral and alkal ine oi l  ( reno 1 993 ) .  Other tudie found 
that fhi7 h ath can ha\ e high ncentration of Fe ( Wei et a I . ,  20 1 1 ) . These findings 
\vcr up ported al o i n the current experiment \\ ith re pect to the C. conglomeratlls 
hoot . 
On oi l \\ ith a 10\\ P a\"ai lab i l it_ . P uptake b) plants increase with increa ing 
P ab'orbing urface of the root ( Vi le la and Anghinoni .  1 984 ) .  Under P defic iency, root 
growth i i ncreas d in  relation with that of the shoot. To increase the nutrient absorbing 
urface. p lant often form more root hairs, or increase the length and density of lateral 
root and root hair ( Foeh e and J ungk. 1 983 :  Gahoonia et a1 . .  200 1 ) .  Under P 
l imitat ion. a high root length density i s  helping plants to maintain adequate uptake of 
P ( 1 ar chener. 1 998 :  L i nkohr et a1 . .  2002) .  Van et a1 . ( 20 1 1 )  and Yu et a l .  ( 20 1 2 ) 
reported that p lants under P deficiency l ike maize fonned thin roots with diameter less 
than 0.6 mm and their P u e effic iency i ncreased . In general ,  the root length and surface 
area are important factor to achie\"e a greater P-uptake under P-deficiency ( H in inger 
et a! . .  20 1 1 :  White et a! . .  20 1 3 : Femandes et a! . .  20 1 4 ) .  Efficiency of P acquisit ion 
under the field condit ions depended on the development of the root system. and the 
root elongation rate ( Barber. 1 995 :  H insinger et a1 . .  20 1 1 ) . Arbuscular mycorrhiza 
fungal root colonization i also bel ieved to constitute a strategy by which the spat ial 
ayai l ab i l i ty of P i s  increa ed. Plant species that are non-hosts to mycorrhizal fungi are 
sometimes characterized by profusel branched root systems that provide a high 
density of fi ne roots for nutrient absorption. However. the results of this study do not 
suggest that C. conglomeratus fonned more or finer roots than Sudan grass. This might 
upport the hypothesis that in C. conglomeratlls chemical rather than spatial 
avai l ab i l ity of P was h igher compared with udan grass. In C. conglomeratlls 
addit ional nutrient absorpt ive area might have been provided by root hairs though . 
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I n  th current experiment. the good uppl) of Ca  content in the C. 
conglol7lera/1I that \\ a more than that in udan gra may enhanced P a\ ai labi l i ty . 
That happen by olubi l i zation of a pho phate in the rhizosphere (Devau et aL 20 1 0) .  
n itrogen conc ntration U1 plant material were not anal y zed, no c lear 
interpretat ion of the plant nutritional status i po ib le .  Ho\vever, 'whi le udan grass 
plant' howed c lear ) mptom of defic iency by the t ime of the final harvest the C. 
conglomeratus p lants did not. even though they were larger. E ither these plant had a 
higher internal u e effic iency or they acquired more efficient l y  than Sudan grass. 
Thi might hay be n through fixation of bacterial in  the rhizosphere ( Amaresan et 
a1 . . 20 1 -+) .  In both ca e this might lead to a higher photosynthetic capac ity of C .  
conglomeratlls, and thus a b tter abi l i t y  t o  support nutrient uptake. 
Apart from P and N. rhizosheaths may also fac i l itate uptake of other nutri t ional 
elements ( \\lei et al . .  20 1 1 ) . In addit ion to a possible chemical mobil ization. the 
rhizosheaths might upport nutrient uptake via providing a high root hair density 
( Ba i ley and choles. 1 99 7 ) .  The root hairs which are f0TI11ed with in  the rhizo heaths 
are i mportant for nutrients uptake such as: Ca2+ .  K+ .  H.
t. N03', Mn2+, Zn2+. cr and 
H2PO..)'. a they increase their spatial avai labi l i ty ( Yu et a l . .  20 1 2 ) .  Root hairs increase 
the nutrient absorbing urface of the root. which is an advantage for the uptake of 
nutrients that ha\'e a low mobi l ity in the soi l  solution. such as P ( Peterson and Farquhar. 
1 996 ) .  H.t and micronutrients . Contribution to the uptake of N03' or K
!- is  most 
l i kely rather low. 
The Zn content was lower in  the shoots of C. conglomeratus compared to that 
111 udan grass. It is possible that the arbuscular mycon-hizal root colonization 
contributed to Zn uptake in Sudan grass p l ants. a ha been reported pre iously ( Ortas. 
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200"1 : Koide and M . e. 2004: Orta . 2009: Bart and FOrS)1he. 20 1 2 ) . But. it is al 0 
po ' ib le that uptake r Zn wa 10\\' r in C. conglomera/ll. becau e of exce 
u\ ai lubi l i ty of Fe. due to rhizosphere mobi l ization processes. The fungu 
lye 
can 
ontribute to nutrient uptake in plants. but i t  does not entir 11' control it. Mycorrhizal 
fungi an a i t th plant absorption of microelements ( Turk et a1 . .  2006; \'an der 
Heijden et a1 . .  2006) .  
I n  the pre ent tud) the plant specie with the mycorrhiza trategy was 
apparent l )  Ie  uccessful in temlS of nutrient uptake compared with the non-host .  
� laybe the roots of udan gra s were not colonized sufficiently. or an increase in  the 
nutrient ab orbing urface provided by the mycorhiza fungal symbiosis \-\'as not very 
efficient without addit ional chemical mobi l ization taking place, 
Comparing the elem nt concentrations in the hoot with optimum values cited 
by Loop ( 1 983 ) and Bergmann ( 1 992 )  for Sorghum vulgare. it can be conc luded that. 
t issue concentration of P.  K.  Cu in  Sudan grass and C conglomerafll shoots and Zn 
in C conglomeraru shoot were indicative of defic iency. A l l  the udan grass and C 
cOl1g/o1l7eratZis howed enough and good supply of Mg, Ca and Mn concentrations in 
their shoots as wel l as Zn concentration in the Sudan grass, 
Comparing the e lement concentration of a i ll the shoot with maximum 
threshold l imits  of a c i  ted by Kirkby ( 1 992)  for Sudan grass. it can be conc luded that. 
t issue concentrations of a in  Sudan grass and C conglomera/us shoots were less than 
the maximum threshold l imits  of a. Results show much h igher uptake of Na into C 
conglomeratus shoots compared with that in  Sudan grass, Though soi l  Na avai labi l i ty 
was not elevated in the present experiment. it i possible that mycorrhizal fungi helped 
to decrease a concentrations in tbe sboots of udan grass by reducing th uptake of 
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a compared \\ 1th the n n-ho t . conglomera/II . om tudies reported that ho t 
plant a uptake can be enhanced by arbu cular m) corrhiza fungal root c Ionization 
( l ien and Cunningham. 1 983 ) .  In contra 1.  hari ii et al . ( 2007 ) and Zuccarini and 
kuro\\ ka C�008 )  ugge t d that the a levels can be lower in mycorrhizal compared 
\\ i th n 11111) corrhizal plant . Mechanism by which mycorrhizal fungi prewl1t ho t 
plant' t rom uptake of a are not completely under tood. Most studies on thi topic 
ha\ e been done on plant that grew on soi l s  with excessive Na avai lab i l i ty. which was 
not th case in the present tudy. For example, A l len and Cunningham ( 1 983 ) 
ugg sted that the buffering effect on the uptake of a by mycorrhizal root 
colon ization had an i nfluence on the uptake of a by host plants. A lso. the arbu cular 
mycorrhiza mycel ia  might retain a in the fungal tructures. and thu reduce a 
avai l ab i l i t. to host ( Cantre l l  and L indelman. 200 1 ) . It could also be speculated that 
the K uptak system is less selective for K in C conglomera/us . I n  mo t plants. a I S  
taken up  v i a  the K uptake y tem. 
1 .4.3 T h e  effect of  i rriga t ion  w ater s u p p ly o n  pla n t  grow th a n d  n u t rient  uptake 
The avai lab i l ity of nutrients decreases when roots are exposed to dry soi l .  
because d iffusion and ma s flow of nutritional elements decrease . Excessive i rrigation 
could a l so decrease nutrient avai lab i l ity, as i t  may lead to nitrate leaching ( Han et al . .  
1 995 :  Cam bouri s et a L  2008:  lego et a L  2008 :  A lva et a l . .  20 1 2 ; G i letto and 
Echeverr ia, 20 1 3 : Poch-Massegll et aI . ,  20 1 4 ) .  With i ncreasing i rrigat ion water 
appl icat ion rates ( Shock et aL 20 1 3 ; Wol ie et aL 20 1 6) ,  as wel l  a extending i iTigation 
inten als ( Wol ie  et a l . .  20 1 6 ). n itrate leaching increases. Under excessi e irrigation. 
pota i um might a lso leach out of the rooting zone. The highest nutrient exploitation 
levels and crop y ie lds are obtained under optimal water suppl (A lva. 2004 : Zebarth 
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and Ro en. 2007 ) .  t\ negat i \  e effect on ) ield can b caus d by exce siye a \" el l a 
defic ient \\ ater uppl)  ( Goffart et aL _0 1 1 ) . aeed and E l - ad i .  ( 1 998 )  found that 
1 ri k Je i lTigation r r a h rt interval increa ed the dry matter yield of S. bieolor 
compared \\ i th non- i rrigat d control . Thi tud) al 0 repolied that the addit ional 
i iTigation can cau e tem elongat ion and increase the y ield of sorghum. I n  the current 
study. d i fferen e 1 Il nutrient uptake or growth were not observed between the 
i rrigation treatment . ugge t ing that neither gro\\th nor nutrient avai labi l i ty were 
d iffer nt between the treatment . Reasons could be that the ( - )  Water treatment was 
al 0 uppl ied with suffic ient amounts of i rrigation water. or that the period dur ing 
which water upply wa reduced wa too hort. 
1 .... .. T h e  effect  of w ater  u p ply,  a n d  ole- ver  u s  i n tercropping on the  extent  o f  
a r b u  c u l a r  mycorrh iza fu nga l  root co lon ization 
In the present tudy, roots sampled beneath C. eonglomeratu plants were 
mycorrhi za colonized to a h igher extent compared with roots sampled beneath udan 
gras in the SC treatments. The reasons for th is  remain speculative. It can not be 
completely  excluded that eventua l ly  C. conglomera/lis roots might have become 
mycorrhiza ( surface) colonized in the presence of an act ively growing mycorrhiza 
hyphal nehvork . G iven the complete absence of mycorrhiza fungal tructures in sole 
cropped C. conglomeratus. this i s  not ery l i kely. but reports of non-hosts becoming 
surface colonized under high inoculums pressure exist . Veiga et al .  ( 20 1 3 )  reported 
that the arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi reduce growth and infect roots of the non-host 
plant Arabidop is thaliana. Mycorrhiza colonization often increases \ ith decreasing 
nutrient avai labi l i t  to  the  plant ( Treseder & Vi tousek. 200 1 ) . Most l ikely nutrient 
a\ ai l abi l i ty was lower beneath C. conglomeratll compared with udan grass plants. 
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fi r t becau 'e the 'e plant to k up more nutri ent , and econd because they received 
Ie nother po ibi l ity i that rooting pattern of the plant were in a way 
that both. udan gra and C cOl1g!omerot liS formed a larger number of root beneath 
the tem of the re pect i\  e n ighboring plant, compared v,;jth beneath the i r  own stem. 
Thi \\ ould hm'e re ulted in a re lativ Iy larger number of roots of udan grass being 
ampled beneath C. congloJl7l!raf lis. and vice ver a. 
The endomycorrhiza fungal root colonization decrea ed when the water supply 
decrea ed. Relat ively much water wa suppl ied to the plants of the (+ ) Water 
treatment. and thi m ight hm'e caused greater leaching of nutrients from the soi l  in (+ )  
Water compared with ( - )  Water treatments. and thus lower nutrient a\ ai labi l i ty in ( + )  
Water treatment . Hov, ever. there were n o  d ifference in  nutrient acqui sit ion betv,een 
the ( - )  \\,'ater and ( + )  water treatments. and thus th is  is not a very l i kely possibi l i ty. 
Le i rrigation might have resulted in  higher o i l  temperature. and thus less 
mycorrhizal  root colonization .  Another possib i l i ty is that v,ater l im i tation reduced 
photo ynthesis. and thu carbon supply to the fungal symbiont during the last weeks 
of the gro\\1h period ( Paul and Kucey, 1 98 1 ) .  On the other hand. a decreased 
photosynthes is  v,:ou ld po ibly have been reflected in poorer grow-th of the ( - )  Water 
plants as wel l .  This  was, however. not obsen·ed . 
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h a pt e r  2 :  Com pa ra t ive t u dy of ph o  p h o r u  acq u i  i t io n  between u d a n  
g ra a n d  C)perll conglomera/II 
2. 1 I n t rod uct ion 
lmo t a l l  agricul tural o i l  of the E are l ight ly  sodic " ith pH value 
be1\\ cen 7 . 5  and 8 . 5 .  Under the e condit ion . P that i applied to the soi l in  soluble 
f01111 react \\ ith Ca2+ and O I I - to [omI water-insol uble calc ium phosphates .  The e are 
paringl)' a\'ai lable to plant . The concentration of P in  the o i l  solut ion i s  thus often 
\ er) lo\\'. even \\ hen pho phate fel1 i l izers are appl ied . 
P lants have evolved variou trategies to fac i l i tate P uptake from soi l s  \\' ith a 
10\\ P avai labi l ity .  The e often involve an increase in the nutrient absorptive surface 
area of the root. e .g .  \ ' ia the fomlation of long and dense root hairs ( Foehse and Jungk. 
1 983 : Gahoonia et a! . .  200 1 ) . or the association with mycorrhizal fungi ( Smith et a! . .  
20 1 1 ) . The extraradical mycorrhiza fungal hyphal network can increase the nutrient 
ab orptiw surface area of the ho t p lant considerably ( L i et a! . .  1 99 1 a) .  Hyphae have 
much mal ler diameters than roots. and can thus access soi l  pores that can not be 
penetrated by root ( m ith et a! . .  20 1 1 ) . Root colonization by mycolThizal fungi ha 
a lso someti mes been ob erved to trigger the fom1at ion of a larger p lant root system 
harif and C laassen. 20 1 1 ). 
orne plants have a lso evol ved strategies by which phosphate can be chemical ly 
mobi l i zed from sparingly soluble sources such as calc ium phosphates. These in olve 
the release of organic acids ( Marschner. 1 998 ) and H+ into the rhizosphere ( L iu et a1 . .  
2004 ) .  
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r ore than 80 0 0 of all land plant fOl111 mycorrhizal a ociation . udan gra 
I '  a pec ies kno\\ n t a c iat \\ i th arbu cular l11y corrh izal fungi in the formation of 
endomyc rrhizal ymbio e . Whi le  al l110 t all member of the Poaceae are thought to 
be 111) otrophic. the Cyperaceae compri e l1umerou 11011 -ho t species to mycorrhizal 
fungi ( l\ l utllu1-,.ul11ar et a! . .  2004 ) .  It could be speculated that rhizosheaths l i ke tho e 
f0l111ed b) C. conglomeratlle al 0 play a major role in the acquisi t ion of P from desert 
sodic  o i l  ' .  
Ho\\ ever. the precl e functioning of rhizo heaths i s  not yet completely 
under tood. The ob en ation that rhizosheath compri e of a dense coat of root hairs 
( Bristow et a1 . .  1 985 ) may sugge t a role  in  fac i l itat ing the uptake of nutri t ional 
elements by i ncrea ing the nutrient absorpt ive surface area. 
Rhizosheath fom1at ion has al 0 been observed to involve the attachment of soil 
part ic le to root hairs and the root surface by means of muc i lage ( Chaboud, 1 983 :  Watt 
et a1 . .  1 993 : Read and Gregory. 1 997 ) .  Thi  may upport the abi l ity of the plant to 
modify chemical propert ies of the rhizosphere soi l .  such as its pH .  Rhizosheaths have 
a lso been ShOVv11 to support rhizosphere colonization by potential l y  beneficial 
microorgani sms.  such as bacteria with n itrogen fixing capab i l i t ies ( Watt et a1 . .  1 994: 
Amel la l  et a 1 . .  1 998 :  Bergmann et a 1 . .  2009) .  
To exploit  the ir  ful l  phosphate uptake potentia l ,  mycotrophic plants re ly o n  the 
presence of propagules of funct ional ly  compat ible mycorrh izal fungi in the soi l (Jansa 
et al . .  2005 ; Javot et a l .  2007) .  Thus. on soi l s  where uch propagules are present in  
insuffient amount or  q ual ity. a non-mycotrophic strategy may be  of advantage. Desert 
o i l s  from v. here p lants are largely ab ent and which are subject to extreme 
temperature and erosion. may not contain suffic ient amounts of mycorrh iza fungal 
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propagulc to stabl i  h ful l y  functional s) mbio e \\ ithin one or two gro\\ ing sea on . 
I n  the tleld trial de cribed in Chapter L udan gra ho\\ ed a lower hoot uptake of 
P and other macronutrient compared ",; i th C. cong/omera/lis .  It can not be excl uded 
that thi wa du to the relat i \  e lv 10\\ rate of arbuscular mvconhiza funoal root • • b 
col nizat i 11 . and or a ociation with functional ly  not wel l  compat ible mycorrhiza 
fungal tra in . Though th mycotrophic gra e that had been culth ated on thi field 
itc before m ight have fo tered the establ ishment of mycorrh iza fungal hyphal 
net\\ork and propagule in the soi l .  fungal infect i vity might have decreased again in 
re pon e to ploughing and keeping the land fal low for one year ( Kabir. 2005 ) .  
The experiment de  cribed in  the fol lo\" ing aimed at further elucidating to  which 
extent nutrient uptake from de eli soi l s  b) mycotrophic Sudan grass and non-
m) cotroph ic  C conglomeralus would depend on the presence of mycoITh iza fungal 
propagules in the growth ub (rate. S ince the endomycoIThiza fungal symbiosis has 
most frequently  been shown to contribute to plant P uptake.  the focus of this study lay 
on th is  element. To te t \-, hether C. conglomeralu and udan gras would exploit the 
same or d i fferent pool of P in the soi l .  
Compet i tion for pho phorus between two plant spec ies was observed , To do 
this .  plant were grown in  three compartment split root pots in the greenhouse. These 
a l lowed for the study of P uptake from a o i l  compartment that wa ei ther hared 
betv,·een two indiv iduals of the same. or of the d ifferent pecies. Competit ion for water 
and nutrients other than P was min imized. 
2.2 :\ l a ter ia l  a n d  M ethod 
2 .2 . 1 P l a n t  mat el'ia l  a n d  eed l i n g  p reparat ion 
6 1  
(1'jJerU\' conglomera/II\ plants were col lected from a natural ly  e tabl i  hed plant 
,tand al )ng a road ide in I Foah. Rhizome cutt ing were cut approximately v,;ith same 
ize and \\ e ight and the root \\'ere folded \\ ith moi t ti sue unt i l  the ti me of planting 
into cell tra) s ( F ig .  1 5 ) .  The ame method a de cribed in Chapter 1 wa used for 
germ inat ion of udan gra eeds. (lpel'lIS conglomera/u e rhizome cuttings and 
udan gras� eed l ing were planted in ce l l  trays on the 2 1 l of Apri l 20 1 5 . 
Each ce l l  \\ a fi l led \\ ith 70 g of dry. ie\ ed o i l  from an undi turbed sand dune 
near I Foah. AE .  at a bulk density of 1 . 6 g cm-" . For udan grass. the soi l  in each 
cel l  wa fert i l i zed \\' i th 200 mg N H4 03 ). 50 mg P ( KH2PO.J ) .  1 00 mg K ( K]S04). 
1 00 mg t-.. 1 g  ( l\. 1g 0.J . 7H20) .  20 mg Fe ( Fe EDDHA) .  ] 5  mg Mn ( MnCb A H]O ) per 
kg dry o i l  i n  l iquid fom1 after planting. C-,perus c0l1g1omerafus plants were fert i l i zed 
with 30  0 0 the amount of nutrit ional elements provided to Sudan grass plants. For both 
plants. the ubstrate in each cel l  was watered to approximately field capacity once per 
day usi ng deionized \\ ater. 
F igure 1 5 : C)'perus conglomerafus was propagated by rhizome cuttings 
2.2 .2  P l a n t i n o- pot a n d  grow th u b  trate p reparat ion  
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1 \\  ent) -three da: after planting in th c I I  tra) . udan gra s and C. 
COllg/0lJlC!ralll,\ \\ ere tran plant d into three compa11ment spl i t  root pots. The e 
compri ed of a r \\ of tllr quare black pia tic planting container of equal ize. 
fa tened together \\ ith adhe i \ e tape. Each of the planting containers had a total 
\ o lume of 660 111 L and wa fi l led with 1 060 g of dr) topsoi l  from a non-di turbed and 
dlme near Al Foah. UAE.  at a bulk densit) of 1 .6 g cm'3 . Prior to being used for fi l l ing 
the pot . the oil \\ a sie\'ed by 2 mm. and wa heat teri l ized for 7 h at 85 °C. 
The o i l  \\ a further mixed with either freshly ai r-dried ( mycorrhizal ) or 
autoc layed ( norullycorrhiza l ) mycorriza inoculum at a rate of 8 % \� /w. Top oi l  from 
a 20 year old J 'ache/fia /orfilis and Prosopis cineraria plantation wa used as 
inoculum. I t  consi sted of a mi xture of coloni ed root pieces from both species. and 
adhering air dried o i l .  The i noculum \va al 0 passed through a 2 mm sieve. Root 
piece remaining on the sie\'e were cut into pieces of 1 -2 cm length. and were added 
back to the ie\'ed materia l .  A quarter of the i noculum for the on-Myc treatments 
was fi ltered hvo t imes with deioni sed water (2 L per 1 kg dry inoculum through 
\\.'hatmann F i l ter paper) before being autoc laved at 1 20 °C for 20 minutes. The 
remain ing t hree quarters of dry i noculums for nonnlycorrh izal treatments was 
steri l i zed at 95 °C.  for 2.+ hours. The fi l trate was added to the soi l  prepared for 
norunycorrhizal plants to encourage a microflora simi lar to that of the [mycorrhizaI J ­
treatments. 
After mixing with inocu lum.  the oil for all three root compartments of each 
spl i t  root pOt \';a ferti l i zed with 1 00 mg ( Ca( 03)r4H20) .  200 mg K ( K2S0-l ). 1 00 
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mg �1g ( \J 1g  -1 . 7 1 1 2 ). 20 mg Fe. 20 mg Zn. 1 - mg Mn.  _ .
-
mg Cu. 7.'25 mg B. 0.0':-
mg \ 10 ( � lu l t i - l icrol1utrient F l1 i l izer) per kg dr) oi l .  
The o i l  for the central compartment rec iwd i n  addit ion -+0 mg per kg P and 
50 mg per kg K ( K l bP -1 ) .  To provide the o i l  in the outer compartments \\ ith the 
ame amount of K a the inner one. addit ional 50 mg K ( K2SQ .. ) wa appl ied to the 
o i l  in the e ompanment . 
For tran planting. udan grass and C. cong/ol17eratlls plants of approximately 
equal ize were remoyed from the cel l trays. and their roots were careful ly  washed free 
from adhering o i l .  The root y tem \\ a p i  it into two parts of approx imately equal 
ize. The p lan t  \\ ere then grown with one part of their root system in the outer 
compartment. and another part in the middle one ( Fig .  1 6 ) .  E i ther two C. 
conglol7leraf1ls Cc. 1\\0 Sudan grass SS .  or one C. c0l1g10177eratus and one Sudan grass 
p lant C were tran ferred to each spl i t  root pot . The middle compal1ment \,as shared 
between two neighboring plant . 
Figure 1 6 : udan grass was transplanted as spl i t  root to triple planting pots 
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2.2.3 :\ I a i n t  n a n c e  of n peri m e n t  i n  the greenhou e 
The exp riment \\ a conducted in  a greenhou e ( tUJUlel t) pe. pol) carbonate 
COY r. paved ground. 9 m x 36 m )  at Al Foah Experi mental Farm from 1 4lh of Ma\ 
unti l 29lh f eptem b r 20 1 5 . During May the temperature in the greenhouse was 22-
2-- C during th day. and 1 6- ]  8 
'- . during the night. From fir t of June unt i l  29lh of 
eptemb r i t  was 30 DC and 25-28 D C. respectiyely. The triple pot were et up 
completely randomized . 
During the fi r t t\\O \\'eeks after transplanting. the plants were covered with a 
tran par nt p last ic  bag to reduce evaporation ( Fig. 1 7 ) .  Plants that did not urvive the 
tran fer to the spl i t  root pots with in the fir t three weeks after transplant ing were 
replaced. 
Throughout the grovv1h period. water loss from the triple pots \\'as estimated 
grayimetrical l y  every econd day. and it wa replaced with deionized water. After 
\\ atering. the soi l  moi ture leyel wa approximately at field capacity .  Th di stribution 
of i rrigation water o\'er the three compartments of each pot was done according to 
\ isua l  appraisal . 
At approximately ten weeks after transplanting. Sudan grass plants entered the 
reproduct ive stage and began growing inflorescences. To foster t i l lering and maintain 
the p lants in  a vegetati v e  stage. the flowers were cut off once they had ful ly  emerged. 
At 4 1  days after transplanting. the Sudan grass plants were fert i l ized with 
addi t ional 200 mg (Ca 03 )2 AH:>O). 1 00 mg K ( K2 o.�) .  1 0  mg Fe. 1 0  mg Zn. 7 .5  
mg Mn. 1 .2 5  mg Cu. 3 . 75  mg B. 0. 1 25 mg Mo ( Mult i - icronutrient Fel1 i l izer ) per kg 
dry soi l  appl ied only to the outer compal1ment. At the same time. the shared 
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c mpartment \\ ere fert i l ized \\ i th 1 00 m u o 
per kg dr) i l  in a l l  treatment . t 1 1 -l da) after tran planting. the hared 
compartment \\ ere upplied v, ith an th r �OO mg per kg dry soi l  in fom1 of 
( l I � )� per kg dr) o i l .  
F igure 1 7 : The three compartment spl i t  root pots in the greenhouse at 2 day after 
p lant ing. The p last ic bags were remo ed from C conglonzeraflls 7 days after 
transplant ing and from Sudan grass 1 4  days after transplant ing 
2 .2A H a n'e t a n d  d ry weight 
The plants were harvested on the 20lh of Septemper-20 1 5 . at  1 3 1  days after 
p lanting. The shoots of a l l  plants \Iv'ere cut off above the ground. and were then dried 
in  paper bags in  a drying oven at 65 °C for 48 h. The flowers cut from the udan grass 
p lant during the grov,1h period were added to the shoot material obtained at the 
term i nal harvest. The soi l in the root compa1 ment was air dried. and then passed 
through a 2 mm and 1 111m sieve stacked upon one another. Root piece w ere col lected 
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b) a forecep , and til 10 e adh ring oil \\ a g ntl) haken off. oil that kept adhering 
to the root \\ a n idered rhizo heath o i l .  The dr) root \\ i tb the rhizo heath oi l  
attached \\ ere \\ eighed . The r t were then \\ 3 hed with tap water to remo\'e an) 
adhering mat rial . Thereafter the) ,,",er dried again at 65 DC for 48 h in a drying oven. 
and their dry \\ eight \\ 3 e timated , 
2 .2 .5 l\Iyco rrhiza  root co lon iza t ion 
Root ampl s for the a se ment of the arbuscular mycorrhiza fungal colonized 
root J ngth \\ ere taken at the t ime of final harve 1 .  The amples were air dried. before 
the) were spread on a p ia t ic  plate to pick out root pieces by a foreceps. 
The root sample were tained usmg blue ink ( Flamingo; KM tationery 
Indu try .  Thai land) .  and v,hite v inegar with 4% acetic acid.  u i ng a method modified 
after ierhe i l ig et al. ( 1 998 ) .  The root samples were first soaked with tap water for 5-
1 0  m inute . and then c leared for 25 min .  in a 1 0  % KOH or aOH solution at 65 DC . 
The) were then v,a hed several t imes with tap water. and then placed into boi l ing 
\ i negar contain ing 5 �o vol/vol ink for 5-7 m inutes, Until being observed, samples 
\\"ere to red in water \\"ith a few drops of v inegar added . The endomycolThiza colonized 
root l ength was est imated u ing the grid l ine intersection method ( TelU1ant, 1 975 ;  
Kormanik  and Mc Grav, , 1 982 ) .  
2.2 .6  A n a ly is of  the  p l a n t  m ateria l  fo r e lement  concentrat ions a n d  contents 
Al l  shoot material formed by the plants throughout the gro\\th period was 
ground to pov,-der usig a hammer m i l l .  and was then analyzed for e lement 
concentrations, The same methods a described in Chapter 1 were used. 
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2.2.7 tati  t ical  a n a l� 
Data obtained for treatment repl icate \\'a a\ eraged. and the standard deviation 
\\ a calculated. F r each of the t\\ O p lant pecie  data obtained \\'a analyzed by a 
'OVA te t ing \\ bether there \\ a a ign i fi cant ( P  < 0 .05 ) effect of the 
identit) of the re pe t i \  neighboring p lant. or 111) corrhiza inoculation. To test \\ hether 
indi\  idual mean yalue d iffi red igni fi cant ly ( P  < 0.05 ) from each other. Tukey ' s  
mult ip le copari on wa performed. Statistical anal) se were perfol111ed II ing the 
Igma tat 2 .0  .... programme. 
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2.3 Re u l t  
2 .3 . 1 P lant  d ry " eight at  the t i m e  of the  term i n a l  h a n'e t 
1 )  conhiLal in culation had no ef� ct n the shoot dry \\ eight of udan grass 
or C. cOl1glol71eraflls plant ( Fig.  1 8 ) .  When the soi l  was not inoculated with 
In) corrh iza propagul . both plant specie had approximately the same shoot dry 
\\ eight. There wa al not a igni ficant di fference in shoot dr weight between plants 
of the and the C treatment . Ho\\"ever. when udall gra s and C conglomera/ll 
hared the middle compmiment. the presence of mycorrhiza inoculum reduced the 
hoot dry \\ e ight of C conglomera/u . 
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Figure 1 8 : hoot dry weight produced by the plants unt i l  the final harvest in g per 
plant. The values are the mean ± standard deviation for plants that were grown in the 
pre ence ( l\.1yc)  or absence (Non-Myc) of myconhiza inoculum. E i ther two Sudan 
gra ( ), two C. cOl1glomera/1I ( CC ) .  or one plant of each species ( SC )  shared the 
middle compaItment of a vertical three compartment spl i t  root pot with 11a lf of their 
root ) tem. The tables belo\'\ the figure how the results of the Two Way A OVA . 
p-, alue i ndicat ing a signi ficant ( P  < 0 .05 ) effect of mycorrhizal root inoculation 
( 1yc ) or  the identit} of the neighboring plant ( ) are printed in bold .  S igni ficant ( P  < 
0.05 ) i nteract ion are given in  the last l ine .  Mean , alues obtained were compared by 
Tukey ' s  mult ip le comparison for the Sudan gras and the C. conglomeraflls separately. 
1ean \ al ues fol lowed by the same letter are not sign ificantly ( P  < 0.05 : Tukey' s 
mult ip le comparison ) d ifferent. For the Sudan grass, the mean values did not 
ign ificant ly  d iffer. 
It wa original ly  planned to separate the C. conglomera/us and Sudan gras root 
parts that shared the middle compaItment. However, since the roots of both plants 
were very fine and britt le. more than half of the roots got detached during the proces 
of root extraction from soi l .  and could not be assigned to either of the plants. The roots 
obtained for the middle compartment were t im harvested. weighed and analysed 
together. 
When the o i l  was nonmycorrhizaL C. cOl1glol17erafus produced a greater root 
biomass i n  the outer compartments compared with udan grass ( Fig.  1 9 ) .  Thi s effect 
wa part icularly pronounced when the neighboring p lant was Sudan grass instead of 
another C. cong/omera/lis. There was no effect of the identity of the neighboring plant 
7 1  
o n  the dry \\ eight o f  udan gra root I l1 the uter compaltment . 1 )  cOlThizal 
in culation had al 0 no 1'1' ct on the dry \\ eight or udan grass root that grew alon . 
:-" 1 )  corrhizal i n  ulati n re ul ted in  a reduction in C. conglomera/lI.s root dry \\ ight 
production in the outer compartment . Thi effect \\ as part icularly pronounced \\-hen 
the plant had udan gra a a neighbor. 
\\'h i le the amounts of root formed in the outer compartment did not differ 
depending on the plant specie . udan gras plants of the S Treatment formed more 
root in  the central compartment compard \vitb the CC plant ( Fig .  20) .  The dry weight 
of root obtained from the middle compartments shared between both species 
contained Ie root compared with the . and more roots compared with the CC 
treatment . Th re was no effect of mycolThiza inoculation on the amounts of roots 
formed in the m iddle compa11ment. 
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p r[om1ed on data obtained for udan gra s plant : 
P-Value 
1 .  c rrh izal inoculat ion ( lyc )  0.936 
c ighbori ng spec ie ( ) 
I nteraction ( ) c x 





OV perfonned on data obtained for C conglomemflls 
P-Value 
1\ 1 ycoIThizai i noculation ( 1\  1 yc )  0.006 
-eighboring species ( 1  ) 0.283 
I nteraction ( Myc x 0.047 
Figure 1 9 : Dry weight of roots obtained from outer compartment in g per plant. The 
value are the mean ± standard deviat ion .  For treatment abbreviations see Fig. 1 8 . 
The tables below the figure how the results of the Tv,To Wa A OVA. P-value 
i ndicat ing a s ignificant ( P  < 0.05 ) effect of mycoIThizal root inoculat ion ( Myc ) or the 
identity of the neighboring plant ( ) are printed in bold. S ign ificant ( P  < 0.05 ) 
interactions are given in  the last l ine .  Mean values obtained were compared b) Tukey" s 
mult ip le compari son for the udan grass and the C conglol71eratlls separately .  Mean 
values fol lowed by the same letter are not sign ificant ly  ( P  < 0.05 : Tukey ' s mUlt iple 
comparison ) d ifferent .  For the Sudan grass. the mean values did not significantly 
d iffer .  
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1 )  corrhizal inoculat ion ( Myc )  0 .294 
I nteraction ( p x l)- c )  0. 794 
Figure 20 :  Root dry weight produced b the p lant unt i l  the final harvest in g per pot 
in the hared pot . The \alues are the mean ± standard deviation. For treatment 
abbreviat ions see F ig .  1 8 . The table below the figure shows the results of the Two Way 
OV A .  P-\alue indicating a s ignificant effect of mycorrhizal root inoculation 
( Myc ) or the p lant spec ies combination ( Sp )  ( P  < 0.05 ) are printed in bold .  S ignificant 
(P < O.O � )  i nteract ions are given in the last l ine. The mean values did not signi ficant ly 
d iffer (P < 0 .05 � Tukey' mult iple comparison) .  
The d istribution of roots over the outer and i nner compartment ",'as 
approximately equal for C conglomera/us plant of the CC and SC tr atments ( Fig .  
2 1 ) .  The treatment had relatively more root in the inner compa11ment than outer 
compartment i rrespect ive of the mycorrhiza treatment. 
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F igure 2 1 :  Di tribution of the total root DW obtained for each triple pot o\'er the inner 
and outer compartment in %. The values are the mean . For treatment abbreviat ions 
ee Fig .  1 8 . The table  below the figure shows the result of the Two Way A OVA. p­
value indicating a signifi cant effect of mycorrhizal root inoculation ( M yc) or the plant 
specie combination ( Sp )  ( P  < O.O � )  are printed in  bold.  Signi ficant ( P  < 0.05 ) 
i nteract ions are given in  the la  t l ine. 
The amount of dry soi l attached to roots of Sudan grass and C conglomera/lis 
was between 1 . 1  - 2 .5  g dry soi l per g root dry weight irrespective of whether the 
roots were extracted from the outer or the inner compartment ( Figs. 22 and 23 ) .  The 
One Way ANOVA did not reveal a sign i fi cant ( P  < 0.05 ) effect of the identity of the 
plants on the amount of soi l  that was attached to the roots ( stat ist ics not hown) .  
Mycorrhizal inoculat ion and neighbor had no  effect on  the amount of the soi l attached 
to root ( tat ist ic not sho\\1 ) .  
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Figure 22 :  _oi l  attached to  th roots in  g per g root dry \\ eight in the outer pot . The 
\ al ue ar the mean ± tandard deviation. For treatment abbreviation see Fig. 1 8 . 
1 ean \ 'alue� obtained were compared b) Tuke) ' mult iple comparison for the Sudan 
gra and the C conglomel'Cl{u eparately .  The mean values did not ign ificantly differ 
( P  < O.O � :  Tuke) ' mUlt ip le compari on) .  
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Figure 2 3 :  o i l  attached to the roots in g per g root dry weight in  the shared pots. The 
, al ues are the means ±standard deviation.  For treatment abbreviations see Fig .  1 8 . The 
mean values did not signi ficantly d i ffer ( P  < 0 .05 : Tukey ' s mult iple compari son ) .  
2.3 .2 " b u c u l a r  mycorr h iza fu ngal  root co lonizat ion 
7 6  
The c I ni7ati 1 1  rate 0\ er the outer and the I Imer compa11ment \\ a 
appro'\.imatcl)  equal for udan gra plants of the and C treatment ( F ig. 24 ) .  ]n  
ome of the n 11m) corrhizal treatment the amount of roots obtained \vas not ufficient 
10 perf01111 an anal) i of the extent of mycorrhiza fungal root colonizat ion. 
Of the non- inoculat d treatment root In al l  middle compartments were 
anal)7ed for the extent of mycorrhia fungal root colonization. Three of these samples 
\\ ere found to be 111) corrh iza colonized. The averag e ' tent of root colonization among 
the e po i t i \'e sample wa 1 9 .75 :t: 1 3 .80 0 0 of the total root length.  Of the lateral 
compartment that were not 111ycorrhiza inoculated. six samples \"ere analyzed. and 
1\\ 0 of them were po i t i \  e for the presence of m 'corrhizal fungi .  These samples 
howed an average colonization rate of 1 9 .28 ± 1 . 70 % of the total root length. 
Of  the non-inoculated C treatment . root in two middle compartments were 
analYzed for the extent of nwcolThia  fungal root colonization. One \\ a 
. . 
nonl11) conhizal .  whi le  the other one \vas colonized by 46.7 % of the total root length. 
Of the lateral C compartments that were not mycorrhiza inoculated. two samples 
were analvzed. both were nonmvcorrh izal .  
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Figure 24 :  The endomycorrhi za colonized root length in  percent of the total root 
length.  The \ a lue are mean obtained for mycolTh iza inoculated plant of the SS and 
the C treatment . Of the lateral roots of the C treatment. only val ues obtained for 
udan grass p lant are ho\\·n. ()'Perus cOl1glomeroflls roots grown in absence of 
udan gra root were found to be nonmycorrhizal . In shared compartment no 
di t inct ion ben\ een udan grass and C. conglomeratus root could be made. A One 
Wa) OVA ( Tukey' mUlt ip le comparison ) did not reveal signi ficant ( P<0.005 ) 
d i fference between the mean values that are shown. 
2 .3.3 E l e m e n t  a n a l)' 
The concentrations of P in hoots of C. conglomerafll and Sudan gra s plants 
were in a s imi lar range \\ hen the soi l  was not inoculated with mycorrhizal fungi. 
M ycorrhiza i noculation increa ed shoot concentrat ions of P in  Sudan grass, but there 
was no effect of mycorrhiza on P concentrat ions in  C conglomerafu hoots. ( Table 
8 . 9 and 1 0 ) .  
Concentrations of K and a were higher in shoot of C. conglomerafll 
compared with udan gra s plants. The a concentrations in C conglomera/us shoots 
increa ed in response to mycorrhizal i noculation. while the K concentrat ion decreased. 
Vv'hen C. conglomera/us grevv together with udan grass, a concentration in the 
shoot were lower compared with C conglomerafus plants that shared the central 
compartment with another plant of the same sp cies .  
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one ntration ' or  !\ l g  and a were imi lar bem een C cong/omeraflls and 
udan ura - -. There \\ a no e lTect of m\ c rrh iza inoculation or the identit of the � -
I1t? ighboring plant on hoot Mg concentrat ion . ea concentration were increased in C 
conglol71er fils -hoot in respon e to m) cOIThizal ino ulation. part icul larly v. hen the 
plant -bart:d middle compartment with udan grass. 
Mi ronutrient c ncentrations were general ly higher in C. conglomeraflls 
compared \\ith udan gra s hoot . Mycorrhiza inoculation decreased concentrations 
of Fe in  the hoots of udan grass plants. but there was no other effect of the 
experimental treatment on the micronutrient concentrations in the shoots of C. 
conglomerafllS and udan grass. 
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Table 8: 1 : lement concentrati n In hoot material obtained from udan gra and C 
conglomera/lis plant in mg per g OW for macr nutrient _ and in Ilg per g OW [or 
micronutrient 
s C 
ss sc cc sc 
P (mg per g OW) Non-Myc 0 56 0.50 0.58 0.50 
±O 2 3  ±0. 1 1  ±0.07 ±0. 15 
Myc 0.66 1 . 17 0.74 0.67 
±O 2 5  ±0.43 ±0. 1 2  ±0.33 
K (mg per g OW) N on-Myc 1 0 . 1 6  1 0 . 0 1  1 5.90 1 5 . 20 
± 1 .03 ± 1 . 34 ± 1 .68 ± 1 .96 
Myc 8.99 10. 1 1  14.09 1 3 . 56 
± 2 . 1 6  ±4. 5 1  ±0.60 ± 1 . 20 
Mg (mg per g OW) Non-Myc 2.38 2 . 2 1  2 .06 1 .89 
±0. 1 2  ±0. 1 3  ±0. 14 ±0.07 
Myc 2 . 1 7  2 .30 2 .08 2 . 2 0  
±0. 2 1  ±0.40 ±0.34 ±0.2 2  
Ca  (mg  per  g OW) Non-Myc 5 . 3 5  4 . 9 2  5 . 6 1  4 .49 
±0.99 ±0.57 ±0.84 ±0.26 
Myc 5 .06 5.07 6 . 2 1  6 . 4 1  
±0.57 ± 1 . 7 5  ± 1 . 18 ± 1 . 1 5  
N a  ( m g  per g OW) Non-Myc 0.44 0 . 3 1  2 . 3 1  1 . 57 
±0.25 ±0.06 ±0.40 ±0. 1 8  
Myc 0 . 6 1  0.33 2 . 6 1  2 . 34 
±0.55 ±0.30 ±0.20 ±0.40 
Fe (!lg per g OW) Non-Myc 99.39 97.36 2 4 1 . 1 3  198.99 
±9.37 ± 13 . 0 1  ±64.67 ±43 . 1 9  
Myc 8 5 . 4 1  77.00 243.44 277.28 
± 10.68 ±8.93 ±69.44 ± 1 2 1 . 2 7  
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s c 
ss sc cc sc 
Cu (�g per g OW) Non-Myc 5 . 5 0  5 . 3 1  7 .62 9.06 
±046 ± 1 . 13 ±0.59 ± 2 49 
Myc 5 . 39 7 . 0 1  6.67 8 . 10 
± 1 .4 5  ±0.50 ±046 ±0.43 
Zn (�g per g OW) Non-Myc 86.33 86.62 148.05 148.14 
±6.63 ± 2 1 .99 ±9.56 ± 2 2 .39 
Myc 88.42 89.80 1 1 1 .70 1 30.34 
±20.05 ±20.30 ±27. 1 5  ±34.50 
Mn (�g per g OW) Non-Myc 19.05 1 9 . 1 0  34.76 30.99 
± 3 . 7 5  ±0.98 ± 3 . 1 4  ±4.39 
Myc 19.80 1 9.67 30.36 29.73 
±3.60 ±7.72 ±4. 18 ±4.28 
The \ al ue are the mean :t: standard deviations. hoot material that wa lost or cut off 
t hroughout the growth period was included into this analysis. For treatment 
abbreviations see Fig .  1 8 . 
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Table 9 :  Re  ult of the T\\ o Wa) A OVA performed on data obtained [or element 
concentration in  the ho t of udan gra s and C conglomera/II plants. 
AN OVA 
s c 
Myc N Myc N 
P-Va lue F-Value P-Va lue F-Va lue P-Va l u e  F-Va lue  P-Value F-Va lue 
P 0.024 6 848 0 149 2 4 13 0 . 1 4 6  2 .4 5 2  0.469 0 . 5 6 3  
K 0.716 0. 140 0.740 0 . 1 1 6  0.050 4 . 8 4 7  0 . 4 5 2  0.608 
M g  0 669 0. 193 0.850 0.0375 0 . 1 4 6  2 .4 4 6  0 . 8 3 2  0.0470 
Ca 0.900 0.0165 0.720 0. 136 0.0 2 1  7 . 1 7 7  0 . 3 4 5  0 . 9 7 3  
Na 0.605 0.284 0.282 1 .281 0.008 1 0 . 2 9 9  0.012 9 . 0 1 3  
Fe 0.01 1 9.465 0.370 0.875 0 . 3 5 9  0 . 9 1 7  0 . 9 2 3  0.0097 1  
Cu 0. 159 2 .283 0.205 1 .816 0 . 2 08 1 . 7 8 7  0.070 4 .040 
Zn 0.795 0.0707 0.934 0.00711 0.06 1 4 . 3 6 4  0 . 4 8 5  0 . 5 2 2  
M n  0.794 0.0715 0.987 0.000274 0 . 2 0 3  1 . 8 2 8  0 . 3 1 5  1 . 1 09 
For treatment abbreviations see Fig .  1 8 . P values indicative of a significant ( P  < 0 .05 ) 
influence ofm)  conhizal inoculat ion ( Myc ) .  or the neighboring specie ( ) are printed 
in bold.  Tv;o Wa) A OV As did not reveal any significant interactions. 
The shoot P content was approximately the same between Sudan grass and C. 
cong/ol71eratu plants \vhen the soi l was not inoculated with mycorrhizal fungi ( Tables 
1 0 . 1 1  and 1 2 ) .  In response to mycorrhiza inoculation. udan grass took up an 
increasing amount of P into the hoot \vh i le  C. conglomera/us hoot uptake of P 
remained unaffected. The shoot P content was unaffected by the identi ty of the 
respect i \  e neighboring plant in both. C. conglomerc/{ l Is and udan grass. 
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fhe uptake of K .  19  and Ta into udan gra hoots "'a neither affected by 
m) corrhiza in culation. nor b) the identit) of the neighboring plant. hoot uptake of 
K \\ <1 in  a im i lar range D r udan gra and C conglomerafus plants, Mg  uptake \\ a 
greater f r h 01S of udan gra compared w ith C conglomeralus. whi le 1a contents 
\\ l;re genera l l )  h igher in C conglomeralu ', 
The micronutri nt content \\"ere approx imately the same between udan grass 
and C c:onglomeraflls plant , Mycorrhiza inoculat ion decreased contents of Cu. Zn 
and 1n in the hoot of C c:ongIOl7lerufUS plants. but there was no other effect of the 
xperimental treatment on micronutrient contents in shoots of C cong/omeraflls and 
udan gra , 
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Table � 0 :  Element content of hoot obtained from udan gra and C. cong/omeratlls 
plant 1 11 mg per plant for macronutrient . and in I-lg per plant [or micronutrient . 
P (mg per plant)  
K ( mg per p lant)  
ss 




± 1 1 5  
N o n - Myc 43.3 1 
Myc 
±2 1 . 8 7  
6 3 . 5 2  
±27. 1 6  
M g  ( mg p e r  p lant)  N on-Myc 9.80 
Myc 
±3 .89 
1 5 . 0 1  
±3.95 
N a  ( mg per p lant)  N o n - Myc 1 47 
Myc 
±0.47 
2 . 24 
±0.53 
Fe ( �g per p lant)  Non- Myc 4 14.37 
Myc 
± 193.06 
6 1 1 . 58 
±236.90 
Cu  ( �g per plant) N o n - Myc 2 1 .50 
Myc 
±7.47 
35 2 3  
±8. 1 5  
Z n  ( �g per p lant)  Non-Myc 354.98 
Myc 
± 1 5 1 . 94 
5 7 2 . 8 2  
± 1 34 . 5 7  
M n  ( �g p e r  plant)  Non-Myc 78.26 
Myc 






± 1 8 2  
7.93 
± 5 58 
55 .08 
± 1 8 . 2 9  
46.62 
±27.80 
1 2 .44 
±4.99 









±352 . 48 
2 8 . 6 2  
±8.78 
40. 1 2  







9 5 . 1 7  
±6 1 . 1 7  
CC 
2 .4 2  
±0.66 
2 . 75 
±0.93 
67 .40 
± 15 . 0 1  
57.04 
± 2 3 . 9 1  
8 . 3 0  
± 2 . 5 0  
7 . 7 2  
± 2 . 7 6  
9.44 




± 2 1 2 . 89 
873.06 
±391 . 04 
3 1 .75 
± 1 0. 2 1 
26.45 
±9.61 











± 1 . 1 2  
1 . 60 
± 1 .36 
73.53 
±8.70 
3 1 . 7 2  
± 1 3 .05 
9.32 
± 2 .09 
4.97 
± 1 .62 
7 .66 
± 1 .36 
5 . 1 7  






± 13 . 74 
1 8 .96 
±8.00 
7 1 2 .90 
±59.78 
3 17 . 7 5  
± 1 7 1 . 75 
1 5 2 . 1 7  
±35.52 
7 1 .29 
±36.81 
The \ alue are the means ± standard deviations. Shoot material that was lost or cut off 
throughout the growth period was included into this analysis .  For treatment 
abbre\ iations see Fig .  1 8 . 
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Table 1 1 : Re ult of th T\\ WU) 0 perfom1ed on data obtained for element 
c ntcnt in the bo t f udan gra plant . 
ANOVA 
M yc N 
P-Val u e  F-Value P-Va l u e  F-Va l u e  
P 0.047 4.984 0 2 39 1 . 550 
K 0.65 1 0 . 2 1 6  0 843 0 . 04 1 1  
M g  0.402 0.760 0.974 0.00 1 1 5  
N a  0 .749 0. 108 0.087 3 . 5 2 0  
Fe 0.758 0.0998 0 . 9 2 2  0 . 0 1 0 1  
C u  0 . 1 60 2 . 2 66 0 .488 0 . 5 1 4  
Z n  0 . 2 5 5  1 .442 0.996 0.000032 5  
M n  0 . 3 8 1  0 . 8 3 2  0.842 0.04 1 7  
I nteractions I nte ract ion 
Factor 
P-Value F-Va l u e  
0.024 6.850 Myc X N 
For treatment abbre\' iations ee Fig .  1 8 . P values indicative of a significant ( P  < 0.05 ) 
influence of myconhizal inoculation ( Myc) ,  the neighboring species (N ). or a 
i gn ificant i nteract ion bet\,'een both factors are printed in bold.  Two Way ANOVAs 
did not rewal any s ign i fi cant interactions. 
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Tablt: 1 2 : Re ult of the T\\ o \\' a) 0 perforn1 d on data obtained for element 
content in the hoot of C. cOl1glomerallls plants. 
A N OVA 
Myc N 
P-Val u e  F-Va l u e  P-V a l u e  F-Va l u e  
P 0.594 0.302 0 37 5  0 . 8 5 5  
K 0.007 1 0.807 0 . 2 5 2  1 .463 
Mg 0 . 0 5 8  4 . 49 3  0 . 4 7 3  0 . 5 5 1 
N a  0 . 2 1 5  1 . 7 3 5  0.029 6.309 
Fe 0. 1 99 1 . 8 7 1  0 .608 0 . 2 7 9  
C u  0.018 7 . 66 7  0 .648 0 . 2 2 0  
Zn 0.002 1 7 . 2 5 1  0 .860 0 . 0 3 2 6  
Mn 0.013 8 . 8 5 7  0 . 3 2 3  1 .0 7 2  
For treatment abbreviations see Fig .  1 8 . P val ues indicat ive of a significant (P < 0.05 ) 
in fl uence of mycorrhizal inoculation ( Myc ). or the neighboring spec ies ( ) are printed 
in bold .  Two Way A OV As did not reveal any significant interactions. 
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2A Di  cu  ion 
2 .... . 1 E ffect of myco rrh iza i noculat ion  on P u ptake a n d  grow th of Sudan  gra 
a nd C cOl1g/omerafLi grow n ,� i th  root h a ring the same o i l  v o l u m e  
I n  the pre e nt  experim nt  P V\ as uppl ied only to  the central root compartment 
\\ hich \yas hared bet\\ een ei ther plants of the ame. or di fferent pecies. In a l l  plants 
of this tudy, the shoot concentrat ions of P at the time of harve t were indicative of 
se\ ere defic iency ,  This suggests that P avai labi l i ty may have been a l imit ing factor for 
p lant performance, 
It \\ as h) pothe ized that udan grass. which i a mycotrophic plant, and C 
cong/ol71erofu . which i s  a non-ho t to mycorrhizal fungi . would exploit d ifferent pools  
of soi l p ,  and thu compete only l i t t le for uptake of th is  element from a shared rooting 
zone. To some extent the results of the present experiment confirm this h) pothesis . 
1\1) conhiza inoculat ion i ncrea ed P uptake in udan grass . Howe er. inoculated Sudan 
gra s p lants that shared the middle compal1ment with C cong/omeraflls did not take 
up more P compared \\'i th p lants that grev,' together with another p lant of the same 
specie  . I n  C cong/omerafu . neither shoot P concentrations nor contents were 
affected by the identity of the neighboring p lant species. irrespective of mycorrhiza 
i noculation. Thi suggest that neither C. conglomerafu nor Sudan grass outcompeted 
a neighbor of the respect ive other species in terms of shoot P uptake. 
On the other hand. sharing the central compartment with a Sudan grass plant 
instead of another C. conglomera/lis. reduced shoot and root grovv1h of the desert 
sedge. Root concentrations and contents of P were not analyzed. and thus it can not be 
excluded that total plant P uptake was higher for udan grass compared \\ ith C.  
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cong/Omeraflls. In e the negat iw effect of the pre ence of udan gra s root on the 
gro\\ th of C cong/o/JIeraIU\ wa particularly pronounced in mycorrhiza inoculated 
treatment . it can al 0 not be excluded that direct negat i ,e effects of the presence of 
l i \ ing m) cOIThizal fungi on the non-host played a role .  
1ycorrhizal fungi are kno\\ n to a i st plant in nutrient uptake. The arbu cular 
111) corrhizal p lant can help the mycoIThizal plant to acquire nutrient by extending the 
h) phae more than 1 0  cm ( Li et aL 1 99 1  a:. Jakob en et a l . .  1 992 ) and hyphal densit ies 
> 1 0  meter of hyphae per gram of soi l  ( Jakobsen et aL 1 992; Drew. et al . .  200"' : 
ea\ agnaro et a l . .  2005 ) .  I n  th is  study mycoIThi zal udan gra plant had much higher 
cont nt of P in their hoots compared with the cOITesponding on-Myc controls .  A 
contri bution of mycorrhi za fungal root colonization to uptake of P has been reported 
by numerou author e .g .  Gian inazzi -Pearson and Gianinazzi (1 983 ) .  Pearson and 
Jakob en (1 993 ) .  Smith et a l .  ( 2003 ) .  Poul sen et al . ( 2005 ) .  Landi et a l .  ( 2005 ) .  
Reynold e t  a l .  ( 2005 ).  Smith and Read ( 2008 ) .  Wang et a l .  ( 20 1 0 ) .  Smith and Smith. 
( 20 1 1 b) and Ortas et al . ( 20 1 1 ) . Cavagnaro et al. ( 20 1 5 ) showed that the arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi can provide their host plant with up to 90 % of p lant P. but that 
percentage varied across studies .  Though a contribution to net plant P uptake is one of 
the most conunonly reported effects of mycorrhiza fungal root colonization. there are 
al 0 reports where the presence of mycoIThizal  fungi had no or even a negat ive effect 
on gro\.\th or nutrient uptake of host plants. For example. Andrade et al. ( 20 1 0 ) sho\ved 
that the arbuscu lar mycoIThizal fungi d id not change the nutrition of host plants. and 
was of no advantage compared with the non-mycoIThizal status. Such di fferences in 
the outcomes of mycorrhiza studies may be explained by d ifferent experimental 
condit ions. as wel l as d ifferent plant and fungal spec ies involved. Koehl and van der 
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Heijden ( 20 1 6 ) round that d iner nt arbu cular m) corrh izal fungi taxa had di fferent 
effect on plant P LIptak . 
Thl: net contribution of arbu c Ll lar mycorrhizal fungi to P uptake of their host 
plant ha' often been ho\\ n to depend on the oil P a\·ai labi l i t} . With a low P 
a\ ai labi l it) . the ) ield of plant \\ ere found to be highly dependent on thei r 
111) corrhizal tatu und r greenhou e condit ion ( Orta . 2003 ) .  Cavagnaro et a! . ( 20 1 5 )  
nugge ted that the h igh st arbu cLllar mycorrhizal benefit in tenns of p lant grov,1h and 
nutri t ion \\"ere fOLlnd under P l imi t ing cond it ions. nder the e condit ions. the 
mycorrhiza fungal ontribution to plant P upake i of par1 icular advantage ( Sharif and 
C laas en. 20 1 1 ) .  
COl11par d with standard value c i ted b y  BergmalID ( 1 992 ). the P concentrat ion 
1 11 hoots of udan gra s and C conglomera/lis were indicati e of severe P defic iency .  
Though myconhiza inoculat ion increa ed total p lant P uptake of Sudan grass plants in 
the pre ent study. the myconhiza symbiosis did not re tore a suffic ient P supply range 
a reported in orne previou studies (Neumann et a! . .  2009 ) .  
I t  i s  bel ieved that arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi support plant P acquisition 
mainly b) increasing i t  spatial  plant a\'ai labi l i ty .  The additional nutrient absorbing 
urface provided by the arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi can be far larger than that 
provided by root hairs alone ( Sanders and Tinker. 1 973 ) .  In the abruscular myconhizal 
fungi . a network of extraradical hyphae spreads around the root. The extraradical 
h) phae expand the absorption root area and can pa s through the root P depletion zone 
( Li et a l . .  1 99 1 a ) .  It ha been shown that mycorrhiza fungal hyphae can reach to 
di stance of up to 1 5  cm away from the root surface ( Jakob en et a1 . .  1 992 ) .  The 
extraradical hyphae transport P into the intraradical hyphae. and into the arbu cules. 
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I he latter are bel ie, cd to on t i lute the apopla t ic interface for exchange of nutrient 
bct\\ ccn the plant and fungu ( Pami ke. 2008: mith and Read. 2008 ) .  
I n  the pre ent lud) . hoot P uptake d id  not di ffer much betv;een the treatments 
\\ hen the o i l  \\ a n t inoculated \\- ith mycon-hizal fungi . On inoculated o iL howe\ er. 
udan gra took up more than twice a much P as on noninoculated substrate. Despite 
thi ' trong increase in  P acqLli i t ion of the neighbor. C C conglomero/us shoot P 
content d id  not igni ficantl) decrea e compared with the noninoculated controls .  This 
mal uggest that P pool avai lable to mycorrh izal fungi and C conglomera/lis roots 
were not entire ly  the ame. It could be speculated that C conglomera/ll chemical ly 
i ncrea e P ayai l abi l i ty. \\- h i le mycorrhizal fungi spatial ly increa e P avai labi l ity. This  
c learly needs fWiher i nvest igation. but  the high Fe concentrations in the C 
conglomerotlls ti sue may be a hint that C conglomera/ll mobi l i zed P chemical ly  
( \\ hich often a lso re  u l t s  i n  an  increase i n  Fe  avai labi l ity ) .  
ome p lant pecies which are non-ho ts to arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi have 
evolved trategies for chemical nutrient mobi l ization. sLlch as c luster roots ( hane et 
aL 2006). Though mycon-hizal fungi have been shown to acid ify the hyphosphere 
( Wang et aL 20 1 3 ). and to act ively mob i l ize nutrients ( Ortas. 20 1 2 ) in some studies. 
it may be energetical ly  of ad antage for plants to release organic acids directly via the 
root surface. and not via the fungal symbiont. ome studies suggest that roots of 
rhizosheath forming plant species assume a sim i lar function as clu ter roots ( Abrahao 
et al . .  20 1 4) .  Thu . it could be speculated that in the present study. C conglomera/lis 
chemical ly  mobi l ized P. whi le mycon-hiza fungal inoculation made P avai lable 
spat ia] ] ) . Phosphate mobi l izat ion via rhizosphere. pH decrease and release of organic 
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ac id can be of part icular ad\ antag on P 11:-.ing oi l . uch as sodic or acid oi l  
( Abrahao et aL :20 1 4 ) . 
Pr \ iou tudie hm e ho\\ n that the arbuscular mycorrh iza fungal ro t 
col n izat ion can increa e the compet it ive trength of host plants against non­
m) orrhizal \\ eed 1 11 term of P uptake and above and belov, ground biomass 
( \Veisan) et a l . .  20 ] 6 ) . The nonmycorrhizal tatu can be of disadvantage compared 
\\ ith the m) corrhizal ituation not only in tem1 of compet it ion for soi l  nutrient 
re ource . but pos ibly also because of active antagonism between arbuscular 
111) corrhizal  fungi and non-host . A release of al le lopathic compounds by mycorrhiza 
fungal hyphae, which lead to dec rea e root de\,elopment and thus poorer nutlient 
uptake in non-hosts ha been postulated by ome authors ( Franci and Read. 1 994. 
1 995 ) .  ome  other studie , howe\'er, confirm the observation that the abi l i ty of a non­
ho t to acquire P doe not change when mycorrhizal root share the same soi l volume 
( Dai sog et a1 . .  :20 1 2 ). 
Even though the identity of the neighboring plant had no effect on the hoot P 
content. there may have been an effect on the total plant uptake ( which could not be 
analyzed ) .  The shoot and root dry weight of the C. cong!omeraflls plants was 
negat ivel;  affected by a neighboring mycorrhizal udan gras . and it can not be 
completely ruled out that a reduction in total uptake was responsible for this .  There 
was no effect of the identity of the neighboring plant species on the shoot uptake of P 
and K.  suggesting that compet i tion for other macronutrients may not have played a 
major role .  as intended by the experimental set-up. However. concentrations in the 
t issue \\ ere not analyzed. and i t  can thus not be ruled out that Sudan grass had a better 
abi l i ty to acquire from the shared root compartment compared with C. 
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cong/Oll1erctfllS \\ hen the o i l  \.\ a mycorrhiza in  culat d .  A contribution of the 
arbu ular 111) cOlTh iza fungal s) mbio i to plant 
ob erved . 
uptake ha frequently been 
The dr} \\ eight f the root obtained from the outer pots in the present 
experiment wa higher for nOlli11) corrhizal compared to mycolThizal C. conglomeraf liS 
\\ hen gro\\ n together \\ itb udan gra s .  (�lperus conglol11eratll. i a non-host to 
111) corrhizal fungi . e\'eral previou tudi s have reported that the presence of actively 
growing mycel ia  of arbu cular mycorrhizal fungi can affect nutrient uptake and grov-,1h 
of these p lant . For example .  eumann and George, ( 2005 ) and mith et  a1 . (2009 ) 
howed that the pre ence of arbu cular mycorrhiza mycel ia can reduce P uptake of 
non-ho t p lants. Veiga et a1 .  ( 20 1 3 )  found that mycel ial networks of arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi sustained by an acti vely grov;ing ho t plant infected the roots of 
neighboring non-ho t specie Arabidov i thalionG. and caused 50 % biomas 
reduction in the latter. The mechanisms by which non-host plants are negatively 
affected by the presence of mycorrhiza mycel ia of the neghiboring host plants, is not 
yet completel y  understood. In some cases. non-host plants howed incomplete 
intraradical mycolThiza colonization ( Dai sog et a l . .  20 1 2 ) .  Mycorrhiza fungal 
structures on the surface or with i n  the cortex \"'ere. however, not obser ed in any of 
the C. conglomeratlls roots. Puschel et a1 . ( 2007 ) howed that mycorrhiza fungal root 
colonization of non-host plants required a pre-existing extraradical mycel ial networks. 
and could not be establ ished from resting spores in  the oi l .  
Though mycorrhiza colonization o f  C. conglomeraflls roots was not ob erved 
in the present stud , it can not be excluded that the hyphae sustain d by neighboring 
udan grass root y tem attempted to colonize the roots of the sedge. This may have 
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again t the appr aching fungal m) cel ium in the non-ho t .  
\\ hi h ma) ha\ e had a negat i \ e impact on gro\\1h.  Face l l i  et  a1 . C :W I O )  reported that 
arbu ular m} corrhiza fungal hyphae u tained by an act i \  ely gro\\'ing ho t plant 
repeatedly attempted to infect neighboring non-ho t roots. The fungi formed h) phae 
near the mfa e of the non-ho t root . and formed hyphal co i l s  in their cort ical cel l s .  
I n  re p n e to the e colonization attempts. the growth of the non-ho t was decrea ed. 
1 egati \ e  etTect of arbu cular mycorrhizal mycel ia  on neighboring non-host plants 
have al 0 been reported by Franci and Read ( 1 995 ) .  In l ine wi th these findings. 
t-. 1alco\'a et al. ( 200 I ) . ykoro\'a et a1 . ( 2003 ) and Enkhtuya et a1 . (2005 ) found that 
extraradi al mycel ial  neffi orks c01U1ected to host roots ( maize or Solanum nigrllll1) 
played an important role in infecting the root systems of neighboring Chenopodi1lm 
album plants ( non-host ) .  According to Francis  and Read ( 1 994 and 1 995 ) arbuscular 
mycorrhizal  fungi colonizing sunflo\\'er ( host ) .  produced toxic compounds which 
cau ed negat i\'e effects on non-host weeds,  
Thougb the extent of arbuscular mycorrhiza fungal root colonization was not 
low in the present experiment in inoculated Sudan grass roots. there was no d ifference 
in dry weight betv;een mycorrhiza i noculated and non- inoculated Sudan grass shoots, 
Despi te a s ignificant contribut ion of mycorrhiza inoculat ion to shoot P uptake. i t  seems 
there was no benefi t  in terms of p lant  dry weight production. Mycorrhiza inoculation 
had no influence on the dry weight or growth of the Sudan grass roots in the single 
pots . 
Se\'eral authors have suggested that plant pecies d iffer in  their responsi\'enes 
to arbuscular mycorrhiza fungal root colonization when grovm in planting pots under 
control led condit ions ( Watkinson and Freckleton, 1 997 ) .  Wagg et a l .  ( 20 1 1 ) . Bender 
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et a! . ( 20 1 4 )  and K' hi t a ! .  ( 20 1 4 ) reported that Loli1l1l1 I I I  1IIf(f!orul17 , l ike man} 
gra' e , i  c I nized b) arbu cular mycor hizal . but no trong re pon in terms of dr) 
weight gain an be ob en ed \\ hen m) corrh izal and nOlUnvconhizal controls are 
compared. ther author a lso ob er\' d that the mycorrhiza benefits in term of gro\\1h 
re ponse depend on the ho t pec ie ( iqueira et aI . ,  1 998:  Kiers et aL 2000: Zangaro 
et aL ::WOO. 2003 ) .  
mith and mi th ( 20 1 1 a) shov\:ed that arbu cular mycorrh iza fungal root 
colonizat ion enhances gro\\1h of tomato under ome condit ions, but the same ho t 
pecie  can be non-respon ive to the colonization as wel l .  I n  return for their 
contribution to plant nutrient acqui i t ion. the symbiotic soi l  fungi are supp l ied by the 
p lant with carbohydrates in fonTI of hexose ( Cavagnaro et aL 20 1 0: Feddennann et 
a l . .  20 1 0: Han and For Jihe. 20 1 2; Xie  et a! . .  20 1 4 ) . The trade of nutritional elements 
for photoa im i l ate between plants and fungi . however, does not always eem to resul t  
in  mutual benefits .  Accord ing to Hali and Reader (2002) .  carbon can be ent to the 
arbu cular mycorrhizal fungi from plants that do not at the ame time benefit from 
fungal contributions to plant nutri t ion. Al o. Johnson et a ! .  ( 1 997 )  found that if the 
carbon demand of arbu cu lar mycorrhizal fungi is more than mycorrhizal benefits to 
p lants. th i s  can cause negati ve effects on p lant growth. The outcome of the mycorrhiza 
fungal symbiosis for the plant may depend on the functional compatib i l ity between 
host and fungal partner. Though endom corrhizal fungi are rather non-spec i fic in  
tenns of symbiosis establ i shment.. the functional ity of the assoc iation in terms of  
nutrient exchange may d i ffer in a wide range. Ravnskov and Jakobsen ( 1 995 ) ,  Avio et 
a ! .  ( 2006) and Scheub l in  et a 1 .  ( 2007 )  reported that di fferent plant species respond in a 
d ifferent way to d ifferent arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi .  K"ohl and van der Heij den 
( 20 1 6 ) found that the d ifferent arbuscular mycorrhiza fungal taxa d ifferent ia l ly 
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i n il uen ed plant perf0n11ance. In accordance. Kl ir  nomo . ( 200 .... ) howed that som 
arbu cular mycorrhizal ta\.a decrea ed the gro\vth of one plant specie . but encouraged 
the gr \\1h of another grO\\11 under th arne cond it ions. In natural habitats. 
m) cotrophic plant ba\ e been hO\\"ll to exhibit a preference for certain arbuscular 
111 ) corrhiza fungal strain . The outcome of the m conhizal symbio i to plant 
performance and omp t i t iw trength may depend on whetber a plant finds a 
functiona l l y  compatible arbuscular mycorrhiza fungal strain. or not ( van der Heijden 
et aI . .  1 998 :  Feddermann et a 1 . .  20 1 0) .  In the present experiment, p lants were 
inoculated with rhizo phere soi l  obtained from an agricu ltural field .  It can be assumed 
that more than one arbu cular myconhiza fungal pecies wa present in this inoculum.  
and that thi \", ould have increased the chance for Sudan grass to find a functional ly 
compat ible fungal partner. The ob ervation that P uptake but not growth was increased 
I l1 udan gras in response to mycorrhiza fungal i noculation. suggests that the 
as ociat ion \,ya functiona l ly  compat ible .  Whether carbon expenditure for the 
myconhizal symbiosis l imi ted the abi l i ty of myconhizal p lants of the present study to 
grow. remains peculat i\'e .  I t  i a l so possible that another factor. e .g .  nutrition. 
l i mi ted p lant gro\\th .  In accordance with our results. Daisog et aJ . ( 20 1 2 )  reported that 
maize biomas was not increased by myconhization. However. the plants benefitted 
from arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi via enhanced P uptake. I n  other plant species. 
arbuscular mycorrhiza fungal contribut ions to P uptake which are not translated into 
better grow1h ha e also been observed ( Landis et a I . .  2005 ;  Reynolds et a1 . .  2005:  
mith  and Read. 2008:  Smith and mith .  20 1 1  b ) .  uch effects may depend on the plant 
and fungal partners involved ( Douds and Reider. 2003 ) .  but a lso on the growing 
condit ions ( Bryl a  and Koide. 1 990: Jakobsen et a! . .  1 992) .  Fi tter ( 1 99 1) showed that 
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thl..: high carb n drain b: the fungal y mbiont can cau e th absence of mycorrhiza 
benefit in term of plant gro\\1h. 
The nonmy cOlThizal plant wer al coloniz d b) mycorrhizal fungi . I t  can not 
be e\.cluded that d ifference betw een my corrhizal and nonmycorrhizal udan gras 
plant in term of gr \\111 and P uptake had been larger i f  completely nonrnycolT11 izal 
control had been establ i  hed . 
2 A.2 u p pJy of p l a n ts w ith  n ut riot iona l  e lement  other than P 
Compar d with standard value c ited by Bergmann,  ( 1 992) .  concentration of 
K i n  the hoot ti ues of plant of a l l  treatments v,'ere in a rather low range, and 
indicat ive of K deficiency. It is thus l i kely that K upply was a plant grov.ih l imit ing 
factor. C'.1peru conglomeratlls had higher shoot ti sue K concentrations compared 
with udan grass when the plants were non-inoculated with mycor hizal fungi . The 
pre ence of mycolThi za inoculum decreased hoot K concentrations and total shoot K 
uptake i n  C. conglomeratZis. while there was not any effect of mycorrhiza inoculation 
ob erved on the K uptake of the Sudan grass shoots .  This ob ervation may upport the 
above mentioned idea that there was a d irect negat ive effect of the presence of 
mycolThiza functioning on the grov.1h and/or functioning of roots of C. conglol71eratlls. 
The reasons why C conglomeratu v. as more successful in  shoot K uptake compared 
with udan grass on noninocuJated soi l  remain speculative. I t  can not be excluded that 
rhizosheath formation fac i l i tated uptake of nutri t ional e lements ( Wei et a l . ,  20 1 1 ) . 
Comparing the element concentration of a 1 11 the shoot with maximum 
threshold l im i t  of a c i ted by Kirkby ( 1 992 ) or Bergmann ( 1 992 ). i t  can be concluded 
that udan grass plants of the pre ent experiment were not affected by Na toxic i ty .  
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di ul1l i ometime taken up into the plant by the ame uptake s) tem as K. 
ele t i\ i t)  {or K depend n the p lant pecie and the Jeyel of affinit} of the 
transporter . im i lar \\ ith K .  the fa concentrations were higher in the hoot of C. 
conglomerallls compared with tho e in  udan gras . Whi le myconhiza inoculation 
decrea ed hoot K concentrat ion , hoot a concentrations increased . The K: a rat io 
in 111) on·hiza i noculated C. cOl7glomerafll \\"a in a range between 5 .4  and 5 . 8 .  \\ bich 
ma) be l ight ly  belo\\ the leyel recommended for plants that are rather ensit ive to 
odici t) . The hoot a concentrat ion and contents were lower in the C. conglomeraflls 
plant when the e grew with udan grass in tead of another plant of the same species. 
Thi effect wa ine pect iye of 111) corrhiza inoculation. The reasons for thi remain 
peculat i \ e .  ince C. conglomerafu hoots took up more K compared w ith udan 
grass. it could be that v,·hen two desert sedges shared the middle compartment. soi l  K 
pool \\ ere h ighly  depleted towards the end of the growih period. To satisfy the 
demand for mono\ alent cations. C. conglomerafll. may have taken up relatively more 
la under these condit ion . 
In the present study. udan grass and C conglomeratu showed suffic ient 
supply of 19 and Ca in  their  shoots. Mg content were lower in  the shoots of C 
conglomeratus compared to those i n  udan grass for both mycorrhizal and 
nonm ycorrhizal p lants .  An adequate Mg supply level is very important to sustain high 
concentrations of chlorophylL  which i s  important for p lant photosynthesis (G i ri et a1 . .  
2003 ) .  
im i l ar with the shoot K/Na ratio, the CalNa rat io was lower for C 
conglomera/us compared with those for udan gras . and near the l imit  below \\ hich 
a induced Ca defic ienc) could be expected. When two udan grass plants shared the 
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middle compartment. the ho t K a a \\ J 1  a a rat io de r a ed in re pon e to 
111) con'h in inoculation. The rea on for thi are not knO\\ll . uch result does not 
. upport earl ier finding repOJ1ing that mycorrhizal fungi protected their  host plant 
from ad\ er e effect of i l  a l in i ty ( Giri et al . .  2007 ) .  However. the oi l  in the pre ent 
'tud) \\ a not al ine.  and tIm uch result may not be ea i ly  compared. 
Wei an) et al . ( 20 1 6 ) reported that development of extrametrical hyphae in  soi l .  
hyphal ab  orption of pho phate. tran location of P through hyphae over considerable 
di  tan es. tran fer of P from the fungus to the root cel l s. plant development stage were 
impol1ant for lyconhiza l  mod ification of the nutrient uptake propert ies of roots. 
Comparing the element concentrations in  tbe sboot witb optimum values c i ted 
b) ( Loop. 1 98 3 :  Bergmann. 1 992 ) for orgl71l111 vulgare. it can be conc luded tbat. 
t i ssue concentrations of P in udan gra and C conglol77eratus shoots and Mn in 
sudan gras shoot of mycorrhizal and nonmycorrhizal plants were indicative of 
deficiency . 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi can assi t the plant uptake of Cu ( Li et a l . .  1 99 1  b; 
Mar elmer and Del l .  1 99·+; Toler et al . .  2005 ) .  Zn ( Kothari et al . .  1 99 1 ) and Fe (C lark 
and Zeto. 2000: Kim et al . .  2009 ) .  
I n  the present study the mycorrh izal soi l  inoculation had no effect on Fe 
concentrations of C. conglol71eralus as wel l as the neigbbour had no effect on Fe 
concentrat ions in both plant species.  In the present experiment mycorrh izal i noculat ion 
reduced Fe concentrations in  shoot of Sudan gra s plant . most l ikely due to a d i lution 
effect. Fe concentrations were relatively h igb in a l l  p lants of thi s  experiment. but not 
in a tox ic range. 
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I n  the pre ent experiment. al l  the udan gra and C. cong/omeraflls plant 
ho\\ cd enough and good uppl) f Cu and Zn concentrati n in their hoot . Cyperus 
cOl lg/olllerafll., \\ a al 0 suffic iently suppl ied with Mn.  
c\'erai tudie shO\ved that the arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi had a posit ive 
effect on Zn uptake and the extensi\'e mycel ia could be used for providing Zn 
l Lehl11aIm et aL 20 1 4 ) .  Ca\ agnaro et a l .  ( 20 1 0 ) reported that the arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi can increase plant Zn uptake under the low soi l  Zn. Under the high 
oi l  Zn, the arbu cular m) corrhizal can protect the plant from Zn accumulation and 
tox ic ity. In the current experiment. the presence of mvcorrhiza inoculum decreased 
hoot Zn content in C. cong/oll7eratlls. while there was not effect of mycorrhiza 
inoculation on the Zn uptake of the udan grass shoots. 
In the pre ent experiment, h igher shoot concentrations of Fe and Mn were found 
111 C. conglomeraflls compared with those in udan grass. The differences in  
micronutrient profi les bet\',:een the plants could al 0 point to  d ifferences in  nutrient 
uptake strategy. 
C h a pt e r  3 :  T h e  effect  of  cl i p pi n g  o n  t h e  co n t ri b u tion  of a rbu  c u la r 
myco r r h iza l fu n gi to  a l i n i ty to lera n ce in  the  g ro u n d co e r  S u d a n  gras  
(Sorgh ul11 x drul11l11ol1dii) 
3. 1 I n t rod uct ion 
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Groundwat r i the main source of i rr igation water for most fanner in  the AE .  
n more than 0 0 0 of a l l  privat farm in the Countr; , the i rrigation \\ ater used for 
the production of forage i bracki  h .  Accumulation of alts in  the rooting zone i thus 
very common in  agri cultural y terns of the AE, and may have a significant impact 
on the agricu l tural productivity .  
udan gra s i commonly gro\\TI on soi ls  i rrigated with bracki h \vater. I t  i s  
c ia  i tied a a moderately salt tolerant by  some ources ( Begdul layeva e t  a! . ,  2007) .  
and highh tolerant by other ( Sanchez et  aL 2002 ).  Though the e p lants may be unable 
to exploit their ful l ) ield potent ial when grown on a a l ine soi l .  they may st i l l  produce 
reasonable biomass for u e as animal fodder. 
A sociation with arbu cular mycorrhizal fungi has been ShO�11 to impro\'e the 
perfom1ance of crop plants exposed to root zone sal ini ty ( Sannazzaro et a l . .  2007: 
Zuccarini and Okurowska. :W08 :  Khal i l  et al . .  2 0 1 1 :  Chandrasekaran et a I . ,  20 1 4; Garg 
and Pandey. 20 1 5 ) .  The preci e mechanism behind these effects is not yet completely 
understood. The mycorrhizal fungi might help the p lants to take up nutrit ional 
element from sal ine soi l  ( harifi et a l . .  2007: Wi lson et aI . ,  20 1 2; Garg and Pandey. 
20 1 5 ) .  or they reduce the transfer of harmful amounts of C I - and a from the root 
into the hoot (A l len and Cunningham. 1 98 3 :  Zaccharini and Okurow ka, 2008: 
Estrada et al . .  20 1 3  b) .  I t  i s  also possible that arbuscular mycorrhizal fungal root 
colon ization fac i l i tates water uptake from soi l s  with a low osmotic potential ( Rui 'z-
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Lozano et al . .  1 996:  I - Karaki el al . .  200 1 :  Cantre l l  and Lindemlan . 200 1 :  POJ-ce1 et 
a I . .  100'" : AI-Khal ie l .  20 1 0 :  l Iaj iboland et a! . .  10 1 0 :  Ruiz-Lozano el a l . .  20 1 2 : Fusconi .  
20 1 3 : Treseder. 20 1 3 ) .  or  improve the internal \\ ater use efficienc) ( heng et a l . .  
100 8 :  l Iaj iboland e t  al . .  20 1 0: Garg e t  a l . .  20 1 4 ) .  Formation of mycorrhizas i common 
among plants nati \'e to a l ine habi tats ( £\'el in et a l . .  2009 ). suggest ing that at lea t 
ome train of arbu cular m) corrhizal nmgi may tolerate soi l  a l inity. and upport the 
performan e of their host plants under the e cond it ions. 
While in  ome studie  no negati e effect of o i l  sal inity on the development of 
the arbu ular mycorrhizal ymbiosi could be ob en'ed ( Wi lde et a 1 . .  2009; Wu et a l . .  
20 1 0 ) .  other author reported a decl ine in  the extent of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungal 
root colonizat ion under alt tress ( Pfeiffer and B ios . 1 98 8 :  van Aarle et a 1 . .  2002 ; 
Wu et a1 . . 20 1 0 : Badda et al . .  20 1 4 : Krisbnamoorthy et a 1 . .  20 1 4 ; Taniguchi et a1 . .  
20 1 - ) ,  uch effect could be  due to  inhibi ted spore germination or  gro\\th of the fungal 
myce l ium in a sal ine medium ( Juniper and Abbott. 2006: Porcel et al . .  20 1 2 ) .  It i a lso 
possible that exposure to sal i nity l imits  the carbon supply to the fungal symbiont. 
\\ 'hen exposed to sal i ne soi l .  addi t ional energy is required by root systems for ion 
pumping. synthe is of compatible solutes. and maintenance of electrochemical 
gradients ( Rewald et al . .  20 1 2 ) .  These processes may compete with carbon supply to 
symbionts, At the arne t ime. the photos ntheti c  capacity of plants i s  often reduced in 
response to salt stress ( Mahajan and Tuteja. 2005 ) ,  potential l y  leading to a reduced 
supply  of C to the roots .  This effect may aggravate in plants that are regularly prutial ly 
defol iated. such as fodder grasses ( Gehring and Whitman. 1 994 ) .  Cl ipping off 
aboveground biomass reduces the overal l  the photosynthet ic capacity of plants ( Harle) 
and Smith.  1 98 3 :  Agui lar-Cham and Guevara. 20 1 6 ) .  
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Hetrick et a l .  ( 1 990) .  Wearn and Gange ( 2007 ) and arave i et a l .  ( 20 1 -+ ) 
ob.:en ed a negat i \  e effect f l ipping on arbu cular mycorrhizal  conlonization . One 
of the rea on could be the carbon l imitation to the ho t plants ( edina-Roldan et a! . .  
2008: Bat10 and R i l l ing. 20 1 0 :  arave i e t  a l . .  20 1 4 ) .  J i rout e t  a ! .  ( 2009 ) .  Garc ia e t  a l .  
( 20 1 2 ) and ara\e i et al. ( 20 1 -+ )  repolied that the mo t studie on this topic suggest a 
reduction in  arbu cular m) corrhizal root colonization in response to se ere defol iation. 
e\"erthele . there are al 0 studie where arbuscular mycorrhizal colonization 
remained unatTected by c l i pping off aboveground biomass ( Tian et a 1 . .  2009 ) .  
The present experiment aimed a t  invest igating the effects of soi l sal ini ty and 
part ial  defo l iation on the relative contribut ion of the arbuscular mycorrhizal 
s) bmbiosi to grov.th and nutrient uptake of Sudan gras . It \\"as hypothesized that 
arbu cular mycorrhi zal fungal root colonization would general ly increase plant 
performance. but thi  effect would be lower under sal inity and in response to c l ipping. 
A combination of both .  a l in i ty  and removal of aboveground biomass would lead to a 
greater decl i ne i n  the relative contribution of the arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis to 
p lant performance. compared with one of the two factors alone. 
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3.2 M a teria l  a n d  M ethod 
3.2 . 1  P lant  mater ia l  and eed ing preparat ion  
The eed o f  udan gra were purcha ed from the local market. and 
repre ented a g not) pe that i commonl)  gro\m in the E .  udan gra s seeds \\ ere 
germ inated on fi l ter paper oaked \\ ith a aturated Ca 0 .. so lution. 
eed l ing of  imi lar size were transferred into cell  tra) s fi l led with top oil  
mat rial from a sand dun in I Foah. Al in.  UAE. which wa either or not inoculated 
\\ i th arbu eular mycorrhiza fungal propagule . Each cel l  was fi l led with 50 em3 
ubstrate at a bulk density of 1 . 6 g per em3 . Before it was fi l led into the cel l  trays. the 
o i l  material wa pas ed through a 1 mm ieve. and wa heat teri l i zed in a dryi ng oven 
for at lea t 1 2  to 20 hours at a temperature of 95 °C . The teri l ized soi l  was fert i l ized 
\\ i th 1 -0 mg ( H  .. 03 ).  1 5  mg P (KH2PO� ) .  200 mg K ( K2 O.:t ) .  1 00 mg Mg 
( MgSO.:t . 7H20 ). 20 mg Fe ( Fe E DTA ) .  1 0  mg Zn ( ZnSO.:t . 7H20 ). 1 0  mg Cu 
(eu O .. . 5 H20) per kg dry ubstrate.  The inoculum. consisted of  a mixture of 
endomycorrhiza fungal colonised eggplant (Solanum l71e!ongena) root piece and 
adhering air  dried soi l  containing endomycorrhizal hyphae and spores. It wa obtained 
from the Al Foah Experimental Farm near A l  Ain.  UAE by excavation of fresh root 
ystems of field-grovvTI eggplants in the frui t  formation stage. M icro copic observat ion 
revealed that more than half of the length of  the roots in the inoculum was colonized 
by arbuscular mycorrhiza fungal structures. The arbuscular mycorrhizal fungal species 
in the inoculum remai ned unidenti fied. The inoc ulum for the nonmycorrhiza l  
treatments \\a fi l tered with deionised water ( 1 000 ml of \vater thJough 1 500 g of dry 
inoculum using Double Ring F i l ter paper Type 1 02 )  before being autoc laved . The 
fi l trate was added to the soi l  to encourage a microflora simi lar to [ mycolThiza l ] -
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treatment ' .  Each cel l  or  the tra) u ed r r rai ing edl ing \\'a fi l led \\ itb 50 011 of 
dr) _ fer1 i l ized and in ulated ub trate at a bulk den i t) of 1 .6 g per cm3 . To mai ntain 
the moi ture l eYel  in the cel l  a t  approximately field capacit) . each cel l received 5 ml 
of  deionized water dai l ) . One udan gras seed l ing was tran ferred to each cel l ,  and 
the plant \\ ere cul t i \ 'at d in the trays for 1 8  \\ eeks before transplant ing. 
For unk.l1o\\ n reasons thes plants did not grow after transplanti ng. and died 
within ix  \\ eek after tran fer into larger pots .  After the plants had died.  their shoot 
\\ ere remO\ ed from the planting pots. and new seed l ings v,,'ere raised and transferred 
to the ame plant ing pot that had been used before. 
The econd batch of seedl i ng \yas e tab l i  hed in the ame way as the fir t one. 
The same ubstrat . cell tray . and o i l  steri l i zation and fert i l i zation procedures were 
u ed.  After fert i l i zat ion. 1 00 ml of viable ( mycolThizal treatments) or autoc1aved 
( norun) cOlThizal treatments) inoculum was incorporated into each kg of dry dune soi l .  
The i noculum was purchased o n  the local market . According t o  the German 
manufacturer ' s  infom1ation. it consisted of com ( Zea mays ) root pieces colonized by 
the arbuscular mycorrh izal fungus Rhi:::ophagus irregularis ( fom1erly 'Glomlls 
intrarudices ' ) and adhering expanded c lay carrier materia l .  The inoculum \vas 
declared to contain more than 1 00 infective mycorrhiza fungal propagules per cm·3 of 
dry materia l .  The i noculum for the nonmycorrhizal treatments was fil tered with 
deioni sed water ( 1 000 ml  through 800 ml  dry inoculum using Double Ring F i l ter paper 
Type 1 02 ) before being autoc1aved . The fi l trate was added to the nonmycorrh izal oi l  
to encourage a microflora s imi lar to mycorrhizal treatments. One udan grass seedl ing 
\vas transferred to each cel l .  The plant were grown in  the cel l  trays for 1 -+  v,:eeks 
before being transplanted to the e perimental pots in F ebreuary 20 1 3 .  When the ir  roots 
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\" ere anal)  7ed for 111) orrh iza fungal c Ionization. al l  amples. inc luding the 
ll1) corrhi/al treatment . v, ere found nonm) orrhizal . 
3.2 .2  G ro\\ th  ub t rate p repa rat ion a n d  fi l l ing  of the experimenta l  pots 
Round pla't ic plant ing pot \\ ith a total \ olume of 1 . 5 L were used in  this 
e.'peri ment. Each pot v\a fi l led with 1 L of dry sandy dune o i l  at a bulk density of 
1 .67  g per m3 . The al11e andy ubstrate a for the precult i\ 'ation in cel l trays wa 
u ed. Planting pot contained 1 670 g of sandy soi l  from the AEU Experimental Farm 
in Al Foah and each pot recei \'ed 1 SO ml of tap \vater. Prior to its use in the experiment. 
the oi l had been sieved by passing i t  tlu'ough a 1 mm mesh. and then heat teri l i zed at 
9 - DC for 1 2  - 20 hour in  a drying oven . The teri l i zed o i l  \" as fert i l ized in the same 
way a the o i l  used for fi l l ing the cel l trays. The Sudan grass plants were tran ierred 
to the experimental pots with the complete root bale compri sing a l l  o i l  of the cel l in 
\\hich  they had been precult ivated. One plant wa tran ferred into each pot . After 
tran fer. the \,yater content of the soi l  in the experi mental pots was brought to 
approximately  field capacity. and wa maintained at th is  level throughout the growth 
period.  Deionized water was used for i rrigat ion.  Any l iquid leaching from the bottom 
of the pot \\'as col l ected in an underplate and added back to the soi l .  
3.2.3 E t a b l ish m e n t  o f  s a l i n ity t reatments  
i x  weeks after transplant ing. a l l  Sudan grass plants had rooted in the o i l  in  
the experimental pot  . By that t ime. the sal in ity treatments were establ ished . For this 
purpose. the o i l  i n  the planting pot was ei ther i rrigated v,;ith brackish or deionized 
",,·ater. Brack ish water \ as establi shed by mix ing deionized water with aCt . Via 
i rrigat ion with aC I amended water, the sal in i ty treatments were supplied with in  total 
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3000 mg 'a I per kg dr) soi l .  The fi r t 1 500 mg a 1 per kg dry o i l  \\ a appl ied 59 
day after planting. and an ther 1 500 mg 5 day later. In treatment recei \  ing sal ine 
inigation \\ atec care \va taken to apply the ame amount of salt to ach pot . Control 
treatment r cei \ ed n n- al ine irrigation wat r. 
3.2A M a i n te n a nce of t h e  ex peri ment  i n  the  greenhouse 
The xperiment was conduct d in a greenhouse ( tLl1111el type. glass fiber covec 
open ground. 9 x 36 m )  at AI  Foah E 'perimental Farm from February unt i l  May 20 1 3 , 
Th a\ erage greenhou e temperatLlre from February unt i l  April was 23 °C duri ng the 
da) . and I °C at n ight .  I n  May the temperature was 30°C duri ng the day. and 26 C at 
n ight ) .  The pot were set up completely randomized ( F ig.  2 5 ) .  
The water content i n  a l l  pots \\as maintained at approximately 22  % w/v.: 
t lu'oughout the grov,1h period . Water loss from each pot was e timated gravimetrical ly  
and replaced wi th  deioni zed ",,·ater. 
At 3 1 .  57 .  59. 64. 7 1 ,  78. 85 and 93 days after transplant ing. flovv er that ome 
plant had formed were removed to encourage vegetat ive grow1:h, 
The plants of  the first batch received addi tional 1 00 mg ( H  .. 03 ) . 25 mg P 
( KH2PO .. ) .  1 00 mg K ( K2S0 .. ). 20 mg Fe ( Fe EDTA). 1 0  mg Zn ( Zn 0 .. . 7H20).  1 0  
mg C u  ( Cu 0 .. . 5 H20 ) per kg dry soi l  which were suppl ied to the soi l .  At 29 days after 
transplanting. the p lants of the econd batch received addit ional 1 00 mg ( H.IN03 ). 
25  mg P ( KH2PO .. ) .  1 00 mg K ( K2Sn-1 ). 20 mg Fe ( Fe EDT A ). 20 mg Zn 
( Zn O-l. 7H20).  1 0  mg Cu  ( C u  0 .. . 5 H20) per kg dry soi l .  By 57 day after 
transplant ing. 50 mg H.. 03 ) .  25 mg P ( K H2pn:t ). 1 00 mg K ( K2 0-1) .  1 00 mg 
Mg ( Mg 04. 7H20) 1 0  mg Fe ( Fe E DTA). 20 mg Zn ( ZnSO-l . 7 H20). 1 0  mg Cu 
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� . � J bO) .  1 5  mg Mn ( 1n  b 4 H:,O ) per kg dt") oil \\ ere added. The fel1 i l izer 
alts \\ er suppl ied in  form o r a  nutrient o luti  n. 
Figure 2 5 :  The experiment pot in the greenhouse 
3.2.5 Defo l ia t ion  of the  p l a n ts 
1\1)  corrhizal and nonmyconhizal plant v,,'ere either a l lowed to grow vvi thout 
defol iat ion (= contro ls ) .  or \vere part ia l ly defol iated either one or 1\\10 t i mes throughout 
the gro\\1h period.  To pmiial ly defo l iate the plants, the shoots were cut to a height of 
25-30 cm using a scissor. Defol iation was done ei ther only at 64 ( J  Cl ) .  or at 64 and 
85 days (2 C l )  after transplant ing. The pruned material was kept for each plant and 
dried at 65 °C in  a dry ing oven . 
3.2.6 T h e  growth mea u re m e n t  of p lants 
At 7 1 .  78.  92 and 99 days after transplanting. th shoot lengths. numbers of 
t i l l ers and numbers of  leaves longer than 3 cm were esti mated for al l  plants. The shoot 
length \vas measured by a ruler from the soi l  urface u p  t o  the point above which the 
youngest leaves became vis ible .  In case the plants had t i l lers. shoot length was 
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mea urcd for the ta l le t t i l l er. Th hoot I ngth increment \v as calculated by 
ubtracting the h ot length at 7 1  da) after tran planting from the hoot length at 78 
da) after tran planting. 
3.2.7 E t i m a tion  of the endomycorrhiza colon ized root lenuth myco rrhiza root o . 
colo n izat ion 
t 64 .  8 - and 99 day aft r tran planting. a soi l  sample \\'a taken from each 
p lant ing pot u ing a cork borer of 1 . 5 cm diameter and 1 2  cm length .  The roots within 
the oil  core obtained \\'ere then \\ a hed free from adhering soi l ,  and stai ned \vith b lue 
ink u ing a procedure modified after Vierhe i l ig  et a I .  ( 1 998 ) .  For clearing. the root 
ample were put in a 1 0  0 0 KOH or aOH solution for 25 mi nutes at 65 °C . They 
\\'ere then v,'ashed with tap water. put in vinegar for 2 to 3 mi nutes. then in hot Ink 
sol ut ion ( 5 0  ml b lue i nk + 1 L V inegar) for 5 to 7 mi nutes. Thereafter. they were kept 
in tap \\ ater \vi th  a fe\\ drops of vinegar unt i l  the endomycolThiza fungal colonized 
root length i n  percent of the total root length was estimated ( Tem1ant. 1 975 :  Kom1anik 
and Mc Graw. 1 982) .  
The extent of arbuscular mycolThiza fungal root colonization at the t ime of 
harve t wa asses ed through analysis of a root ub ample that was taken after root 
had been removed from the soi l  and dried in a drying oven at 65 °C . 
3.2.8 H a n'e t a n d  d ry weight  
The plants were harvested on the 27th of  May-20 1 3 . at  99 days after 
tran planting.  To harvest the platns. their hoots \vere cut off above the ground. washed 
\\ ith deionized water. and then dried in paper bags i n  a drying oven. The sub trate with 
roots \Va air  dried before roots \-\-ere extracted by passing through a 1 mm sieve. 
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The dr) \\ ei ght of root and hoot \\ a e timated after drying of plant material 
in a dr;, ing 0\ en at 65 0 Cor 24 h .  
3.2.9 A n a l) of the  p lant  mater ia l  fo r e lement  con cen t rat ions  a n d  content 
For mineral element analysis.  the dry plant material was ground into powder 
u ' ing a hammer m i l l .  ample or  2 80-3 1 0  m g  of ground plant material were dry a hed 
at 5 �O 0 • xidized with 5 ml of 1 :2 d i luted HN03 and taken up into 25  ml of 1 :2 
di luted H C ! .  Concentrat ion of macro- and microelement in the hoot and root 
material  \\ ere measured u ing I C P-OES. 
Root materia l  was not analyzed for micronutrients. as l ight soi l  contamination 
of the root material could not be excl uded. uch contaminations ha\'e been shO\\1  to 
affect anal) ses of  i ron and po sibly other trace metal ( trasser et a 1 . .  1 999) .  
hoot element contents (g  per plant ) a t  the t ime of harvest were calculated by 
mult ip ly ing the element concentration (g per kg plant material ) by the amount of dry 
\veight obtained from the cone ponding plants ( i n  kg) .  
3.2. 1 0  Stat is t ica l  a n a lys i  
Data obtained for treatment repl icates wa averaged. and the standard deviation 
was calculated. Data obtained \',:as analyzed by a Three Way A OVA. te t ing whether 
mycorrhizal i noculat ion.  soi l  sal in i ty or c l ipping had a s ignificant ( P  < 0.05 ) effect on 
the mean values. To test whether indi vidual mean val ues d iffered signi ficantly ( P  < 
0 .05 ) from each other. Tukey"  s mult iple  caparison was performed. Statistical analyses 
were performed u ing the igma tat 2 .03 programme. 
3.3 Rc, u l t 
3.3. 1 hoot OTO" th  betw een 71 a n d  78 day a fter p lant ing  
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i l  a l in it) redu ed hoot elongat ion aero s a l l  mycolTh iza and c l ipping 
treatment ( Fig .  2 6 ) .  either c l ipping nor m) corrh iza inoculation had a n  effect o n  the 
'hoot length gro\\1h . 
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o C I  I C I  l C I o C I  1 C I  l C I 
al al  
Factor P-Value 
MycolThizal inoculat ion ( Myc ) 0 . 324 
a l ine ( al ) < 0.00 1 
C l ipping ( C 1 ) 0 . 503 
F igure 26 :  hoot length increment between 7 1  and 78 days after planting in  cm per 
p lant .  The yalues are the means ± tandard deviation for plants that were not c l ipped 
( 0  C I ) . c l ipped one t ime ( l  C1 ) .  or t\',,·o t imes (2 C I ) .  and grown either in sal ine ( al ) or 
non-sa l ine on- al ) soi l .  The table shows the result of the Three Way A OVA. P­
values indicating a sign i ficant effect of mycolThizal root inoculation ( Myc ) ,  soi l  
sal ini t) ( al ) or plant c l ipping ( C I )  (P  < 0.05 ) are printed in  bold .  Sign i ficant (P  < 0 .05)  
interact ions are given in  the  l ast l i ne .  
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lhere \\ a a high \ ariation in t i l ler formation betw en th plant of the same 
treatment ( Fig .  2 7 ) .  , oi l  a l in i t)  and t\\ O t imes c l ipping tended to reduce t i l ler 
f0I111atiol1. but the e effect \\ ere not igni ficant at P < 0 .05 .  
3 .0  
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o C I  1 C I  2 C I  o C I  I C I  2 C I  
a l  
Factor P-Value 
Mycorrhizal inoculation ( Myc ) 0 .472 
aline ( a1 ) 0 .098 
C l i pp ing ( C l )  0 . 1 1 5 
F igure 2 7 :  umber of  t i l lers increment per plant between 7 ]  and 78 days after planting. 
The val ues are the means ± standard deviation. For treatment abbreviations see F ig .  
26.  The table shov,,:s the results of the  Three Way ANOV A.  P-values indicating a 
ignificant ( P  < 0 .05 ) effect of mycorrhizal root inoc ulation ( Myc ) .  soi l  sal i nity ( a l )  
o r  p lant c l ipping ( C l )  are printed in bold .  S igni ficant ( P  < 0.05 ) interactions are given 
in the l ast l i ne. 
o i l  sal in i ty reduced the fom1ation of leaves with a length greater than 3 em 
across all mycorrhiza and c l ipping treatments ( F ig. 2 8 ) . There was general ly a negat ive 
effect of m y corrh iza inoculation on the fom1ation of leaves, and this \Va particularly 
1 1 1  
pronoun ed under a l ine condit i  n .  l i pping 11ad no effect on the leaf number 
increment .  
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o C l  1 C l  2 C l  o C I  1 C l  2 C I  
on-Sal  Sal  
Factor P-Value 
lycorrhi zal  i noculat ion ( Myc ) < 0.00 1 
al i ne ( Sal )  0.003 
Cl ipping ( C l )  0 .082 
F igure 28 :  Leaf umber ( length >3cm ) i ncrement per plant between 7 1  and 78 days 
after p lanting. The a lues are the means ± standard deviat ion.  For treatment 
abbreviat ions ee Fig.  26 .  The table shows the results of the Three Way A OVA. P­
values i ndicat ing a s ignificant ( P  < 0.05 ) effect of m corrhizal root i noc ulation. soi l  
sal i n ity ( al ) o r  p lant c l ipping ( C l )  are printed in  bold .  Significant ( P  < 0.05 ) 
i nteractions are given in  the l ast l i ne. 
3.3.2 P l a n t  d ry weight  p rod u ced t h rougbout  the grow t h  period 
oil sal in i ty reduced plant dry weight formed throughout the growth period 
across a l l  m corrhiza and c l ipping treatments ( Fig .  29) .  I n  all cl ipping and sal in i ty 
treatments. mycorrhiza fungal inoculation resul ted in an increa e in dry weight . 
1 1 2  
Part icularl ) in the 1 I t r  atment, m) corrhiza fungal contribution to  plant dry ,,-eight 
production appeared l ightl) les under al ine compared with non- al ine conditions. 
l i pping had n effect on 10tal plant dry \\ ei ght produced tlu'oughout the experiment 
period. and did al 0 not affect the relative contribution of mycolThiza fungal 
ino u lat ion to plant growth .  
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o C ! 1 C l  2 C I o C I  I C I  2 C I  
al Sal 
Factor P-Value 
M ycorrhizal inoculation ( Myc)  < 0.00 1 
al ine ( a1 ) < 0.00 1 
C l ipping ( C I )  0. 779 
I nteract ion ( Myc x al ) 0.002 
F igure 29 :  Total dry weight produced b the plants throughout the experi mental period 
in g per plant .  For treatment abbreviations ee Fig .  26. The values are the means ± 
standard deviat ion.  The table shows the results of the Three Way ANOV A .  P -value 
i ndicating a signi ficant effect of  mycorrhizal  root inoculation, soi l  sal i nity ( a l )  or 
plant c l ipping eC l ) ( P  < 0 .05)  are printed in  bold .  Signi ficant ( P  < 0.05 ) interaction 
are gi ven in  the la  1 l i ne .  Mean values for nonmycorrhizal plants fol lowed by a star are 
sign ificant ly  ( P  < 0 .05 )  d ifferent from mean val ues of corresponding mycorrhizal 
t reatments ( Tukey' s  mult ip le  comparison) .  
1 1 3  
I n  c l ipped plant that gre\\ o n  al ine it  the amount of c l ipped biomass 
accountcd for a re lat i \  e l )  larger prop rtion of the t tal hoot biomas compared with 
corrl!. p nding plant that \\ ere not expo ed to al in i t) ( F ig .  30 ) .  In al l  treatments. 
'al in i l)  increa ed Ule propOli ion o f  biomas loss throughout the grov,th period across 
a l l  mycolThiza treatments. t th time of  harve t, 1 Cl plant that gre\v on non-sal ine 
o i l  had approximatel)  the ame shoot dry weight a the corre ponding plant that were 
not c l ipped . On a l ine soi l .  hO\\ ever. 1 Cl and 2 Cl plant had a lower shoot dry wei ght 
at the t ime of harvest compared with the non-c l ipped controls.  inespect ive of 
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Figure 3 0 :  Contribution of d ifferent plant fractions to the total plant dry weight in  g 
per plant. For treatment abbreyiations see F ig .  26 .  The values are the means. Standard 
deviat ions are shown for the total aboveground and belowground dry weight. Lost 
biomass (Loss) was col l ected throughout the whole gwwth period . ' F irst c l ipping' 
represents dry weight of  leaves and flowers pruned 64 DAP, and ' Second c l ipping' 
l eaf and flower material pruned at 85  DAP, Root dry weight was only estimated at the 
fmal harvest. 
A l l  p lants had formed generative organs by the t ime of the final harvest ( Fig .  
3 1 ) . The generative organs made up approxi mately the same proportion of total plant 
dry \-veight across a l l  treatments. Root inoculation with myconhizal fungi increased 
shoot Iroot ratio at the final harvest across a l l  c l ipping and sal in i ty treatments ( Fig.  3 2 ) .  
Both, exposure t o  sal i ne soi l  and c l ipping reduced the shoot/root rat io .  Plants that gre\v 
1 1 5  
o n  sal i ne o i l  and \\ ere c J i pp d ne o r  t"\\ O tim . had the lowe t shoot'root rat io  among 
a l l  treatment . i rre pect i \  e of m) corrhiza inoculation. 
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Fi gure 3 1 :  Contribution of d ifferent plant part to the total plant dry weight in g per 
p lant .  For treatment abbreviation see Fig .  26 .  The values are the means. Standard 
deviations are hO\\11 for the total aboveground and belowground bioma s.  Generative 
part (flowers and eed ) and vegetative organs ( lea es and stems) were col lected 
thro ughout the whole gro\',1h period. The root dry weight was only estimated at the 
final han·est . 
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F igure 3 � :  hooURoot Rat io estimated at the fi nal harvest . The values are the mean ± 
standard de\ i at ion .  For treatment abbreviations see F ig. 26. The table shows the results 
of the Three Way A OVA. P-values i nd icat ing a sign ificant effect of mycorrhi zal root 
i noculat ion ( M yc ). o i l  sal in i ty ( al ) or plant c l ipping (C l ) ( P  < 0.05 ) are printed in 
bold .  ignificant (P < 0 .05 ) i nteractions are gi en in  the last l i ne. Mean values for 
nonmycorrhizal p lants fol lowed by a star are signi ficant ly  ( P  < 0.05 ) d ifferent from 
mean values of corresponding mycorrhizal treatment ( Tukey 's  mult iple compari so n ). 
3.3.3 Arbusc u l a r  mycorrh iza  fu ngal  root co lonizat ion 
Al l  plants inoculated with arbuscular mycolThizal fungi howed colonization 
rates abo\e 80 % at the t ime of the final harvest ( F igs. 33 and 34) .  either sal in i ty nor 
the c l ipping treatment had an effect on the extent of arbuscular mycorrhiza fungal root 
1 1 7  
c I nizati n .  mycorrhiza r ot  colonization \\ a ob en ed in the non -inoc ulated 
controL.  
---. 
0 6-+ 0 P ( date of fi rst c l i p )  
13 85 0 P (date of -econd c l ip ) 
. 1 20 0 P (date of final harvest ) 
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F igure 3 3 :  The arbu cular mycorrhiza fungal colonized root length in percent of the 
total root length .  For treatment abbreviations see Fig. 26. The value are the mean ± 
tandard deviation. The Two Way ANOV A did not reveal a significant ( P  > 0.05 ) 
effect of  the sal inity ( a l ) or the c l ipping ( e l )  treatment on the mycorrhiza colonized 
root length .  
Figure 3 4 :  Mycroscopic image of the fungal colonized roots stained w
ith i nk 
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3 . 3 A  l e m e n t  a n a l  
l i pping plant ne or t\\ O t im \\  i thin the grov-,1h period did not affect the 
c lement concentration in the ab \ eground bioma that wa formed ( Table 1 3  and 
1 4 ) .  1 )  c rrhiza inoculation increa ed the hoot concentrat ions of  P .  and this effect 
\\ a 111 re pronounced in plant that grew in a l ine compared with non- al ine o i l .  
The K oncentration in th hoot t issues \\ ere not d ifferent depending on the 
al in i t)  treatment \\ hen the plants "y'ere nonm) corrhiza l .  In the mycolThizal plant . sal t 
appl ication to the soi l  increa ed shoot K concentrat ions compared with plants that gre\\ 
under 11on- a l ine conditions. hoot concentrations of  the d ivalent cation Ca and Mg 
decreased in  respon e to �1yc inoculation. particularly when the oi l  was non-sal ine .  
o i l  a l inity increased the Mg and Ca concentrat ions. particularly in  myconhizal 
plant 
There wa a trong increa e in  the Na concentrat ions in  the shoot in re ponse to 
alt appl ication to the soi l .  Mycorrhizal plants had h igher Na concentration compared 
\\ i th corresponding non-mycorrhizal control on sal ine, but not on non-sal ine soi l .  
\\tben plants were grown i n  non-sal ine soi l  the average shoot CalNa ratio was 
betv. een 2 . 7  and 6 . 1 ( data not shown ) .  In al l  c l ipping and mycorrhiza treatments. the 
CalNa rat io of the shoot decreased to below 1 . 1  in response to soi l  alt appl ication 
( Fig .  36). M ycorrhiza inoculation tended to decrease the CalNa ratio under both. non­
sal ine and sal i ne conditions. The c l ipping treatments had no effect on the shoot CalNa 
rat io in  the present experiment . 
' im i l ar \\ i th the Ca Ta rat io,  the K a rati everel)  dec l ined in re p 
1 19 
al ini t)  application acro a l l  treatment ( data n t ho,,-n ) _  HoweveL neither 
m)corrhiza inoculation nor c l ipping had an effect on the KJNa rat io ( F ig _  3 5 ) . 
The Fe concentrat ions in the shoot material sho\\ ed a relat ively high variat ion 
acro_s all treatmens. re ul t ing in high standard de\ iations. In shoot of mycorrhizal 
p lant' Fe con entrat ions \\-ere lo\,ver compared \\ ith non-mycorrhizal controls _  This 
e ffect wa part icularl y pronounced tmder al ine oil condit ion -
1 )  corrhiza inoculation had no effect on the Cu concentrat ions, whi Ie soi l  
a l in i ty  i ncreased Cu  concentrations across a l l  mycorrhiza and c l ipping treatment . 
hoot concentrations of Zn and Mn were not affected by any factor tested in  this 
experiment.  
1 2 0  
' r  able 1 .... : E lement cone ntration 1 11 hoot material obtained from udan gra s plant . 
Non-saline soil Saline soil 
Not cl ipped 1 CI  2 CI Not clipped l Cl 2 C1 
P (mg per g OW) Non-Myc 1 . 13 0 99 1.01 0.77 * 1 17 0.74 * 
±OA 1  ±0.09 ±O 17 ±0.04 ±0.27 ±017 
Myc 118 1 26 1 .25  1 .51  1.69 1.65 
±0. 1 1  ±0.25 ±0. 16 ±0.47 ±0.24 ±0 .41 
K (mg per g OW) Non-Myc 16.06 14.32 1 5.44 15.52 13.97 14 16 
±2 68 ±1 .02 ± 1 . 10 ± 1 . 2 1  ±1.70 ±0.71  
Myc 12 .16 13.86 13 .98 16.64 16.47 16.11 
± 2 . 2 5  ± 2 . 5 8  ±0.80 ± 1 . 2 1  ±0.72 ±0.96 
Mg (mg per g OW) on-Myc 6.28 5.92 6.20 6.63 639 7 48 
±2.76 ±OA6 ± 1 . 16 ±0.91 ±0.77 ±0.39 
Myc 4A2 4.61 5.03 6.67 7.01 6.69 
±O 78 ±0.37 ±0.66 ±2.51  ±0.62 ±0.91 
Ca (mg per g OW) Non-Myc 5 98 6. 13 6 .37 7 .11  6 .34 8 .36 
± 1 .85 ±1 .07 ± 1 .50 ± l . l l  ±0.59 ±0.93 
Myc 3 .24 3 .38 4.00 6.58 6.72 6.69 
± 1 .09 ±0.72 ±O 30 ±2.66 ±0.71  ±1 .52 
Na (mg per  g DW) Non-Myc 1 . 5 1  1.08 1 .34 8.02 7.69 8.38 
±1 .29 ±0.39 ±036 ±L59 ±L90 ±2.28 
Myc 1 35 1 . 18 0.89 1 1 .09 10.38 9.48 
±OAO ±0.23 ±0.24 ±1 .15  ±0.72 ±l 13 
Fe (�g per g DW) Non-Myc 128.37 136.98 120.77 145.17 150.51 196.52 
±84.47 ±63.06 ± 18.81 ±36.67 ±39.84 ±53.01 
Myc 89.93 141A5 1 18.35 9 1.65 88.78 88.52 
±31 .47 ±90.78 ±31 .31  ±14.23 ± 13.62 ±13 .86 
1 2 1  
Non-saline soil  Saline soil  
Not clipped l Cl 2 C1 Not cl ipped l Cl 2 (I 
(u (�g per g OW) on-Myc 3 1 7 1  26 54 29.83 54 49 5 1 29 44.91 
± 1859 ±7.91 ±5.9l ±16.17 ±9.21  ±8.63 
Myc 23 06 1774 15.74 46 46 45.27 36.32 
±l038 ±2.46 ±3.13 ±4056 ±15 .22  ±16 75 
Zn (�g per g OW) Non-Myc 1 12 .69 1 5 5 44 1 2 1 .68 1 16.31 127 67 13154 
±4.32 ±36.08 ±22.73 ±13.0l ±22 .97 ±2742 
Myc 94 27 1 17 .32  99.21 132.07 1 1 2 .88 1 1 2 55 
±8.23 ±24.04 ±7 77 ±92 93 ± U08 ± U63 
Mn (�g per g OW) Non-Myc 34.46 33 78 27 .67 25 .57 36.38 3452 
±7.34 ±3.98 ±8.92 ±5.22 ±7.04 ± 1658 
Myc 23.79 37.95 28.22 47.96 38.65 30.87 
±6.09 ± 1 7 90 ±2.73 ±54 04 ± 1 3 . 1 1  ±8.39 
The \ 'a lue are the means ± standard deviations in mg per g dry weight for 
macronutrient _ and in  �g per g dry \\'eight for micronutrients. Al l  shoot material 
produced throughout the gro\\1h period was pooled into one sample_ and anal yzed 
(including the pruned and lost material ) .  For treatment abbreviations see Fig.  26. Mean 
\ 'alues for nonmycorrhizal plant fol lov..-ed by a star are significant ly  ( P  < 0.05 ) 
different from mean \'a lues of corresponding mycorrhizal  treatments ( Tuke) ' s  
mult ip le compari on) .  
1 2 2  
Tabk 1 -l : R e u l t  of  the Three Wa) TOY perfomled on data obtained for element 
conccntrat i n in  the shoot f udan gra plant . 
AN OVA 
Myc Sal CI Interactions Interaction 
Factor 
P Value F-Va lue P-Value F-Val u e  P-Value F-Value P-Value F-Value 
P <0.001 32 157 0.154 2 . 133 0.342 1 . 1 10 0.002 1 1 .345 Myc X Sal 
K 0 935 0 00667 0.018 6.220 0.746 0.296 <0.001 16.209 Myc X Sal 
Mg 0.054 3 976 <0.001 14.093 0.664 0.415 
Ca <0.001 17 .483 <0.001 30. 1 16 0.267 1.375 0.014 6.812 Myc X Sal 
Na 0.007 8.409 <0.001 474.960 0.540 0.628 0.002 1 1 .314 Myc X Sal  
Fe 0.009 7 736 0.788 0.0734 0.635 0.460 
Cu 0.057 3.883 <0.001 23.812 0.458 0.800 
Zn 0.084 3. 166 0.556 0.353 0.377 1.005 
Mn 0.618 0.253 0.356 0.877 0.570 0.571 
For treatment abbreviation see Fig .  26. P value indicat ive of a sign i ficant ( P<O.OS ) 
influence of mycorrhizal inoculation ( Myc ). salt appl ication ( Sal ) .  c l ipping ( e l ), or an 
i nteract ion between factors are printed i n  bol d  letters. 
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Factor P-Value 
� 1 ycorrhizal inoculation ( Myc ) 0 .-+ 1 1 
a l ine ( al ) < 0.00 1 
C l ipping ( e l )  0 .640 
I nteraction ( Myc x e l )  0.048 
Fi gure 3 5 :  KINa rat io in shoot material obtained from Sudan grass plants. The alues 
are the means ± standard deviation . A l l  shoot material produced throughout the 
gro\\ih period wa pooled into one sample. and analyzed ( inc luding the pruned and 
lost material) .  For treatment abbreviations see F ig .  26. The table shows the results of 
the Three Way ANOV A. P-values indicating a signi ficant effect of mycorrhizal root 
inoculation ( Myc ).  soi l  a l i nity ( al ) or plant c l ipping ( e l )  ( P  < 0.05 ) are pri nted in 









a C l  1 C l  
Factor 
1)  corrh izal  i noculation ( Myc ) 
a l ine ( a l )  
C l i pping ( C I )  
I nteraction ( Myc x Sal ) 
2 C l  a C I  
P-Value 
< 0.00 1 
< 0.00 1 
0 .3 6 1  
0.0 1 4  
Q on-Myc 
o My c  
1 C l  2 C l  
Sal  
1 24 
F igure 36 :  C a rat io in  shoot material obtained from Sudan grass plants. The values 
are the means ± standard deviations.  A l l  shoot mat rial produced throughout the 
gro\\1h period was pooled into one sample, and analyzed ( i nc l uding the pruned and 
10 t material ) .  For treatment abbreviations see F ig .  26 .  The table shows the resul ts of 
the Three Way OV A .  P-value indicating a signi ficant effect of mycorrhizal root 
inoculat ion ( Myc ).  soi l  a l init. ( al ) or plant c l ipping ( C l ) ( P  < 0.05 ) are printed in  
bold .  ignificant (P  < 0.05 ) interactions are given in  the l ast l i ne.  
C l ipping did not affect total shoot uptake ofP. K,  Mg and a. Exposure of roots 
to soi l  sal in i ty decreased the shoot uptake of P, K and Mg in both. mycorrhizal and 
nonm) corrhi zal p lants (Table 1 5  and 1 6) .  Mycorrhiza fungal inoculation increased 
the shoot uptake of P. K and Mg. but the relat ive net contribution of the mycorrhiza 
1 2 5  
') mbio i to h ot uptak r the e elem I1t tended to be larger for plants growing on 
,al ine compared \\ ith the non- al ine o iL  
odi um content 1 11 hoot of plant groV,ll1g on al ine soi l  were higher 
compared \,y i th corre ponding non- al ine tr atments. In  response to salt appl icati on. 
1 -a uptake i nto th shoot increa ed between approxi mately 1 . 7 and 3 .0 fold in 
n nm) colThizal plant . and betv, een 2.5 and 5 . 0  fold in  mycorrhizal treatments. hoot 
a uptake \\ as genera l ly  larger for mycorrhizal compared with corresponding 
nonm) c rrhizal treatments. 
C l ipping did not afIect total shoot uptake of Micronutrients. oil al ini ty 
decrea ed the hoot uptake of  Cu. Zn. Fe and Mn in  both. mycorrhizal and 
110nmycorrhizal plants. hoot Cu, Zn. Fe and Mn uptake was larger for mycorrhizal 
compared with nonmycorrhizal treatments. 
1 2 6  
' r able 1. :- : l ement content in h ot material obtained from udan gra s pl ant 1 11 mg 
per plant . 
Non-saline soil Saline soil 
Not clipped 1 (I 2 (I Not clipped l Cl 2 (I 
P (mg per plant) Non-Myc 5 78 * 7.25 * 6.00 * 1 67 2 74 1 . 2 1  
±3.35 ±2 79 ±6.00 ±0.57 ±0.91 ±0.54 
Myc 19.86 26.10 20.67 13 .51  9 24 1046 
:t4 8 1  ± l l  88 :t3.62 ±5.16 ±3.01 1:3.15 
K (mg per plant) Non-Myc 72.99 106.69 * 93.14 3345 33.22 22.82 
±n 93 ±48 . 1 1  ±96.85 ±10.89 ± 1 l .59 ± 7 . 2 1  
Myc 199.56 277.18 229.62 160.32 95.08 105 . 1 1  
± 1 5 . 1 6  ±97.28 ±16.32 ±73.17 ±44.89 ±32 68 
Mg (mg per plant) Non-Myc 26 15 * 43.23 * 34. 17  * 13 87 15.02 1 2 03 
±4.38 ±15.48 ±30.46 ±2 .84 ±4.60 ::3.62 
Myc 72 56 92.82 8344 58.51 4 1 . 10 42.65 
±4 12  ±28 75 ±17.67 ±20.92 :!: 2 1 .83 ± 10.93 
Na (mg per plant) Non-Myc 5.39 7.63 7 15 16.56 * 18.63 12 .84 * 
± l .39 ±2.87 ±5.95 ±2.69 ±8.29 ±l .67 
Myc 2 1 .97 23.76 14.39 108.83 59.60 63.20 
±3.69 ±8.79 ±2 .54 ±5343 ±27.50 ±2546 
Fe (mg per plant) Non-Myc 0.72 0.91 0.83 0.32 0.34 0.31 
±O 79 ±o .n n01 ±0.14 ±0.04 ±O 10 
Myc 1 . 5 2  2.75 1.99 1 . 1 7  0.51 0.59 
±0.68 ±3.07 ±0.79 ±0.29 ±0.27 ±0.23 
Cu (mg per plant) Non-Myc 0.12  * 0.18 0.16 0.13 * 0.12 0.07 
±0.04 ±O.OS ±O 14 ±0.07 ±O.OS ±0.02 
Myc 0.36 0.3S 0.26 0.33 0.23 0 .21 
±0.08 ±0.09 ±0.02 ±0.12 ±0.03 ±0.02 
Zn (mg per plant) Non-Myc 05S 108 * 0.82 0.26 0.31 0.21 
±0.25 ±0.27 ±0.97 ±0. 1l ±0. 13 ±0.09 
Myc 157 2.50 163 1.00 0.63 0.75 
±0.20 ±1.22 ±0.08 ±0.09 ±0.23 ±0.34 
1 2 7  
M n  (mg per plant) on-Myc 0.16 0.24 * 0.17 0.06 0.09 o.os 
±0.06 ±0.07 ±O 19 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0 02 
Myc 0.39 0.79 0 46 0.30 0.20 0.21 
±0.03 ±0.S4 ±0.03 ±0.16 ±O.OS ±0.1O 
The \ alue are the m an ± tandard deviation . A l l  shoot material obtained throughout 
the gro\\1h period and at the t ime of harve t \\'a analyzed . For treatment abbreviation 
ee Fig. 26. lean \ alue for nonm) corrhizal plant fol lov. ed by a star are signi ficantly 
( P  < 0.05 ) d i ff! rent from mean \ alue of COlT ponding mycorrhizal treatments 
( Tuke) ' mult iple compari on) .  
Table 1 6 : Re u l t  of the  Three Way ANOVA performed on data obtained for element 
content in the hoots of udan grass plants. 
ANOVA 
Myc Sal (I Interactions Interaction 
Factor 
P-Value F-Val u e  P-Value F-Value P-Value F-Value P-Value F-Value 
P <0.001 74.016 <0.001 28.704 0.601 0 .517 0.029 5. 247 Myc X Sal 
K <0.00 1 57.995 <0.001 3 2 . 7 1 5  0.691 0.374 
Mg <0.001 65.071 <0.001 30.634 0.631 0.467 
Na <0.001 48.018 <0.001 38.192 0 . 1 14 2 .323 <0.001 19.826 Myc X 5al 
Fe 0.006 8.629 0.004 9.990 0.809 0 .213  
(u <0.001 54. 140 0.012 7 . 144 0.067 2.940 
Zn <0.001 28.286 <0.001 29.672 0 .219  1 .S91 
Mn <0.001 2 3 . 1 2 1  <0.001 15. 799 0.195 1 .716 
For treatment abbreviations see F i g. 26. P val ues indicat ive of a significant ( P  < 0.05 ) 
influence o f  mycorrhizal  i noculation ( Myc) salt  appl ication ( Sal ) ,  c l ipping ( e l ). or an 
interact ion between factors are printed in bold  letters. 
imi lar with P concentrat ions in shoots, concentrations of P in root t issues were 
sl ightly h igher in  mycorrhizal compared with nonmycorrhizal p lants ( Tables 1 7  and 
1 2 8  
1 ) . I Io\\ \.:\' r .  th  re \\ a' II effect of o i l  al ini t) n root P concentration . Root of 
plants c l i pped two t ime had high r P concentration compared \\ ith tho e of 
corn.' ponding non-cl i pped controls .  One t ime cl ipping had no effect on P 
concentration' in  the root . 
ncentrat ion o f  K and Ig were general ly  lo\\'er in roots that grev·; in a l ine 
compared \\ ith non- al ine soi l .  but there wa no effect of  mycorrhiza fungal 
i noculation or c l ipping. The a concentrat ions in roots were higher when they grew in 
a l ine compar d \\ ith non-sal i ne soi l .  Soi l  sal in ity_ but not c l ipping or mycorrhiza 
fungal i noculation affected root a concentrat ions. 
Concentration of  P were in a simi lar range in shoots and roots of  the plants of 
thi  experiment. M g  and Ca concentrat ions were h igher in  roots compared with those 
i n  hoot acros a l l  treatments. 
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Table  1 7 : l ement on entration in root mat rial obtained from udan gra s plant . 
Non-saline soli Saline soil 
Not clipped 1 (I 2 (I Not clipped 1 (I 2 (I 
P (mg per g OW) Non-Myc 0.87 0.89 1 .03 0.95 0.91 1.17 
±0.16 ±0.22 ±O.1S ±O.12 ±0 1S ±0.2S 
Myc 1.22 104 1.41 1 . 14 1 .13  120 
±0.07 ±0.22 ±0.10 ±0.24 ±D.07 ±0.09 
(mg per g OW) Non-Myc 13.67 1347 9 97 7.81 8A9 7 04 
±3.99 ±2 95 ±3.73 ±lIS ±3 78 ±2.00 
Myc 1 2 .65 10.86 13 .28 630 4 18 5.78 
±039 ±4.22 ±2.57 ±4.41 ±l 23 ±3 .38 
Mg ( mg per g OW) Non-Myc 1 3 72 13 76 14.52 13.44 1 1 .99 10.52 
± ll 5  ±231 ±1 .93 ±U6 ±1.23 ±U8 
Myc 13.95 1535 13.69 1 1 .73 12 .30 1238 
±2.87 ±3.53 H03 ±3.05 ±352 ±2A2 
Ca (mg per g OW) Non-Myc 15.58 1779 19.22 24 20 17.30 16.63 
±4.09 ±6.93 H 2 1  ±3.60 ±3AO ±3 54 
Myc 16A7 19.12 14 00 13.89 18.59 18.07 
±4.99 ±3.57 ±2 25 ±4 07 ±2.74 ±5.03 
Na (mg per g OW) Non-Myc 4 09 3.87 3.97 8.61 8.71 8.16 
±0.68 ±0.10 ±0.71 ±1 .96 ±2 14 ±3 13 
Myc 4 68 4 64 4.60 9.98 8.74 8.73 
±0.80 ± 1 .52 ±037 ±1 .01 ± U7 ±U8 
The values are the means ± standard deviations in mg per g dry weight . A l l  root 
material obtained at the t ime of harvest was analyzed . For treatment abbreviations see 
F ig .  26.  The mean val ues d id  not sign i ficantl y  di ffer ( P  < 0.05 :  Tukey' s mUlt iple 
comparison ) .  
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Table 1 : Re ul t  [ the Three \Vay 0 A performed on data obtained for element 
concentrati n in  th ro t of udan gra plants. 
ANOVA 
Myc Sal CI Interactions Interaction 
Factor 
P-Value F-Value P-Va lue F-Va lue P-Va lue F-Value P-Va lue F-Va lue 
p <0.001 20.772 0.877 0.0243 0.003 6.682 
K 0.191 1.773 <0.001 38.064 0.605 0.510 
Mg 0.738 0.113 0.006 8.591 0.796 0.229 
Ca 0. 148 2 . l90 0.369 0.828 0.708 0.349 0.014 4.790 Myc X sa l X CI 
a 0. 132  2.381 <0.001 11 1.488 0.646 0.443 
For treatment abbreviation ee Fig .  26.  P values indicative of a significant ( P<0.05 ) 
influence of mycorrhizal i noculation ( Myc) _  the sal in i ty treatment ( a l ) .  c l ipping (C I ) .  
or  an  interaction between factor are printed i n  bold  letter . 
Root contents of P.  K and Mg were 100�'er on sal ine compared with non-sal ine 
soi l  ( Tables 1 9  and 20) .  Mycorrhiza i noculation increased the amount of these 
element in root . I rrespe ti ve of the sal i nity treatment. the relative net contribution of 
mycorrhi za fungal colonizat ion to root P content \vas smal ler for the 1 C l treatment 
compared \\' i th that of the corresponding 2 CI and control treatments. 
The root contents of K,  Mg and Na showed relatively high variab i l ity within 
the same treatment.  Di fferent from the shoots_ root of the sal in i ty treated plants did 
not conta in  different amounts of a compared with the corresponding non-treated 
controls .  Mycorrhiza inoculation, however, increa ed Na content in the root 
1 3 1  
compar d \\ ith nOm11) orrhizal control . l i pping had no effi ct on the root P. K. Mg 
and a content . 
Table 1 9 : E lement content in root material obtained from udan grass pl ants in mg per 
plant.  
Non·sallne sal Saline soil 
Not clipped 1 (I 2 (I Not clipped 1 C1 2 C1 
P (mg per plant) Non·Myc 2.54 * 4 76 3 .85 * 133 2.23 165 
± 1 . 7 1  ±2 12 B.84 ±0.73 ±0 88 ±1 20 
Myc 10 44 8 . 19 12 .94 4.87 3.39 5.50 
± l.85 ±3 13  ±l SI ±2 79 ±2 14 H81 
K (mg per plant) Non-Myc 39.67 67.39 45.77 * 12.04 2306 1031 
! 2 1 .43 ±12 74 ±58.41 !7.40 ±17 95 ±8.19 
Myc 107 89 95.80 122 26 2814 13.56 3 1.59 
!16.43 ±5197 ±26.01 ±24 14 ±10.72 ±32 19 
Mg (mg per plant) Non·Myc 38.10 * 72.84 48.99 19.20 29.91 14.93 
±21 .43 126.63 ±37 13  ±10.63 ±12 .40 ±1031 
Myc 1 16.41 128.84 125.53 51 47 3837 58.69 
! lOIS ±64 72 ±27.09 :3183 ±25.51 :42.86 
a (mg per plant) Non-Myc 1 1 .83 20.01 16.07 1279 2300 10.08 
±6.98 ±S.57 ±17 .25 ±8.77 ±13.43 ±3.83 
Myc 39.40 40 87 42.22 4030 2734 4112 
15.34 ±2UB ±4 54 ±1627 ±20.23 B 1.85 
The values are the means ± standard deviat ions.  A l l  root material obtained at the t ime 
of harvest was analyzed. For treatment abbreviations see Fig .  26. Mean value for 
nomnycorrhizal plants fol lowed by a star are s ign ificantly ( P  < 0.05 ) di fferent from 
mean values of corresponding mycorrhizal treatments ( Tukey' mult iple compari on) .  
1 3 2  
Iable _0 :  Re u l t  f the Three \Va) A TO perfonned on data obtained for element 
content in the root of  udan gra plant . 
ANOVA 
Myc sal CI Interactions Interaction 
Fraction 
P-Value F-Value P-Value F-Value P-Value F-Value P-Value F-Value 
P <0.001 49.852 <0.001 3 3.546 0 .228 1 .541 0.006 8.363 Myc X Sal 
0.040 3 .538 Myc X C I  
K <0.001 16.048 <0.001 5 1 .493 0.864 0.147 0.006 8.378 Myc X Sal 
Mg <0.001 30. 1 3 3  <0.001 34.968 0.599 0.520 0.024 5 .516 Myc X Sal 
Na <0.001 26 .423  0.559 0.348 0.948 0.0540 
For treatm nt abbreviations ee F ig. 26. P val ues i ndicative of a sign i ficant ( P  < 0 .05)  
influence of mycol1'hizal  inoculat ion (Myc) _  sal t  application ( Sa l ) .  c l ipping ( e l ). or  an 
interaction betv, een factors are printed in bold  letters. 
1 3 3  
3A D j  cu  ion 
3A. l E ffect of o i l  a l i n i f) on  the rela t ive contr ibut ion of the a rbu c u l a r  
m� corrh iza fu ngal  y m bio  i to p lant  grow th and n u t rient  u ptake 
oi l  a l i ni ty negat ivel) affected plant growth acro s a l l  c l ipping and i noculation 
treatment in the present experiment. Both. shoOl length expansion and leaf formation 
\\ ere lm\ r in  al ini t)  treated plants compared ",'ith the respective control  around one 
month a fter the a l in i t)  treatments were e tabl i shed . The dry weight of the plant 
produced throughout the experiment period decrea ed by more than hal f in re ponse 
to the a l ine treatment, i rrespecti\ e of mycolThiza fungal inoculation. This suggests 
that udan grass responds \',;ith considerable grov,:th depre ion to moderate levels  of  
o i l  sal ini ty .  With re  pect to dry weight part i tioning, an  increase in  the lost biomass. 
and a de rea e in the flower and seed biomas was general ly  observed in response to 
oil a l in i t) . 
There are three principal  mechani ms by v,;hich soi l  sal in ity may negat ively 
affect p lant gro\\1h.  On a sal i ne soi l  the osmotic soi l potential is 1m\', and this can make 
it d i fficul t  for plants to acquire water ( M unns et a! . ,  2006) .  H igh levels of a and C l  
mal also have a d i rect negat ive effect on the physiology and functioning of plant cel ls ,  
when they are present in  the cytoplasm in amounts exceeding a specific threshold value 
( Dagar and Tomar. 2002� Badda et aL 20 1 4 � inclair  et al . .  20 1 4) .  H igh concentrations 
of a+ and C t  may further disbalance plant ion uptake ( Hasegawa et aL 2000; Munns 
et aL 2006 ) .  Competi t ion of a+ and K or Ca
2+ for uptake ites i s  relativel ' common, 
and may result in  a induced K or Ca deficiency on sal ine or sodic soi ls ( Rabie. 2005 ) .  
I n  addit ion to ion competi t ion for uptake sites. a decreased mass flow towards the root 
surface. and a dec l i ne in integrity and polarization of root cel l  pIa man1embranes can 
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al 0 ontribute to a p orer nutri t ional tatu of plant grov.:ing in a l ine compared with 
n n- a l ine o i l .  rbu cular 111) orrh izal fungi ha\'e often been hown t o  contribute to 
gro\\lh of plant growing on a l ine o i l .  even though the prec i e mechani m are not 
J et ompletel )  understood ( Estrada et aI . ,  20 1 3a ) ,  rocaa e t  a1 . ( 20 1 3 )  ob  en'ed that 
\\ hen eXj 0 ed t al ine soi L  m) cotrophic plants may increase the strigolactone 
pr duction to t imulate th branching and root colonization by symbiotic arbuscuJar 
my on'hizal fungi . Thi ugge ts that ome plant spec ies may become more dependent 
on their fungal p811ner under sal in i ty stress , 
I n  the pre em exp ri 111ent, arbuscular mycorrhiza fungal inoculation increased 
the dry wei ght of udan grass. i rre pect ive of v;hether the soi l  was sal ine. or not . The 
relat ive contribution of the fungal symbio is to plant dry wei ght production d id not 
d i ffer depending on whether host p lants grew on sal ine or non-sal ine soiL  On one hand. 
the e results indicate that the presence of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi can help 
prevent y ie ld  dec l i ne on sal ine soi l , On the other hand. the resul ts of the present study 
do not upport the idea that the relat ive contribution of the mycorrhiza symbiosis to 
plant growth i ncrea es when plants are affected by salt stress, Posit ive effects of  
myconhiza i noculation on plant perfonnance have also been observed previously. e .g .  
by Al -Karaki et a1 . ( 200 1 ), Daei e t  a 1 .  ( 2009) and Al-Khaliel ( 20 1 0) .  When exposed to 
sal ine soiL mycorrhiza inoculation has been shown to impro e the growth of onion 
( H i rrel and Gerdemann, 1 980:  Ojala et aI . ,  1 983 ) ,  c itrus seed l ings ( Wu et a l . .  20 1 0 ). 
maize ( Feng et a1 . .  2002: Sheng et a 1 . .  2008 ), lettuce ( Jahromi et aL 2008) and tomato 
( AI - Karaki , 2000) ,  
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi can be  adapted to. and grow in sal i ne substrates 
( Wi lde et al . .  2009 ) ,  It has been shown that arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi originating 
1 3 5  
Crom al in  habitat are parti ular)) effi i em in  contribut ing to  plant gro\\1h under 
al init:y ( Zhu. 200 1 : Ruiz- Lozan et a 1 . .  20 1 2 ). In the pre ent tlld . there wa no 
di fTerence in the: extent f arbu cular m) corrhiza fungal root colonizat ion bem een 
plant that gre\\ on sal ine and non- al ine soi l .  Results obtained by Hartmond et a l .  
( 1 987) and Wu et  a! . ( 20 1 0 ) con fi nn the re  u l ts  o[ the present experiment. I rrespective 
of the o i l  a l in i ty,  root col nization rates were very high. This suggests that there was 
no negati \  e effect of soi l a l i n i ty on intraradical mycorrhiza development . However. 
it needs to be considered that the technique used for staining and observat ion of 
intrarad ical fungal tructure in the pre ent study did not al low for d ist inction between 
l i \  and dead fungal t i  sue . Thus i t  can not b e  exc l uded that there were di fferences i n  
t h e  proportion of the l ive fungal tructures within the roots of the sal i ni ty  treated and 
non-treated p lants .  
Adaptation of  plant to a sal i ne gro\\'1h substrate involves mechani sms that 
require addi tional energy. e .g .  the uptake and release of a+ and Cl '  ( Chen et al . .  2007 ). 
or the synthesis of  compatible olutes for osmotic adj ustment (Moghaieb et al . .  2004 ) .  
At the arne t ime. the photosynthetic capacit  of plants that grow under sal in i ty tress 
is often reduced. The results of the present experiment do not suggest that the extent 
of arbuscular mycorrhiza fungal root colonization or the relative contribution of the 
symbiosis to plan t  perfonnance dec l i ne under alt stress due to a decreased abi l ity of 
the host plant to supply the fungal symbiont with carbohydrate . 
I n  the present study. soi l  salin ity decreased the shoot/root rat io .  A stronger 
dec l ine in shoot compared with root growth is a common obser ation in plants expo ed 
to sal i ni ty ( Lauchl i  and Grattan. 2007: M unns and Te ter. 2008) .  A reason could be 
that under sal in i ty it is easier for a plant  to sustain the turgor in root compared with 
1 3 6  
ho t e l l . The h L r ot rat io trongl) d pends on the plant \\ ater and nutrient 
uppl) tatu ( 1unn and Te teL 2008 : Garg and Pandey. 20 1 5 ). nder a l in i ty the 
p lant nutri t ional tatu ft n decrea ed. leading to increased photoassimi late 
im e tm nt into root pro l i ferat ion and foraging for oil nutrient pools.  In the pre ent 
tud) . p lant that gre\\ under o i l  sal i nity took up less P. K and Mg. Zn and Mn 
om pared \\ ith corre ponding controls  grown in  non- a l ine soi l .  
cro all treatments. arbu cular mycorrhiza root colonization increa ed the 
hoot root ratio .  The rea on for this could be an improved nutritional status of 
my corrhiza l  p lant . I n  myconhizal plants. P uptake via the ymbiot ic pathwa) can 
account for a lmo t 1 00 0"0 of the total P taken up ( Pearson and Jakobsen. 1 993 :  mith 
et a 1 . .  2003 : Poulsen et a1 . .  200 � ) .  Mycorrhizal p lants may thus rather i n  est 
carbohydrates into supplying the fungal symbiont. than the production of addit ional 
root biomas . 
Under sal inity. the relative contribution of mycorrhiza fungal root colonization 
to hoot P uptake seemed to be larger compared with plants that grew in non-sa l ine 
soi l .  Whi l e  mycorrhiza inoculated plants took up on an average 3 . 5  t imes more P into 
the ir  hoots compared with nOlID1yconhizai  controls  under non-sal ine conditions. the 
mycorrhizal symbiosis improved shoot P contents on an average by a factor of 6.6 
when p lant grew on sal i ne soi l .  This finding supports earl ier reports of ( H irrel and 
Gerdemann. 1 980:  Ojala et a! . .  1 98 3 :  Al-Karak i .  2000: AI-Khal ieL 20 1 0 ) ",;ho found 
that contribution to P uptake from sal ine soi l  may be a main mechanism by ��hich the 
mycorrh izal symbiosis contributes to p lant perfonnance under sal in i ty .  Compared with 
standard values c i ted by Bergmann ( 1 992 ) the hoot P concentrations were in a very 
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10\\ range in  a l l  p lant im h ed in thi  experiment . Re ul t  ugge t that P defic iency 
oc urred. and that P uppl) wa a gro\\1h l imit ing factor. 
When the plant P nutritional tatus i impro\ ed due to m) corrhiza fungal 
ontributi 11 to plant P uptake. this may al 0 posi t i '  e l )  affect the abi l i ty of the ho t 
plant to acquire other nutritional e lements via the a ymbiotic pathway. Reasons for 
thi could l ie. e.g. in an increa ed photos) nthet ic capacity of the ho t plant ( Smith and 
Read. 1 99 7 ). and or improved root groV\1h physiological functioning. The extraradical 
h) phal net\\ork might al 0 impro'·e oil structure. and the quality of contact betv,een 
root urface and rhizo phere soi l  ( Johnson et al . .  2 0 1 0 ) .  
I t  rna) be  pos i ble that mycolThizal fungi nat ive to  sal ine ecos)' terns would 
have contributed even more to p lant P uptake from sal ine soil compared with the fungi 
used for i noculation in  the present tudy. which originated from a non-sa l ine habitat. 
The mechan i sms by \-vhich the mycorrhiza fungal symbiosis contributed to the 
shoot uptake of e lements other than P remain speculative. imi lar with P. K 
concentrations in  the shoots of a l l  p lants were indicat i ,  e of deficiency. The m)'corrhiza 
fungal contribution to uptake of P and K might thus have been a main reason for an 
i nc rea ed dry ,veight production of mycorrhizal compared with nonmycolThizal plants 
under sal i ne as wel l  as non-sal ine conditions. The abi l i ty of the arbuscular mycorrhizal 
symbiosis to enhance the abi l ity of ho t plants to absorb K from sal ine soil have been 
reported by many researchers ( Mohammed et a l . .  2003 : Alguaci l  et a l . .  2003 : 
Zandaval l i  et al . .  2004: Rabie and Almadin i .  2005 : Giri et al . .  2007; Shari fi et a l . .  2007: 
Zuccarini and Okurowska. 2008 : Porra - Soriano et al . .  2009: Kaya et al . .  2009; Wu 
et aJ . .  2 0 1 0:  Talaat and haw·ky. 2 0 1 1 :  Mardukhi et al . .  20 1 1 ). but the mechanisms 
behind this are t i l l  speCUlat ive.  
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I n  111)  orrhizal plant . n t only K. but a lso fa uptake increa d compared \\ ith 
nonm) conhizal planL. Thi e ffect \\ a paI1 icularl) \ ident under ele\ ated aCl le\'els 
in  the oi l .  Tht: hoot KJNa rat io  did t im not d iffer between mycorrhizal and 
nOI1 I11) conhizal plant . Maintenance of the ame KINa ratio between shoot of 
111) orrhizal and Ilonmyconhizal plants might be a hint that both element v, ere taken 
up b) p lant tran por1ers in both ca es. l lowever. this remain peculative. In  both .  
mycorrhizal and nOI1111) corrhizal plant . KINa ratios were 10\\ under sal ine conditions. 
making the occurrence of Na induced K deficiency l ikely ( Evel in et a l . .  2009 ).  Our 
study doe not cofi rm the idea that mycorrhiza fungal root colonization increases the 
uptake select iv i ty for K ( Rinaldel l i  and Mancuso, 1 996: Tian et aL 2004 : Rabie and 
lmadin i ,  2005 ) .  
Cantre l l  and L inderman (200 1 ) showed that myconhizal contributed in  
i ncreased Ca2� uptake in  lettuce. Hammer e t  a l .  ( 20 1 1 )  found that arbuscular 
m)Corrhizal fungi take up the nutrients from the o i l  e lectively for example K� and 
Ca2- .  Whether such contributions are due to d irect uptake via the mycorrhizal hyphae. 
or indirect effects of an improved P nutrit ion. deserves further inve t igation. 
In the current experiment . the results indicate that Ca concentrations the shoots 
were lower in mycorrhizal plants compared to those in nonmycOlTll izal plants. Some 
researcher found the opposite. and reported that Ca concentrations in mycorrhizal 
p lants were h igher than those in nonmycorhizal controls  ( Yano-Melo et al . .  2003 ). 
However. d i fference in  Ca  concentrations in  plant shoots can al 0 be due to 
d ifference in growth. and corresponding di lution effects. The CalNa rat io was e\'en 
decreased b} mycorrhiza fungal i noculation, even though values vyere not in a crit ical 
range for p lants that grew in  sal ine or non-sal ine soi l .  
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Na concentration · in the ho t or  plant exposed to al in it; \\ ere in a range 
that i ,t i l l  tolerated b) 111 deratel )  al t  tolerant plant ( Bergmann. 1 992 ) .  Th negat i \  e 
impa t f al in i t) on plant gro\\1h ob en"ed in the pre ent stud) might thus have been 
rather due to I tox ici ty. or a negat ive impact of aCI on uptake ofnutriems and water. 
\101 rou previou tudie suggest that 111) corrhiza fungal root colonization 
can decrea e m eral l  uptake of Na into the p lant boot ( Dixon et a l . ,  1 993 : Giri and 
� fukelj i .  2004 : 1 urkute et a1 . .  2006: Ghazi and Al -Karaki ,  2006: harifi et a ! . .  2007: 
Zuccarini and Okurowska. 2008:  Kohler et a1 . .  2009: Kaya et aL 2009: POlTas- oriano 
et a1 . .  2009: Khal i l  et a ! . .  20 1 1 :  Han1l11er et a 1 . .  20 1 1 :  Cekic et a I . ,  20 1 2 : Talaat and 
h3\\ k) . 20 1 4) .  Our result , however. can not confirm thi . 
M)  corrhizal fungi are known to assi t plant to grow by contributing to their  
net nutrient uptake. In the present study. l11ycolThizal plants had h igher content of K. 
Mg, Cu.  Zn and Mn in the shoot compared with the corresponding nonmycorrhizal 
controls .  ilTespective of whether the growth substrate was sal ine or not . The relative 
contribution of the mycorrhizal symbiosis to shoot uptake of these elements did not 
d iffer depending on soil sal i n ity.  suggesti ng that the functioning of the symbiosis was 
not negat ively affected by elevated levels of aC 1 in  the rooting zone. 
Leve ls  of Mg were in  a sufficient range in mycorrhizal as wel l  as 
nonmycorrhizal shoots. n i ncrease in  Mg uptake in re ponse to mycorrhiza root 
colonization ha been reported by some researchers ( Marschner and Del l .  1 994: 
Raghothama. 2000: G iri et a1 . .  2003 : G iri and Mukerj i  2004 : Murkute et aL 2006: 
Miransari et a ! . ,  2009a.b : Wu et a1 . .  20 1 0: Khal i l  et aL 20 1 1 :  Cekic et al . .  20 1 2 : Talaat 
and hawk) . 20 1 4 ) .  
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In thi experi ment, the re ult suggest that the m\ corrhiza funoal \ mbio i al 0 �- ... b "' 
helped to enhan c plant performance b; increa ing P concentTat ion in the roots of 
mycorrh izal plant compared to tho e in nonm) corrhizal plants \\ hen gro\\ n in sal ine 
and n011- a l in  i l .  But i t  eem that the mycorrh izal inoculation had no effect on K, 
1 9  and a concentrat ions in the roots of plants which were grown under sal ine and 
110n- a l ine condit ions.  E lement concentrat ion in mycorrhizal roots are d ifficult  to 
interpret. a pm1it ioning of e lements between root t i  sues and fungal mycel ia is 
unkno\\ I1 . 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi can al 0 improve Fe, Cu and Mn uptake of p lants 
( 1 arschner and Del l .  1 994: Miransari et aL 2006) .  The micronutrient concentrations 
in hoot of udan gra plants of the present study were in a sufficient range, with In, 
Cu and Fe concentrations being above opt imal \'alues. but not yet in a tox ic range. 
1) corrh iza inocu lation increased uptake of In. Mn,  Cu and Fe in the present stud) . 
The Fe concentrat ions in  the t i ssues of mycorrhiza l  plants were lower compared with 
those in nonmycorrhizal controls .  Whether this was due to a concentration effect. or a 
protectiw mechanism that prevented mycorrhizal plants from taking up excessi \ e  
amounts of this element ( Nogueira et a 1 . .  2004: Davies et aI . ,  2005 : Cardoso and 
Kuyper. 2006: M i ransari et a1 . .  2006) remains speculative. 
Kothari et al . ( 1  99 1 )  reported that Zn was taken up and transported VIa 
arbuscular mycorrhizal hyphae. ome studies reported that the phosphate ( P ) 
increa ed the uptake of In i n  Sedzrl7l alfi'edii plant because of increasing in  In 
concentration of shoots and dry matter yield . The P ferti l i zer with mult iple c l ippings 
of p lants at the same t ime can help in the removal of In from contaminated soi ls  
( Huang et aI . ,  20 1 2 ). 
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c\ el f ni trogen remain unkno\\ n a the t is  ue oncentrat i n of thi element 
\\ cre not anal) 7cd in the pre nt tud) . Tim . it can not be excl uded that the m) corrhiza 
) 111bi i al 0 c ntributed to the uptake of thi elem nt from al ine and/or non- a l ine 
o i l .  
rbu cular m) corrh izal fungi may contribute to  plant uptake of nutri tional 
element either directl) by tran fen'ing acquired elements to the plant cy10pla m at the 
ymbiotic interface. or ind irect ly by improving the abi l it) of the roots to take up 
nutrient . Though mycorrhizal fungi have been shown to contribute to p lant uptake of 
a wide range of nutritional elements ( Ri l l ig .  2004) .  tudies have only confirmed hyphal 
tran port and tran fer to the p lant of P. . Zn and eu so far. 
3.4.2 E ffect of hoot c l ipp ing  on the relative con t r i b u tion of the arbuscu lar 
mycorrb iza fu ngal  sy m b iosi to p lant  growth and n u tr ient  u ptake 
I n  groundcovers. the removal of shoot biomass by mowing or c l i pping is  a 
common practice. The consequences for the mycorrhiza fungal symbiosis might be 
transient when p lants re-establ ish quickly ( Torresa et aL 20 1 1 ) . On one hand. the 
mycorrhizal fungi might assist plant re-establ ishment by contributing to nutrient 
uptake. On the other hand. the fungus m ight delay re-establ ishment as i t  competes with 
p lant organs for photoassimi l ates. Smith and Read ( 1 997 )  showed that arbuscular 
111) corrhiza l  root colon ization, after c l ipping the plants. had a positi e effect on uptake 
of nutrient by plants. as wel l as on p lant re-growth (Newingham. 2002) .  Hetrick et a l .  
( 1 990) ,  Gange et  al . ( 2002 ) .  K l i ronomos et  al . ( 2004) and Weam and Gange ( 2007) 
reported that ho t plant grazing had a negat ive effect on arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi 
development . Accord ing to .T i rout et a l .  ( 2009) and Ba et a l .  ( 20 1 2 )  the arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi d ivers i ty and colonizat ion were increased under l ight and moderate 
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defol iat ion. and decrea ed under extreme I} trong grazing. e\"eral pre\ iou tudie 
reported that defol iati n can reduce arbu cular mycorrhizal spore abundance ( Eom et 
al . .  200 1 : u and Gu . 2007:  Tian et al . .  2009 ) .  Reduction in leaf area by c l ipping can 
reduce the amount of carboh) drate a\ ai lable to root ( Richards. 1 984: Trent et al . .  
1 987 ) .  7\ ledina-Roldan e t  a ! .  ( 2008 ) and Barto and R i l l i ng ( 20 1 0 )  reported that the 
carbon l im itation cau ed the negati\ "e effect of hea\"y defol iation on arbuscular 
m) corrhizal colon izat ion.  When photosynthetica l ly  acti \ 'e ti ssues are removed from 
the hoot. a ociated arbuscular mycorrh izal fungi might suffer from carbohydrate 
deficiency ( Paul and Kuce) . 1 98 1 ) .  However. other studies ha\e shown different 
re pon es of arbu cular mycorrhizal fungi colonization to c l ipp ing .  There are pre\"ious 
reports ( Reece and Bonham. 1 978 :  Wal l ing and Zabinski .  2006: Tian et a1 . .  2009: 
Torresa et a 1 . .  20 1 1 ). which found that the arbusular mycorrh izal root colonization did 
not decrea e in re pon e to host defol iat ion. Davidson and Chri tensen ( 1 977 )  and 
Reece and Bonham ( 1 97 8 )  reported that the frequency of arbu cular mycolThizal 
colonization in  d ifferent perennial tussock grasses was not affected by grazing. 
im i l arly. i n  the present experiment. shoot c l ipp ing had no effect on the extent of 
mycorrhiza fungal root colonjzation . I t  i s  possible that this was because the 
mycorrhizal fungi re ponded to the c l ipping short -term. and establ ished back to the 
control \ "alues when host plants reco ered (T orresa et al . .  20 1 1 ) . I t  i s  also possi ble that 
the c l ipping effect depends on the arbuscular mycolThiza fungal pecies ( Kl ironomo 
et a1 . .  2004) .  TOlTesa et a 1 .  ( 20 1 1 )  suggested that when plant photosynthet ic area re­
establ i shes quickly after c l ipping. the mycorrhizal colonization might not decrease 
much.  as carbohydrate supply is quickly restored . When the mycolThizal ymbiosis i 
a l read) suffic ientl) establ i shed by the t ime of c l ipping. the fungal contribution to 
nutrient uptake m ight wel l  contribute to a quick re-establ ishment of the c l ipped shoots. 
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In accordance. Wu et a! . ( 20 1 1 )  howed that after cutting there wa an increa e in 
arbu cular mycorrh iza ro t colonization of bermudagrass. and mycorrhizal plants 
'ho\\ d a higher dry \\ eight compared 10 nonm)corrhizal controls. The authors found 
that m) corrhizal p lant recoYer d fa ter [r III cl ipping than nonmycorrhizal ones. As 
ppo ed to the ab \ e re ults. Wal l ing and Zabin ki ( 2006) show ed that arbuscular 
mycorrhizal plant were mai ler compared to nonmycorrhizal control . and this effect 
wa' more pronounced when plants were c l ipped . Wu et a l .  ( 20 1 1 )  ugge ted that the 
different effect of c l ipping on arbu cular mycorrhizal colonization are re lated to 
d ifference bet\\ een p lant spec ies. Wal l ing and Zabinski ( 2006 ) reported that 
('enuurea masculo a had greater compen ator) grov-,1h after defo l iation compared 
with Fesfllca iduhoen i. and P. elldoroegneria spicafa. That might be because of its 
h igh competit iye strength ( 1arler et a1 . .  1 999 ) .  The latter i s  most l i ke ly at l ea t 
part ia l ly confened by the mycolThizal symbio i s  (Carey et a 1 . .  2004) .  and thus good 
exploitation of o i l  P resources ( Zabinski et a 1 . .  2002 ) .  After two consecutive years of 
defol iat ion.  Paspulu171 vaginaflllll had rugher rates of arbuscular mycorrhizal root 
colonization than the genotypes of Artsfida and Sporobollis Cl}pfandrlls (Torresa et 
a 1 . .  20 1 1 ) . Moreover. Wal l i ng and Zabinski ( 2006) reported that there v as no evidence 
that the arbu cular mycorrhizal colonization would encourage a greater compensatory 
growth of p lants after c l ipping. and provided evidence that the arbuscular mycorrhizae 
do not a lways assist the i r  host plants. and may even decrease the competit ive trength 
of p lants under certa in  conditions. 
Competit ion between arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi and their  host plants for 
photoassimi lates might play a more important role under sal inity. U ual l )  plant 
exposed to sal ine soil have been shown to benefi t  from the arbuscular mycorrhizal 
s} mbiosis .  However. plant adaptations to sal ine soi l  require energy in form of 
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carboh� drale . e.g. for act i \  e emux of unwant d i n .  ) nthe i of compat ible solute 
or ompartmental ization of a and CL It i thu po ible that under condit ions of 
l im ited photo ) nth . compet it ion be(\\ een plants and arbu cular mycorrhizal fungi 
for photoa imi late particularl) strong on sal ine o i l s . 
A rea on \\ h) c l i pping had no effect on plant growth. mycorrhiza development 
and nutri nt uptake .  In the pre ent experiment might be that the frequenc) and/or 
inten it) of c l ipping i n  the pre ent tud) was not very high. It is possible that some 
e tTe t of c l ipping on m)'corrhiza development were overlooked. as the extent of root 
colonizat ion. but not the abundance of individual fungal structures was ob en·ed. I n  a 
tudy by K l i ronomos et a l .  ( 2004 ), intraradical hyphae and arbuscules w ere negatively 
affected b) c l i pping. wherea the production of ve ic les and spores v,,'as enhanced, and 
the extraradical  hypha I l ength remained unaffected . Also. the way of interacting the 
arbu cular mycorrhizal fungi v·; i th the host plant depend on the species of arbu cular 
mycorrhizal fungi ( anders and Fi tter. 1 992 : Kl ironomos. 2003 ) .  
o i l  sal i nity decrease the osmotic potential in the rhizosphere. which may 
make it more d ifficul t  for p lants to take up v,ater from the soi l .  Mass flow of NaCl into 
the rhizosphere increases with i ncreasing plant transpiration. It could be peculated 
that removal of leaf biomass reduced transpiration in udan grass p lants. and \\.' ith i t  
mas flow ofNaCI into the rhizosphere. Remo al of leaf mass might a lso have reduced 
total plant water demand . 
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C o n c l u  ion  
The re ul t  of the pre ent tudy indicate that C conglol7leralZi. plant hay e a 
con iderable  potential for bioma production under condit ions of the AE .  The 
ob en ation that a edge adapted to gro\\ under some of the mo t adver e abiotic 
conditions i abl to re pond with considerable biomas production to input of 
additional i ITigation \\ ater and fert i l izer. uggest a high ecological plast ic i ty .  Whether 
thi  i unique among the UAE native flora, or there are other specie exhibit ing such 
gro\\1h potentiaL de erve further investigation . 
I n  the pre ent tudy, C cong!omerafu , a nat ive non-host to arbuscular 
m) corrh izal fungi .  outperformed a mycotrophic introduced crop. Should future tudies 
confirm thi finding for a wider range of agricultural soi l s  of the UAE,  screening for 
genot) pe for biomass and/or animal fodd r production would possibly need to 
im o lw more native p lants and members of the Cyp raceae. 0 far. most grasses u ed 
for animal feed production in the UAE and elsewhere are members of the Poaceae . 
The preci e mechani ms by which C cong!omeratu mobi l izes nutritional 
elements from the o i l  deserve further invest igat ion.  Rhizosphere acid ification might 
p Ia: a role .  a wel l  as association with beneficial  rhizosphere microorganisms. Though 
the field experiment conducted involved two d ifferent iITigation treatment . the results 
of the pre ent study do not a l lovv for unequivocal conc lusion on the comparative 
p rfomlance of C conglomera/us and Sudan gras under water l imi tation. Future 
studies would need to involve water upply treatment with lower amounts of water 
prov ided. 
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In the fie ld experim nt that v, a onducted. '. cong/omerafll and udan grass 
p lant· \\ ere u l t i \  ated for a period of 7 month . Whi le  udan gras i re lativel) ea i l )  
e .  tabl i  hed from eed . C. cong/omerufu propagation proved mo t ucc ssful [rom 
rhizome cuttings. fhi mode of propagat ion i re lativel) t ime con uming. and require 
the 3\ a i lab i l i t) of larger amount of cuttings for pasture establ ishment . Economical 
fea ib i l i t) of C. congloll7erafu tands would po ib ly requi re that the pastures could 
be u ed for e\ eral consecutive years for biomass product ion. Monitoring of plant 
y ie ld m er a longer period of t ime would thus be required before c lear 
recommendations on the use of C. conglomera/us in UAE agriculture can be made. 
im i lar with ome previous report . resul ts of this study uggest that when 
grO\\11 \" i th root haring the same planting pot. mycorrhizal root systems may 
negati \  e ly affect the development and functioning of neighboring non-host root . The 
pre ent study can. howe\ er. not confi rm uch observat ions under field cond itions. The 
relevance of d i rect negat ive effects of mycorrhizal root systems on performance of 
non-hosts in agricultural and natural ecosystems thus needs to be further evaluated. 
The results of the present study can confirm earl ier findings of the presence of 
arbu cu lar mycorrhizal fungi improving the performance of mycotrophic plants 
grovv ing on a l ine soi l .  However. the relat ive contribution of the symbios is  to p lant 
performance was not greater under sal inity compared with non-sal i  ne condi tions in the 
present study. When mycotrophic plants are groVv n on desert soi l s  that d id not harbor 
p lant before. o i l  i noculation with arbu cular mycorrhiza fungal strains could be 
beneficia l . Posi t ive effects of mycorrhiza fungal root colonization appeared pretty 
robu t in the present stu dy. and \ ere not affected in the i r  magnitude by sal in ity or 
removal of shoot biomass. Risks of yield decl ine associated with the appl icat ion of 
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biofcrt i l ilcr ba ed on mycorrhizal fungi to agricultural soi l  appear rather 10\\ . 
Arbu 'cular 111) cOlThiLa fungal train i olated [rom natural l)  sal ine ecosystem might 
ha\ c a greater potential to promote plant performance under sal in i ty compared \\ ith 
the fungal population that \\ a u d in the pre ent tudy . 
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